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In 2015 a group of interested and engaged Missoulians participated in the
Sonoran Institute’s New Mobility West Community Mobility Institute, with
representatives from other major Montana cities. Each city group was tasked
with identifying a major economic and cultural challenge in their community,
and for creating an action plan to address the challenge. The Missoula group,
which became known as the “Midtown Mojo” group, focused on the Brooks
Street Corridor in Midtown Missoula and drew up a vision statement that
reads in part:
“Midtown Mojo seeks to shape Midtown growth in ways that support a
vibrant, accessible community for all of Missoula. This includes desirable
housing affordable to all demographics, accessible transit linking all modes of
travel, and pedestrian-friendly streetscapes with commercial corridors that
service the neighborhoods surrounding them. Midtown Mojo understands
highly efficient transit to be the backbone of this urban design.…”
Midtown Mojo then applied for and received a grant from Community Builders
New Mobility West Initiative to engage Progressive Urban Management
Associates (P.U.M.A.), a land use planning and economic development firm
from Denver, Colorado to provide technical assistance in leading a public
process to cultivate the vision for the Brooks Street corridor.
P.U.M.A. led an intensive, community-wide planning effort that included three
public meetings and more than a dozen meetings with key stakeholders. The
planning effort culminated in the Brooks Street Corridor Study completed in
December 2016, which solidified a vision with broad community support for
transit-oriented development along Brooks Street in Midtown.
Immediately following the 2016 study, this Brooks Corridor Transit-Oriented
Development (TOD) Infrastructure Study was commenced to identify specific
infrastructure needs to make high-frequency transit and TOD successful in
Midtown Missoula. It centers on the idea that an economically healthy,
efficient, and visually appealing Brooks Street Corridor will benefit the entire
Missoula community.
Brooks Street is the spine of Midtown Missoula, and the single route between
Downtown and the Bitterroot Valley. It developed in the 1960’s and 1970’s as
a suburban, auto-centric highway business strip, with mostly one-story
buildings in a sea of parking. While much of Missoula has continued to grow
and respond to changing attitudes toward more compact development
friendly to all modes of transportation, the auto-centric character of Brooks
Street has remained largely unchanged.
Maintaining Brooks Street as a strong, viable transportation and economic
corridor is important to Missoula businesses, adjacent neighborhoods, the

entire Missoula community, and the State of Montana. Today, the corridor is
ripe for investment and redevelopment.
Heavy traffic volumes, numerous driveways, high crash rates, and the lack of
pedestrian and bicycle accommodations all indicate that Brooks Street is not
functioning as the kind of community resource it has the potential to be. This
vital corridor is in need of a transformative roadmap that can guide sensible
and pro-active redevelopment. This roadmap would achieve an effective
allocation of right-of-way to accommodate the needs of all users, motorized
and non-motorized alike, while serving the access needs of adjacent land uses.
It would also embrace principles of good access management, traffic
management, and context-sensitive design.
The challenge is to identify and provide the transportation infrastructure
needed to transform Brooks Street into a permeable, enjoyable destination
corridor with vital development nodes in the heart of Midtown Missoula. The
alternatives developed and evaluated in this study have identified potential
localized and corridor-wide enhancements to improve operations and safety
for all users while preserving the character of the area.
This study recommends development concepts and public actions that
collectively will create a more attractive commercial and residential
environment for current and prospective residents and businesses. This is
achieved by integrating and reinforcing three major components of the study
area:
Land Use Developments, Transportation Improvements, and
Streetscape/ Landscape Investments.

Brooks Corridor Transit-Oriented Development (TOD) Infrastructure Study

1. Introduction

The Brooks Corridor Transit-Oriented Development (TOD) Infrastructure Study is a comprehensive study of public
infrastructure investments and policy tools that will enhance and promote the corridor to serve a multitude of uses
and users. Brooks Street is a vital economic and transportation corridor for the City of Missoula. This study creates a
concept design plan for transportation investments that can improve safety for all users, make important linkages
through Missoula’s Midtown, and help leverage economic development opportunities on the corridor.
Brooks Street serves as the primary gateway to Downtown Missoula for neighborhoods and communities southwest
of downtown, with extended connections to regional attractions and civic institutions. Where farms and ranch terrain
once stretched for miles, the corridor predominantly features a mix of highway business establishments and large
regional retail centers first developed in the 1960s and 1970s with the expansion of housing subdivisions that
accompanied Missoula’s population growth at that time. While the city has continued to grow, the character of Brooks
Street has remained largely auto-oriented as a function of its state highway designation.
Today, the corridor is ripe for investment and redevelopment. With the growth of adjacent residential neighborhoods
there is a strong need to improve public facilities along the corridor in the name of public safety, health, and economic
potential. Spurred in part by local legislative initiatives to promote livability and a walkable urban environment, the
City of Missoula determined that now is an important time to examine the future of Brooks Street and set a blueprint
for its revitalization.
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NHS (including the Interstate System). Per the updated rulemaking, the FHWA “encourages the use of flexibility and a
context-sensitive approach to consider a full range of project and user needs and the impacts to the community and
natural and human environment."
Maintaining Brooks Street as a strong and viable transportation and economic corridor is important to Missoula
businesses, adjacent neighborhoods, the entire Missoula community, and the State of Montana. Changes in the
development, transportation, and economic environment require careful consideration of the image, function, and
potential of this important street and its setting. The Brooks Corridor TOD Infrastructure Study presents a communitybased program, initiated by the city and stakeholders, to re-imagine this important environment and consider its
potential as an important asset well into the future.
1.2 Recent Planning Efforts
Several previously published plans and policy documents have contributed to this study. The following documents
have been instrumental in helping to define the problems and inform infrastructure solutions. Internet links to these
documents are provided (as available), and references to these plans are made throughout this Brooks Corridor TOD
Infrastructure Study.
•

•

As a major economic center of western Montana, the steering committee for this study believes that an investment
plan for the future of Brooks Street will best position the corridor for sustained growth. This study builds on previous
planning efforts, incorporating goals and objectives of past plans to help ensure that any recommendations for
infrastructure investments reflect the community’s expressed desires.

•
•

1.1 Project Study Area
The study area, shown in Figure 1. It stretches approximately two miles between the Brooks/Reserve Street
intersection and the Brooks Street/Mount Avenue intersection, and encompasses a one-quarter mile area on either
side of Brooks Street.

•
•

National Highway System Designation

•
•
•

Brooks Street is part of U.S. Highway 12 which is part of the National Highway System (NHS) and owned and
maintained by the Montana Department of Transportation (MDT). MDT classifies it as a principal arterial. Being part
of the NHS carries important federal standards and requirements. The national highway designation makes it eligible
for federal aid and expedient construction procedures. Therefore, it “must comply with applicable Federal regulations.
These requirements include design standards, contract administration, State-Federal Highway Administration (FHWA)
oversight procedures, Highway Performance Monitoring System reporting, National Bridge Inventory reporting,
national performance measures data collection, and outdoor advertisement/junkyard control." 1

•
•

In 2015, the FHWA published rulemaking updates 2 that addressed “regulations governing new construction,
reconstruction, resurfacing (except for maintenance resurfacing), restoration, and rehabilitation projects” on NHS
roads. These updated rules pertained to the design standards and standard specifications, and to all projects on the
1

Source: https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/map21/qandas/qanhs.cfm

Activate Missoula 2045 – Missoula Long Range Transportation Plan (LRTP) (2017) – This multi-modal plan
addresses all modes of travel, including pedestrian, bicycle, transit, and vehicular, because a strong and
balanced transportation system provides access for all people, of all ages and abilities.
Activate Missoula 2045 – Bicycle Facilities Master Plan (2017) – This plan establishes a detailed strategy and
project list for improving bicycling in Missoula and is the guiding document for bikeway implementation.
Missoula Urban Area Future Land Use Map (2017)
Brooks Street Corridor Study (2016) – This document provides recommendations for future land uses of the
area and tools that can help the market capitalize on transit enhancements. It was developed through a
community-input process and was approved as a guiding document by administrative bodies such as Missoula
City Council and the Missoula Redevelopment Agency.
Missoula County Fairgrounds Implementation Plan (2016)
Our Missoula – City Growth Policy 2035 (2015) – This city growth document is the fundamental policy
document that guides growth and development in Missoula.
Southgate Mall Long Range Plan (2015)
Mountain Line Bus Stop Master Plan (2015)
Mountain Line Long Range Transit Plan (LRTP) (2012) – This is a 30-year plan designed to help meet Missoula’s
goals of providing safe and efficient transportation services.
Missoula Active Transportation Plan (MATP) (2011) – This plan provides guidance for the public and private
development of active transportation facilities in the Missoula Metropolitan Planning Area.
Midtown Missoula – A Redevelopment Plan (2003) – This report completed by the Urban Land Institute (ULI)
was the impetus for creating Missoula’s Urban Renewal District III, and includes recommendations for
redevelopment in Midtown Missoula, including infill development and multi-modal transportation systems.

61302 Federal Register / Vol. 80, No. 197 / Tuesday, October 13, 2015 / Rules and Regulations. Source:
https://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/FR-2015-10-13/pdf/2015-25931.pdf

2
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Figure 1 – Project Study Area

2. Existing Conditions

Existing conditions were assessed using available data, roadway design information, and previously completed studies.
The assessment also included extensive field observation, public outreach, and communication with corridor
stakeholders and partnering agencies. The assessment of existing conditions identified five principal influences that
contribute to the operational and safety-related deficiencies:

1.

Long crossing distances and long distances between signalized intersections make it difficult
for pedestrians to cross Brooks Street, and increase the potential for vehicular conflicts.
Narrow and poorly-defined sidewalks, infrequent and difficult pedestrian crossings, and poor
paving conditions create barriers to accessing portions of the corridor. Walking across the
four-lane cross-section of Brooks Street can be daunting for pedestrians, even at pedestrianactuated traffic signals.

2.

The existing corridor layout is not conducive to the City’s multi-modal and walkable
community vision. The absence of bicycle lanes forces cyclists to either use the high-volume
vehicular travel lanes or ride on the sidewalks, which creates conflicts with pedestrians.

3.

The difficulty in crossing Brooks Street discourages businesses and employers from
expanding or otherwise taking advantage of opportunities on the other side of the street.

4.

Numerous uncontrolled driveways and wide curb cuts provide access to businesses, but
they also slow traffic and create safety concerns. Turning vehicles must slow down to make
turns. This adds delay for through-traveling vehicles and creates a potentially hazardous
condition. As motorists slow down to make right turns, trailing vehicles may have to

suddenly slow speeds or abruptly change lanes, resulting in greater potential for rear-end
or side-swipe crashes. The number of driveways also increases conflict points for
pedestrians and bicyclists.
5.

The Brooks Street lane configuration provides four general purpose lanes (two in each
direction) with intermittent exclusive and two-way left turn lanes. The queue lengths of
some exclusive left turn lanes can back up during peak periods into the through travel lanes,
impacting traffic operations and creating conflict points between vehicles.

Vehicle Traffic
Brooks Street is a four-lane arterial roadway with a curb-to-curb width varying from 54 to 60 feet. Between Dixon and
Mount Avenues raised concrete medians separate northbound and southbound traffic, with left turn lanes at
signalized and unsignalized intersections. Between Reserve Street and Dixon Avenue a two-way left turn lane is
provided for crossing traffic. Ten intersections control cross street traffic flows along the corridor, with nine signalized
intersections and one unsignalized (stop sign) intersection along the two mile corridor. The intersections are:
•
•
•
•
•

Reserve Street (traffic signal)
Dore Lane (traffic signal)
McDonald Avenue/Schilling Street (stop sign)
Paxson Street (traffic signal)
Mary Avenue/Agnes Avenue (traffic signal)

•
•
•
•
•

Fairview Avenue (traffic signal)
Russell Street (traffic signal)
Sussex Avenue/Oxford Street (traffic signal)
Stephens Avenue (traffic signal)
Mount Avenue (traffic signal)
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2.1 Observed Traffic Conditions

2.2 Corridor Safety Assessment

Various studies also provide data about peak-period turning movement counts (TMCs) and level-of-service (LOS)
analysis at intersections on Brooks Street. Traffic volumes vary throughout the day, but generally peak in the late
afternoon and early evening period. Brooks Street is functionally classified as a principal arterial and has a posted
speed limit of 35 miles per hour (mph) through the study area, although some vehicles were observed to be traveling
faster. Streets connecting to the corridor are typically residential streets, with posted speed limits of 25 mph.

In order to identify crash trends, safety concerns, and roadway deficiencies within the study area, data for all crashes
within 150-feet of the Brooks Street study intersections was obtained from City of Missoula Transportation Planning
for a ten-year period between 2007 and 2016 (the most recent data available). A total of 799 crashes occurred within
150-feet of all intersections within the study area. There were 205 crashes that resulted in injury crashes, accounting
for 26% of all crashes. The most common are rear-end crashes, accounting for more than half of all crashes (59%),
followed by angle crashes (13%), sideswipe same side (12%), and angle turning (8%). More than three-quarters of all
crashes occurred under dry conditions and 82% occurred in daylight. Over the ten year period, four fatalities occurred
in three separate crashes. Three fatalities occurred at the Brooks Street/Dore Lane intersection in two separate
crashes, and one fatality occurred at the Brooks Street/Paxson Street intersection. Twenty-nine crashes (4%) involved
at least one driver who was alcohol/drug impaired, including all three fatal crashes.

Driveways and Parking
Land use along the corridor is zoned to support highway businesses, with mainly residential land uses located behind
the commercial uses. As a result, numerous driveways along both sides of Brooks Street provide business access.
Driveways are closely spaced in several locations, and in some instances businesses have more than one driveway
from Brooks Street. Given the raised medians along much of the corridor, most driveways are right-in, right-out.
On-street parking is restricted on Brooks Street in the study area. A substantial amount of land abutting the corridor
is used for off-street surface parking for local businesses. The great expanses of surface parking between the street
and buildings make for an uncomfortable pedestrian environment, are frequently underutilized, and create urban
heat-islands and impervious surfaces that contribute to pollution from stormwater runoff.

Capacity Analysis
Capacity is defined as the maximum rate at which vehicles can pass through a given point in an hour under prevailing
conditions. Intersection capacity at a signalized intersection is measured by evaluating the critical lane groups that
require the most amount of green time for signalized intersections and experience the most delay for stop controlled
intersections. A volume to capacity (v/c) ratio less than 0.85 generally indicates that adequate capacity is available
and vehicles are not expected to experience significant queues or delays. As the v/c ratio approaches 1.0, traffic flow
may become unstable and significant delay and queuing conditions may occur. Once the demand exceeds capacity,
defined as a v/c ratio greater than 1.0, traffic flow is unstable and excessive delay and queuing is expected.
The concept of LOS was developed to correlate numerical traffic operational data to subjective descriptions of traffic
performance at intersections. Each traffic movement has delay associated with it, and therefore a correlating LOS.
Each intersection’s LOS is evaluated according to six designated ranges from “A” (best) to “F” (worst).
For the a.m. peak hour, the Brooks/Reserve Street intersection is calculated to operate at LOS D. The remaining
intersections in the study area are all estimated to operate at LOS C or better. These results indicate that the
intersections along Brooks Street in the study area adequately serve a.m. peak hour demands.
During the p.m. peak hour, the Brooks/Reserve Street intersection was calculated to operate at LOS E, and the Brooks
Street and Sussex Avenue/Oxford Street intersection was calculated at LOS D. These are the only two intersections
estimated to operate worse than LOS C. The eastbound and northbound left turn movements are large during the
p.m. peak hour at the Brooks/Reserve Street intersection and are estimated to operate at LOS F during the p.m. peak
hour. The Brooks Street and McDonald Avenue/Schilling Street intersection had a calculated Intersection Capacity
Utilization (ICU) LOS A for the a.m. peak hour, and an ICU LOS C for the p.m. peak hour. These results indicate that the
intersections along Brooks Street in the study area adequately serve the p.m. peak hour demands. The Brooks Street
through movements at the intersections do not fail during the peak hours.

Based on the data, the majority of crashes at the above locations are of the angle or rear-end type. Angle-type crashes
are indicative of vehicles turning onto a higher-speed/high volume major roadway from uncontrolled driveways or
minor intersections, or turning traffic conflicting with through traffic at signalized intersections or driveways. Rearend crashes are often indicative of turning movements from the major roadways into driveways or side streets along
a corridor. These vehicles often are attempting to turn, and the vehicle behind them either does not slow in enough
time, or advances, thinking that the turning vehicle has already proceeded. The relatively high number of personal
injury collisions occurring at intersections in the study area may also be attributed to the volume and speed of traffic
traveling the corridor.
The full analysis of traffic capacity and safety assessments conducted for this study is provided in Appendix A.

2.3 Public Transportation
Mountain Line is operated by the Missoula Urban Transportation District (MUTD) as Missoula’s community bus
service. Routes 1 and 7 travel along Brooks Street between Sussex and Fairview Avenues. Routes 1, 6, 7, and 12 cross
Brooks Street and serve the areas to the south. There is a transfer point at the Southgate Mall where Routes 1, 2, 6,
7, and 8 all stop to allow transfers. While public transportation routes are available within and around the corridor,
the circuitous routing patterns and limited service frequencies make transit a less-desirable travel option, unless no
other travel options are available.
Mountain Line has identified the Brooks Street corridor as a location in which to implement BOLT! service that would
provide 15 minute, all-day frequencies over 15 hour service spans (6:45 am – 9:45 pm) Monday through Friday.
Additionally, BOLT! service would include branding at stops and on buses to improve legibility and attractiveness to
encourage ridership. BOLT! service is effectively arterial Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) service.
A full analysis of transit services and opportunities within the study area is provided in Appendix B. The current
Mountain Line transit service map, showing the circuitous routing patterns is shown in Figure 2.
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WHAT IS BUS RAPID TRANSIT?
As part of Missoula’s future transit development
program, Mountain Line envisions BOLT! bus service
along Brooks Street as an arterial Bus Rapid Transit
(BRT) type service.
BRT is a high-quality, high-capacity bus-based transit
system intended to bring comfortable and costeffective transit service to the public, with a feel that is
similar to light rail. BRT offers travel time advantages
over driving through use of exclusive or
shared/managed lanes, and other transit priority
features that may be implemented at a fraction of the
cost of other high-capacity transit systems, such as
light rail. BRT has off-board fare collection to
accelerate boarding and alighting at stations, and
enhanced, branded transit stations that provide
weather protection and offer high-quality passenger
amenities. Stations are spaced at appropriate
distances to limit the total number of stops, saving
travel time and improving reliability and access.
Numerous plans have supported the development of
higher-capacity transit service along Brooks Street.
These plans have also included concepts for a transittransfer station in southwest Missoula to improve
transit connections in the midtown area. BRT service
is envisioned as a link between a future southwest
transfer station and downtown Missoula, acting as a
transit spine along Brooks Street offering service every
15 minutes.
However, implementing BRT service is only part of the
picture. BRT is most successful when investments are
also made in pedestrian and bicycle infrastructure
throughout the corridor.
Later sections of this study will examine design
concepts for including BRT service along Brooks Street,
consistent with visions established in past planning
efforts.
Figure 2 – Mountain Line Service Map (July, 2019)
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2.4 Non-Motorized Transportation

•

It is important to evaluate transportation services along Brooks Street from a multi-modal perspective. Improvements
that encourage non-automobile modes of travel, such as walking, cycling, or taking the bus, will help Missoula move
toward a multi-modal, urbanized vision consistent with recommendations from past planning efforts. The planninglevel multi-modal analysis performed within the study area is described below.

•
•

Pedestrian Accommodations
Brooks Street currently is a moderately- to lightly-traveled pedestrian corridor. Sidewalks of varying widths do exist
along all of the streets in the study area in a mix of attached and detached sidewalk with the exception of a few
segments north of Stephens Avenue where buildings immediately abut Brooks Street. Opportunities for pedestrians
to cross Brooks Street are limited to signalized intersections. Pedestrians are observed primarily in the portions of the
corridor that offer some separation between pedestrians and automobiles.
The primary challenge to pedestrian activity is that the current mix of auto-oriented land use, volume of vehicular
traffic, and uncomfortable pedestrian environment discourages walking. Pedestrians are further discouraged by large
expanses of surface parking without buffers or clearly delineated parking spaces between the sidewalks and buildings.
Pedestrians are occasionally forced to cross Brooks Street at unmarked locations due to the insufficient number of
pedestrian crossings. The raised medians on Brooks Street in the study area are not designed as pedestrian refuge
areas.
The Bitterroot Trail is an approximately 50-mile paved multi-use path between Missoula and Hamilton, located onemile northwest of the study area along Montana Rail Link’s Bitterroot Branch railroad. There are some connections
between Brooks Street and the Bitterroot Trail.
The characteristics of the existing pedestrian environment along Brooks Street in the study area include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Long distances between signalized intersections without safe or comfortable crossing opportunities;
Many diagonal crosswalks due to intersection geometries and large curb radii;
Frequent crosswalk interruptions due to small, triangular blocks and driveway cuts and instances of ill-defined
open frontages;
Curb-tight sidewalks along most of the corridor putting pedestrians directly adjacent to moving cars;
No sidewalks at all in some blocks;
Parking lots often abutting sidewalks without buffers;
Sidewalk widths ranging from about five (5) feet to eight (8) feet, which is not adequate for higher-intensity
development with commercial frontages.

Bicycle Facilities
Brooks Street currently lacks bicycle route designation, infrastructure accommodations, or pavement markings for
bicyclists. Bicyclists are occasionally observed traveling the corridor on the sidewalk, in the roadway against the curb,
or in the right-most travel lane. All three alternatives can be dangerous for bicyclists, motorists, or pedestrians. With
the numerous driveways along the corridor, cyclists along the curb or on the sidewalk can be obstructed from the
view of motorists trying to exit the driveways. Alternatively, cycling in the traffic lane is dangerous as through vehicles
attempt to maneuver around turning vehicles and bicyclists.
The characteristics of the existing bicycle infrastructure within the corridor consist of:

•
•

No defined bicycle facilities on Brooks Street, except a southbound bicycle lane at the West Sussex/South
Avenue couplet;
Unmarked shoulders between Reserve Street and Dixon Avenue provide space for bikes;
A fairly dense network of bicycle lanes, shared-use paths and neighborhood greenway surrounding Brooks
Street, but poor access to destinations along the corridor;
Poor access between Brooks Street and the Bitterroot Trail, which is a good alternative route for bicyclists;
Few and challenging opportunities to cross Brooks Street, which often discourages using a bicycle for short
trips across the corridor and study area.

Designating space for bicyclists within the street right-of-way (ROW) cross-section is generally the best way to
accommodate experienced and confident bicyclists. Children and less experienced riders often will gravitate to the
sidewalk.
A complete assessment of non-motorized transportation resources within the study area is provided in Appendix A.

2.5 Land Uses and Zoning
The land use immediately surrounding the Brooks Street corridor is predominantly highway-commercial. There are a
variety of uses including food-service ranging from fast-food to casual dining and grocery retailers, automotive
businesses, dry cleaners, convenience stores, and medical and insurance offices. Buildings are set back from the street,
fronted by large surface parking lots. Residential neighborhoods are located immediately behind the commercial
establishments, which usually front Brooks Street. Current zoning reinforces Brooks Street’s traditional highwaycommercial land use, with zoning for low-density commercial extending along both sides of the corridor.
A summary of land uses, zoning, and market conditions that would support redevelopment of the Brooks Street
corridor is provided in Appendix D.
The City of Missoula has adopted Design Excellence Overlay Zoning Districts and Design Guidelines to encourage high
quality urban and architectural design. Design Excellence applies architectural design standards and guidelines to nine
of Missoula’s primary commercial sub-districts – five downtown and four commercial corridors. Brooks Street is one
of the commercial corridors. The intent is to coordinate future development in the city with place-making goals, based
on community input and values.
All projects in the Design Excellence Overlay Zone areas are required to meet zoning standards for the applicable
overlay sub-district. Some projects are also required to comply with applicable Design Guidelines.

2.6 Existing Conditions Summary
Streets have multiple, complex functions. Fundamentally, they are transportation facilities intended to safely and
efficiently connect users between origins and destinations. But they are also major public spaces that affect the visual
and experiential quality of a city. Corridors like Brooks Street are also important economic lifelines for adjacent
communities, with a range of businesses catering to the diverse needs of urban, suburban, and rural populations. But,
streets can also have unintended negative consequences, such as becoming barriers that reduce access for some
users, or generating noise and traffic impacts that diminish adjacent property values. The Brooks Street corridor is not
unlike many other suburban arterial corridors across the country that have become more urbanized over time as cities
have grown. Land developments create demand for trips, businesses jostle for limited advertising space, and while
some travelers use the corridor for shopping trips, others just want to pass through.
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Over time, incremental improvements have been made to the Brooks Street to address safety and mobility issues.
But, these improvements have often been made only to specific locations. Collectively, it is time to consider a
wholesale retrofit of the corridor for the future.
A number of opportunities and challenges exist when envisioning the future of the Brooks Street corridor. There is a
clear need to address safety for everyone. There are conflicts between local and through traffic, frequent driveway
curb cuts, conflicting left turn movements, and poor pedestrian access. Cross-corridor connections also are
challenging. Without more transportation choices than exist today, the proportion of drive-alone auto trips will
increase, while the proportion of alternative mode use will remain limited.
There is significant opportunity to revitalize the corridor by establishing development nodes, and revitalizing the
aesthetics and urban experience. Medical- and health-related development associated with the Community Medical
Center to the west end and educational opportunities afforded by the University of Montana to the east end may act
as institutional anchors for future mixed-use or residential development. The Brooks Street corridor’s future as a
multi-modal facility can be compelling if it provides a high-quality urban environment that integrates multi-modal
transportation, intelligent land use, high-quality design, and sensitivity to surrounding neighborhoods. This study is a
guide to realizing that potential.
The existing conditions, opportunities, and constraints found within the Brooks Street corridor are best summarized
thematically in the following four categories: Connectivity, Development Nodes, Safety and Access Management, and
Corridor Aesthetics and Visual Relief.
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WHAT MAKES STREETS & DISTRICTS SUCCESSFUL?
“The bedrock attribute of a successful city district is that a person must feel personally
safe and secure on the street among all these strangers.” - Jane Jacobs
10 QUALITIES

OF

GREAT STREETS

AND

DISTRICTS*

Attractions and Destinations: Having something to do gives people a reason to come to a place —
and to return again and again.

Identity and Image
Image: Creating a positive image requires keeping a place clean and well-maintained, as
well as fostering a sense of identity. This identity can originate in showcasing local assets.

Active Edge Uses
Uses: At the very minimum, the edge connection should be visual, allowing passers-by to
enjoy the activity and aesthetics of the indoor space. These edge uses should be active year-round and
unite both sides of the street.

Amenities: Successful streets provide amenities to support a variety of activities.
Management: An active entity that manages the space is central to a street’s success. This requires
Management
not only keeping the space clean and safe, but also managing tenants and programming the space to
generate daily activity.

Seasonal Strategies
Strategies: Utilizing seasonal strategies, like holiday markets, parades and recreational
activities activates the street during all times of the year.

Diverse User Groups
Groups: Mixing people of different race, gender, age, and income level ensures that no
one group dominates the space making others feel unwelcome or out of place.

Traffic, Transit, and Pedestrians
Pedestrians: A successful street is easy to get to and get through; it is visible
both from a distance and up close.

Blend Uses and Modes: Ground floor uses and retail activities should spill out into the sidewalks and
streets to blur the distinction between public and private space.

Protect Neighborhoods
Neighborhoods: There should be clear transitions from commercial streets to nearby
residential neighborhoods, communicating a change in surroundings with a concomitant change in
street character.
*Source: Project for Public Spaces

Figure 3 – Existing Typical Suburban Character of Brooks Street
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CONNECTIVITY

DEVELOPMENT NODES

SAFETY & ACCESS MANAGEMENT

AESTHETICS AND VISUAL RELIEF

Urban arterial corridors cater to a variety of uses. Some
travelers just want to pass through; others want to
reach local destinations. The Brooks Street corridor is
confronting competing interests and uses. Several of
the connecting streets are residential neighborhood
streets. Transit routes are circuitous and do not serve
the corridor. Barriers exist to walking along or across
Brooks Street. Collectively, there is a connectivity issue
with the form and function of the corridor.

Development nodes create focal points indicating a
change in land use characteristics. They create a sense
of place around which complementary businesses or
uses can locate, potentially creating agglomeration
economies in which businesses support one another.
The creation of nodes can improve the corridor’s
aesthetic, creating a place where people want to be
and to spend time.

As evidenced by the crash statistics, there is a clear
need to improve safety for all corridor users. A
multitude of access points along Brooks Street
contribute to crashes. Limited pedestrian and bicycle
infrastructure, coupled with the lack of transit service
along the corridor, reinforces the automobile-oriented
nature, retaining numerous conflict points between
automobiles and other forms of transportation.

As the Brooks Street corridor has evolved, it has failed
to become a comfortable place. Streetscape features
are inconsistent. There are few pedestrian amenities.
The corridor lacks significant green space or “visual
oases” from commercial development and paved
areas. Commercial signage, directional information,
and advertising add to roadway clutter.

 Cultivate development nodes to foster a sense of
place and encourage active public spaces. Signal
that the corridor is more than just an arterial
highway.

 Simplify intersection geometries to improve
visibility, slow turning speeds, shorten crossing
distances, and add space for street furniture, bus
stops, trash receptacles, lighting, and signage.

 Demonstrate the principles of access
management.

 Reduce and/or consolidate curb-cuts and
driveways to direct turning traffic and reduce
conflict points with pedestrians.

 Improve corridor aesthetics.

 Accommodate adequate access for motorists,
pedestrians, and bicyclists alike.
 Address both through traffic, and traffic destined
for local businesses along the corridor.
 Accommodate pedestrian and bicycle
connections to safely cross Brooks Street.

Actions
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 Increased frequency of pedestrian and/or
bicycle crossings reduces out-of-direction
travel, reduces risky behavior, and provides
an incentive to walk or bike.
 Easier crossings improve the potential for
businesses and employers to “bridge” the
street.
 Consider closing or vacating “dispensable” short
street segments to enhance connectivity and safe
passage across the corridor. This would:
 Reduce the number of street crossings;
 Consolidate private redevelopment parcels
and/or add public open space;
 Limit some vehicle movements for a balance
between safety benefits and driver
inconvenience.

 Development nodes may be centered around
intersections or may be linear along corridors.
Landscaping, period lighting, site furnishings,
aesthetic signage, and intersection or
roadway treatments, are elements that should
be included.
 Recent major redevelopment efforts, such as
at Southgate Mall, as well as modest
investments in smaller businesses provide
opportunity to create corridor identity and
apply Missoula’s Design Excellence standards.
 Enforce design guidelines for building facades
fronting Brooks Street to promote a desired
corridor aesthetic, which is crucial to the
successful redefinition and redevelopment of the
corridor.
 Foster policies that promote building reorientation and bring the build lines and front
doors to the street front.

 Offer developers density incentives to entice
development in defined nodes and offer leverage
to the city regarding urban design and aesthetics.

 Improve bicycle and pedestrian accommodations.

 Create gateways, nodes, and a corridor
identity.

 Add pedestrian refuges where possible to make it
easier for pedestrians to cross Brooks Street.

 Site buildings closer to the street.

 Install crosswalk markings on all intersection legs
to improve visibility of crossing locations.

 Provide green relief – use street trees,
planters, or other low-maintenance plants or
means of introducing natural elements into
the streetscape design.

 The corridor has well-delineated vehicle lanes,
but long, ill-defined pedestrian crossings.
 Obtain additional ROW as necessary to improve
multimodal transportation conditions. Adequate
ROW is necessary to:
 Add missing sidewalks or widen sub-standard
sidewalks.
 Add boulevards and amenity zones between
sidewalks and curbs.

 Reduce corridor scale to be more peopleoriented.
 Use unified streetscape amenities and
signage to unify corridor appearance.
 Encourage multi-story buildings that engage
and enliven the street; discourage one-story
buildings.

 Add transit service to the corridor to improve
throughput capacity and help reduce the
frequency, volume, and severity of crashes.
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Key assumptions were made to supplement the goals and objectives to help refine design solutions and assist with
identifying recommended actions. It was determined that design concepts should be:

3. Goals and Objectives

Before any design concepts could be developed, it was necessary to specify goals and objectives. Clearly established
goals and objectives help define the transportation problems of the corridor and assist in evaluating the performance
of various design proposals. Goals and objectives also help ensure that design solutions address the corridor’s
immediate deficiencies, recognize the diverse needs of current corridor stakeholders, and satisfy the community’s
expressed desires for the future Brooks Street corridor.
Many of the following goals and objectives for this study were developed through public engagement during planning
efforts for the Brooks Street Corridor Study in 2016.

Project Goals & Objectives
Make the most effective use of existing ROW to accommodate current and future needs of
all users including motorists, transit vehicles, pedestrians, and bicycles. Consider acquiring
additional ROW as necessary to effectively accommodate all modes of travel.
Define access improvements to enhance safety while maintaining visibility of adjacent
businesses and access points to adjacent land uses.
Provide safe and more pedestrian frequent crossings on Brooks Street, and establish links
between existing and proposed bicycle and pedestrian routes.
Create a corridor identity through place-making, cultural identities, and improved corridor
aesthetics that reinforces the importance of Brooks Street to Midtown and the greater
Missoula community.
Improve transit service, provide comfortable transit stops, add passenger amenities, and
create better access to transit.
Provide for a balanced, healthy business and residential climate today and in the future
through mixed-uses and the creation of primary nodes along the corridor.

With defined goals, the following process was used to develop, screen, and specify prioritized actions:
• Develop a set of design concepts that respond to the transportation problems of the corridor;
• Screen design concepts to identify those most responsive;
• Optimize the performance of the most responsive design concepts within the limits of their technology and
operating characteristics;
• Analyze, evaluate, and refine the detail of pertinent design concepts; and,
• Identify a prioritized set of design concepts that collectively comprise a Preferred Alternative for
implementation.

Cost-effective, and represent an efficient use of public resources;
Coordinated with existing transportation services and programs;
Easily communicated, reliable, and reflective of industry innovations;
Structured to support regional economic development goals and ensure access to regional employment
markets; and,
• Financially sustainable for continued operations and maintenance well into the future.
•
•
•
•

3.1 Planning Approach
The planning approach for this study corridor relates
development potential, transportation function, and
visual streetscape to produce a realistic vision grounded
in function, realism, context, and economics. Over the
last five years, Brooks Street has experienced new
investment as well as deterioration, and its businesses
are experiencing growing competition from other
districts. This study recommends design concepts and
public actions that collectively will create a more vital
commercial and residential environment for current and
prospective residents and businesses. This is achieved by
integrating and reinforcing three major components of
the study area environment: Land Use Developments;
Transportation Improvements; and Streetscape/
Landscape Investments.

Transportation
Improvements
Streetscape/
Landscape
Investments

Land Use
Developments

Future
Brooks Street
Corridor
Vitality

Land Use Developments: A variety of land uses flank Brooks Street, reflecting varied character and development
patterns over time. Without strategic investment in the corridor, future land uses will not change dramatically from
past development patterns. The relationship of buildings to the street helps determine the corridor’s environmental
quality. Issues such as lot depth, buffering, building form and building location determine the quality of a development
and its ability to fit into its neighborhood environment. Successfully managing the transitions between higher and
lower intensity uses can help the busy commercial corridor co-exist with adjacent neighborhoods.
Transportation Improvements: This study takes a “complete streets” approach, assuming that movement throughout
the study area should be safe and comfortable for all modes of transportation – pedestrians, bicyclists, transit riders,
and motorists. Needs of groups such as seniors, children, and people with disabilities should be accommodated. The
process begins with a detailed traffic analysis of existing travel patterns (discussed above and in Appendix A) and
defines future transportation system needs to develop and design alternative investments capable of serving a variety
of users and enhancing user experience.
Streetscape/Landscape Investments: Brooks Street contains a variety of urban contexts, including the downtown
setting to the north; a mix of small-scale office and commercial uses; auto-oriented “strip” developments; and large
regional shopping centers. Each of these contexts has helped create the corridor’s existing character. This study views
streetscape as a way to unify the corridor and improve its image, expand its market, and enhance human scale and
pedestrian accommodations. Recommendations are based on public input and a realistic assessment of possibilities.
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4. Development and Evaluation of Design Concepts

This study is designed to develop and guide investment actions that improve the Brooks Street corridor function and
attractiveness. Design concepts should seek to improve safety, mobility, and access to the corridor, promote and
enhance the existing business climate, and help foster public policy concepts to reward desirable new investments.
Public sector infrastructure investments can create desirable conditions for private investment that preserve and
increase property values, increase sales tax revenues, and attract new businesses and residents.

4.1 Complete Transportation Corridors
Complete transportation corridors are those that safely and efficiently accommodate all transportation modes,
including pedestrians, bicyclists, transit, automobiles, and freight. Increasing concerns about community wellness,
greenhouse gas emissions, and fluctuating fuel costs have expanded interest in alternative transportation modes like
walking, bicycling, and public transportation. Complete transportation corridors include:
•
•
•
•
•

Connected, barrier-free sidewalks or pedestrian pathways, buffered from automobile traffic;
Safe and convenient crossings that alert drivers to the presence of pedestrians and bicyclists crossing the
street, and discourage mid-block crossings;
Multi-modal principles, such as cycle tracks or striped bicycle lanes that make bicycling part of normal traffic
movement;
Traffic travel lanes that move motorized vehicles smoothly at desired speeds; and
Traffic-calming countermeasures that signal to drivers that they are in an urban environment with many
modes of transportation sharing the corridor.

4.2 Development of Design Concepts
With an understanding of the corridor’s existing conditions and clearly defined goals and objectives in place, design
concepts could be developed to address the identified needs, desires, deficiencies, and opportunities. A variety of
design concepts were developed for Brooks Street to address the identified constraints, and to capitalize on
opportunities and planned/programmed improvements.
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The design concepts were defined by their use of, or impact to:
•
•
•
•

Ability to promote multi-modalism;
Capability to guide future growth and development of the corridor;
Place-making potential; and
Existing ROW and transportation technology.

Each design concept had to respond to the goals and objectives of the project, and address the identified
transportation needs of the Brooks Street corridor.

4.3 Performance-based Planning and Programming
Recent changes in federal transportation legislation have placed a stronger emphasis on performance-based planning
and programming as part of local and regional transportation plans. Many transportation agencies already employ
performance management and monitoring techniques that actively report performance measures that inform
decisions on infrastructure investments. As specified by FHWA, “Performance-based planning and programming
(PBPP) involves integrating performance management concepts into the existing federally-required transportation
planning and programming processes. PBPP involves using data to support long-range and short-range investment
decision-making. It generally starts with a vision and goals for the transportation system, selection of performance
measures, and use of data and analysis tools to inform development of investment priorities, which are then carried
forward into shorter-term investment planning and programming.” 3
While the core concepts of PBPP are intended to inform regional transportation plans and programs, the same practice
can be employed at the corridor level to help inform design decisions. The project team developed several technical
memoranda attached as appendices to this document. The data from a rich mixture of local and state resources was
carefully examined to verify the current base conditions along Brooks Street, and to help inform practical,
implementable solutions that could be part of the corridor’s future design. The design concepts developed for this
effort are presented below.

Development of the design concepts was based on:
•
•
•
•
•

Baseline conditions and travel market analysis;
Input received from stakeholder engagement and community input efforts, including agencies and local
jurisdictions;
Analysis of regional and sub-regional destinations and land use resulting in potentially promising transit
station locations;
Extensive field review of study area opportunities and constraints; and
Consideration of modal and configuration options with regard to the “fit” or applicability to the corridor,
taking into account land use, physical constraints, community characteristics, and existing plans.

Federal Highway Administration. “Performance-Based Planning and Programming Guidebook.” September, 2013. Available
online at: https://www.transit.dot.gov/sites/fta.dot.gov/files/Performance_Based_Planning_and_Programming_Guidebook.pdf
3
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Design Concept 1: Constrained Right-of-Way
Design Concept 1 includes infrastructure design concepts focused on improvements to the ten intersections on
the corridor within the study area. Recommendations attempt to balance the need to improve transit service
and provide pedestrian/bicycle facilities and amenities, while minimizing potential impacts to private property
or vehicular traffic. Bus stops would be curb-side on Brooks Street. The frequency of pedestrian and/or bicycle
crossings would be increased with four new strategically located crossings. There would be buffered bike lanes
south of Paxson Street and north of Stephens Avenue, but no bike lanes between those intersections because of
constrained right-of-way. The concept proposes a number of street closures and intersection realignments to
reduce crossing distances and frequent sidewalk interruptions.

ADVANTAGES
•
•
•
•
•

Infrastructure improvements could be phased by prioritizing certain intersections/nodes as
funding allows.
Improvements could meet the goals of the study at a significantly lower cost than the BRT
concepts.
There would be minimal impacts to private property.
Transit service would be introduced to a corridor that currently does not have dedicated
service.
Transit signal priority (TSP) could be utilized to benefit transit operations.

DISADVANTAGES
•

With no dedicated lane for transit, buses would operate in general purpose traffic lanes and
potentially slow traffic at bus stops.

•

There would be no dedicated bicycle facilities in the constrained segment between Paxon
Street and Stephens Avenue.

•
•

There is limited potential for meaningful place making.
The incremental approach does not provide a transformative vision.

•

There is little to encourage mixed use and substantial redevelopment.
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Design Concept 2: BRT Full Corridor
As improvements for transit service garnered additional attention, a second concept emerged for Bus Rapid
Transit (BRT) service within the corridor. A dedicated bi-directional, center-running BRT lane between Stephens
Avenue and Reserve Street would be provided to take the bus out of traffic and provide a transformative design
for the corridor. The concept would require an approximately 16-foot-wide dedicated center bus lane, and
approximately 38 feet of dedicated width in the locations of BRT stations. Buses would operate contra-flow at
the stations to allow boarding and alighting on the right-hand side of the vehicle (enabling Mountain Line to
utilize their standard bus fleet). Traffic signal upgrades would be required at all signalized intersections.

ADVANTAGES
•
•
•
•

Dedicated transit guideway could promote competitive transit travel times and improve
transit reliability without the added delay caused by corridor traffic congestion.
Dedicated transit infrastructure would maximize the sense of permanence and enhance
TOD, redevelopment, and private investment.
A higher level of transit investment could strengthen opportunities for federal grants.
TSP could be utilized to benefit transit operations.

•

Station locations provide shielded pedestrian and bicycle refuge points, making it easier and
safer for pedestrians and bicyclists to cross Brooks Street.

•

Transit stations could provide focal points to help define development nodes, and provide
opportunities for developers to leverage land development.

•

Fixed-guideway transit supports mixed-use development.

DISADVANTAGES
•
•
•
•
•

Purchase of additional ROW would be required, particularly in the constrained segment
north of Paxson Street and within proximity of transit station areas.
The use of TSP could increase general purpose vehicle delays along the corridor.
Phasing of improvements would be challenging.
New ROW requirements would result in private property and business impacts, potentially
requiring some business relocations.
Many existing left turns would be eliminated throughout the corridor, which could be less
desirable for local businesses.
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Design Concept 3: BRT Truncated Corridor
A third concept was examined in consideration of concerns about ROW requirements for Design Concept 2. This
concept would restrict the length of the bi-directional, center-running bus lane to the southern portion of the
corridor, between Paxson Street and Reserve Street. North of Paxson Street, buses would operate in general
traffic lanes.

ADVANTAGES
•

Because existing ROW is wider south of Paxon Street, this would minimize ROW
requirements.

•

This would give transit some priority, although it would be for a shorter distance than in
Design Concept 2.

•

Access to some properties would be modified, but most access would remain on the
southern end of the corridor, due to current street configuration and intersections.

DISADVANTAGES
•
•
•

The dedicated center-lane BRT would be approximately 2,000 feet shorter than in Design
Concept 2.
There could be operational challenges as the buses transition from side to center-running
for a short segment.
Only one center station platform would be required along the corridor, which could be
confusing to transit users.

•

Shielded pedestrian and bicycle refuge points for crossing Brooks Street would be provided
at the station location, but this would be only on the southern portion of the corridor.

•

There is limited potential for meaningful place making.

•

There is some (but minimal) encouragement for land use changes within the corridor. Most
opportunities would be on the southern end.

The primary difference between Design Concept 2 and Design Concept 3 is that in Design Concept 3 centerrunning BRT only runs between Reserve Street and Paxson Street. North of Paxson Street, buses would
operate in general purpose traffic lanes, similar to Design Concept 1, and therefore be susceptible to natural
traffic progression issues during peak and off-peak travel periods.
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4.4 Evaluation of Design Concepts
Once the design concepts had been developed, an objective evaluation was conducted to identify the advantages of
each. The evaluation combined assessment, evaluation, and appraisal methods to determine the integrity and
feasibility of each concept toward meeting the expressed goals and objectives.

objectives, and be developed with a reasonable expectation that it would be feasible to deliver, taking into account
available technology, constructability, and overall cost-effectiveness. Finally, an overarching goal of this study has
been to position any recommended design to be competitive for federal funding opportunities.

Each concept had different strengths and limitations, and was therefore defined to optimize its performance in the
corridor. The design concepts provide unique options for the allocation of curb-to-curb ROW to accommodate all
transportation modes. The elements that constituted a sensible concept had to be related to the project’s goals and

A comparison of how each design concept meets the study goals and objectives is provided below. Based on a
technical evaluation, a “score” of High, Medium, or Low was given for each criterion. A value of three (3) points was
given for High scores, a value of two (2) points for Medium scores, and a value of one (1) point for Low scores.

Design Concept 1

Design Concept 2

Design Concept 3

Preferred Design Concept

Constrained ROW Concept

Full Corridor BRT

Truncated BRT

BRT Between Stephens and Dore

Effective use of existing right-ofway

Low (1)

Low (1)

Medium (2)

Low (1)

Access improvements

Medium (2)

Low (1)

Low (1)

Low (1)

Safe and more frequent crossings

Low (1)

Medium (2)

Low (1)

Medium (2)

Create a corridor identity

Low (1)

Medium (2)

Medium (2)

Medium (2)

Improve transit service

Low (1)

High (3)

Medium (2)

High (3)

Low (1)

High (3)

Medium (2)

High (3)

Poor (7)

Good (12)

Fair (10)

Good (12)

Goals & Objectives

Enhance primary development
nodes
Concept Summary Score

Summary of cumulative score ranges: Unacceptable = < 5; Poor = > 5 but ≤ 7; Fair = > 7 but ≤ 10; Good = > 10 points

4.5 Preferred Design Concept
Each of the three design concepts had strengths and weaknesses that counter-balanced one another. As the three
concepts were being assessed, a fourth concept emerged to create a singular center-running BRT lane on Brooks Street
between Dore Lane and Stephens Avenue, with three center-platform BRT stations. This became the Preferred Design
Concept. It is similar to Design Concept 2, although in the Preferred Design Concept, the BRT lane would stop at Dore
Lane, rather than extending to Reserve Street. As with Design Concept 2, buses would operate contra-flow at the
stations to allow boarding and alighting on the right-hand side of the vehicle, enabling Mountain Line to utilize its
standard bus fleet. The singular, center-running BRT lane would allow buses to travel up and down the corridor,
controlled by line-of-sight and signal system improvements. This Preferred Design Concept also includes shielded
sidewalks and sidewalk-level cycle tracks on both sides of the street. BRT station platforms would be extended to
provide pedestrian refuges, reducing crossing distances and improving access in line with the design goals. Left turn
lanes would be retained at key locations, with opportunities for U-turns to provide access. Some intersections would
be re-oriented or closed. The areas in the vicinity of the center-platform BRT stations could foster development nodes
as envisioned in the 2016 Brooks Street Corridor Study. Additional ROW would be required in some locations to

accommodate all elements of the Preferred Design Concept. Lane reduction could occur north of Stephens Avenue
where there is a lower volume of traffic, allowing on-street parking. Features of this Preferred Design Concept include:
 Shielded pedestrian and bicycle refuge points at station locations and other key locations to make it safer and
more comfortable to cross Brooks Street.
 Dedicated transit guideway to promote competitive transit travel times and improve transit reliability, without
the added delay caused by corridor traffic congestion.
 Maximized transit infrastructure to provide a sense of permanence and enhance TOD, redevelopment, and
private investment.
 Enhanced place-making potential with street trees, pedestrian-scale street lights, street furnishings, and other
street amenities.
 Dedicated, protected cycle track.
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5. The Brooks Street Corridor Vision

A growing number of Americans are interested in having multiple transportation options available to them, for various
reasons including livability, cost, health, and the environment. People make daily trips for many reasons including
work, school, shopping, deliveries, and recreation. The potential for people to use travel modes other than private
automobiles often depends on proximity to the desired destination, typically the distance between home and work.
Land use density and urban form have been proven to influence how people travel. Travel can also be influenced by
individual circumstances, such as age or disabilities.
Mountain Line’s strategic plan includes expanding BOLT! bus service on Brooks Street, which is a good candidate for
enhanced arterial BRT service. However, in its current condition the corridor presents challenges that could inhibit
successful implementation of transit services. It currently is difficult for pedestrians to cross Brooks Street. There are
relatively low residential populations and relatively low employment densities along the corridor. There is a
preponderance of vacant or underutilized parcels. And public funding for service and infrastructure enhancements is
tight.
Heavy traffic volumes, numerous driveways, high crash rates, and the lack of pedestrian and bicycle accommodations
all indicate that Brooks Street is not functioning as the kind of community resource it has the potential to be. This vital
corridor is in need of a transformative vision that can guide sensible and pro-active redevelopment. This vision would
achieve an effective allocation of right-of-way to accommodate the needs of all users, motorized and non-motorized
alike, while serving the access needs of adjacent land uses. This vision would also embrace principles of good access
management, traffic management, and context-sensitive design.
The challenge facing Brooks Street is to identify and provide the transportation infrastructure needed to transform it
into a permeable, enjoyable destination corridor with vital development nodes in the heart of Midtown Missoula. The
alternatives developed and evaluated in this study have identified potential localized and corridor-wide
enhancements to improve corridor operations and safety for all users, while also preserving the character of the area.

5.1 Recommendations
An overview of the design components of the Preferred Design Concept is provided in the following pages. The
alignment of the proposed center-running BRT guideway, proposed locations of BRT stations, proposed locations for
left turn opportunities, and proposed pedestrian crossing locations are shown in Figure 4. The development nodes
identified in the 2016 Brooks Street Corridor Study are indicated as reference. The proposed typical cross sections for
Brooks Street at various locations including at BRT stations, between BRT stations, at locations where left turns are
permitted, and the segment north of Stephens Avenue are shown in Figures 6 to 10.
The preferred center-running BRT concept proposes three distinct corridor segments with unique characteristics:
1. Southern Segment: The southern segment between Reserve Street and Dore Lane would be largely
unchanged, with modest improvements that could include pedestrian refuge islands to enhance crosswalks
at the Brooks/Reserve Street intersection.
2. Central Segment: The central segment between Dore Lane and Stephens Avenue includes the center-running
BRT guideway and an improved roadside with enhanced sidewalks, boulevards with street trees, and sidewalklevel cycle tracks.
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3. Northern Segment: In the northern segment between Stephens Avenue and Mount Avenue the number of
travel lanes would be reduced to one in each direction to allow on-street parking. This segment also would
include an improved roadside with enhanced sidewalks, sidewalk-level cycle tracks, and boulevards with
street trees.
The preferred center-running BRT concept includes improvements to the city’s overall pedestrian and bicycle network
as shown in Figure 5. These improvements would include enhanced connections to the east-west bike routes at Kent
and MacDonald Avenues, connections to existing bike lanes at Dore Lane, a connection to the Bitterroot Trail, and a
tie-in to the existing bike lanes on Brooks Street north of the study area. The concept includes marked crossings for
pedestrians and bicyclists at all cross streets and proposes signalized crossings at key locations on Brooks Street to
enhance the overall non-motorized network. Typical cross sections of the various conditions of the proposed
improvements are shown in Figures 6 through 10. Plan drawings of the proposed improvements are shown in seven
sub-segments, moving from south to north, in Figures 11 through 17.
As indicated previously, the existing conditions on Brooks Street present a number of challenges to implementing the
infrastructure improvements necessary to achieve the preferred center-running BRT concept. Chief among these is
the fact that there is constrained right-of-way north of Paxon Street. Property acquisition likely will be required in
some locations to fully implement the preferred center-running BRT concept. Some existing buildings could be
impacted by widening Brooks Street.
To minimize property impacts, a phased implementation could be pursued. This could include initial construction of a
narrower cross section with shared pedestrian and bicycle facilities in locations where there are currently right-of-way
constraints, or where potential building impacts could not be mitigated. The full cross-section of separate bicycle and
pedestrian facilities and landscape buffers could be constructed over time as properties are redeveloped. However,
caution should be exercised with incremental implementation with regard to bicycle and pedestrian facilities.
Inconsistent conditions for pedestrians and bicyclists along the corridor could lead to confusion. Consistent, clearly
delineated, and well-marked facilities are preferable.
Perspective sketches showing the preferred concept for a future Brooks Street with center-running BRT, separate
pedestrian and bicycle facilities, and boulevards with streetscape amenities are illustrated in Figures 18 through 23.

5.2 Next Steps
The concepts presented in this study will require further discussion among the “Midtown Mojo” Steering Committee,
MDT, the Missoula Midtown Association, property owners, and the public. A more in-depth feasibility study will be
necessary to fully examine strategies for working through the challenges, to refine the preferred design as necessary,
to prioritize action items, to define a process for implementation, and to identify funding sources.
A phased implementation approach involving near-, mid-, and long-term improvements may be necessary. A phasing
approach could help set targets for corridor investments that allow project partners to incrementally implement
improvements whenever feasible and practical. However, there are substantial schedule and budget advantages to
constructing an infrastructure project such as this all at once if funding is available.
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Figure 4 Brooks Street Corridor Plan

Figure 5 Bicycle Connections
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PREFERRED DESIGN CONCEPT – CENTER-RUNNING BRT

Figure 6 Typical Section of Brooks Street between Dore Lane and Stephens Avenue

Figure 7 Typical Section of Brooks Street at Station Locations
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PREFERRED DESIGN CONCEPT – CENTER-RUNNING BRT

Figure 8 Typical Section of Brooks Street at Left Turn Opportunity

Figure 9 Typical Section of Brooks Street at Left Turn Opportunity
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PREFERRED DESIGN CONCEPT – CENTER-RUNNING BRT

Figure 10 Typical Section of Brooks Street between Stephens and Mount Avenues
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PREFERRED DESIGN CONCEPT – CENTER-RUNNING BRT

Figure 11 – Proposed Improvements for Center-Running BRT Preferred Design Concept (1 of 7)
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PREFERRED DESIGN CONCEPT – CENTER-RUNNING BRT

Figure 12 – Proposed Improvements for Center-Running BRT Preferred Design Concept (2 of 7)
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PREFERRED DESIGN CONCEPT – CENTER-RUNNING BRT

Figure 13 – Proposed Improvements for Center-Running BRT Preferred Design Concept (3 of 7)
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PREFERRED DESIGN CONCEPT – CENTER-RUNNING BRT

Figure 14 – Proposed Improvements for Center-Running BRT Preferred Design Concept (4 of 7)
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PREFERRED DESIGN CONCEPT – CENTER-RUNNING BRT

Figure 15 – Proposed Improvements for Center-Running BRT Preferred Design Concept (5 of 7)
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PREFERRED DESIGN CONCEPT – CENTER-RUNNING BRT

Figure 16 – Proposed Improvements for Center-Running BRT Preferred Design Concept (6 of 7)
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PREFERRED DESIGN CONCEPT – CENTER-RUNNING BRT

Figure 17 – Proposed Improvements for Center-Running BRT Preferred Design Concept (7 of 7)
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PREFERRED DESIGN CONCEPT – CENTER-RUNNING BRT

Figure 18 – Perspective Sketch Showing Preferred Center-Running BRT with Amenities on Brooks Street at McDonald Avenue
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PREFERRED DESIGN CONCEPT – CENTER-RUNNING BRT

Figure 19 – Perspective Sketch Showing Preferred Center-Running BRT with Amenities on Brooks Street at Paxson Street
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PREFERRED DESIGN CONCEPT – CENTER-RUNNING BRT

Figure 20 – Perspective Sketch Showing Proposed Center BRT Station with Contraflow Operations and Pedestrian Refuge
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PREFERRED DESIGN CONCEPT – CENTER-RUNNING BRT

Figure 21 – Perspective Sketch Showing Proposed Sidewalk and Cycle Track along Brooks Street
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PREFERRED DESIGN CONCEPT – CENTER-RUNNING BRT

Figure 22 – Perspective Sketch Showing Improved Pedestrian and Bike Crossings
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PREFERRED DESIGN CONCEPT – CENTER-RUNNING BRT

Figure 23 – Perspective Sketch Showing Preferred Center-Running BRT with Dedicated Left and U-Turn Opportunity
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5.2 Recommended Infrastructure Improvements for the Near- and Mid-Term
Near-term recommendations are those that could be feasibly advanced within the next two to five years to coincide with other initiatives that the City and its partners can pursue to improve mobility, safety, and accessibility. Several
near-term actions are concepts already embraced by the City. In general, the desired outcomes of the near- and mid-term recommendations are to accommodate all modes of transportation including pedestrians, bicycles, transit, and
automobiles on Brooks Street and the surrounding study area. Items in this table represent a collective summary of the recommendations for the entire corridor, end-to-end.

Pedestrian Infrastructure

Bicycle Infrastructure

Transit Infrastructure

Roadway Infrastructure

As it exists today, Brooks Street is unsafe, uncomfortable,
and inconvenient for pedestrians. Marked crosswalks only
occur at signalized intersections, which are spaced far
apart. The current configuration of Brooks Street relative
to adjoining side streets creates long distances for
pedestrians to cross. Spacing between crossing
opportunities ranges from approximately 650 to 2,550
feet. These improvements could enhance pedestrian
safety, comfort, and convenience.

Near- and mid-term actions to improve conditions for
bicyclists revolve around education and awareness efforts
to alert motorists to the presence of bicycles, and to
educate bicyclists about where it is appropriate to ride
bicycles, and where it is not. Bicyclists, especially young
and inexperienced cyclists, often travel on sidewalks to
maintain separation from vehicles. This conflicts with
pedestrian safety. These improvements could improve
bicycle safety and comfort in the near- and mid-term.

Transit service currently does not exist corridor-wide on
Brooks Street, although Mountain Line’s strategic plan has
identified Brooks Street for BOLT! service with 15-minute
frequencies. Transit priority measures could be applied to
provide bus schedule adherence, improve travel time, and
reduce dwell time at stops. Transit priority measures are
scalable depending on need, geometric design, cost, and
impact to the surrounding environment. These near- and
mid-term strategies could enhance transit service.

Congestion on Brooks Street is primarily related to the very
high levels of peak period travel demand. These near- and
mid-term recommendations focus on improving the travel
experience, traffic calming, and visual queues to drivers.

 Sidewalk relocation: Acquire ROW where feasible
and relocate sidewalks as necessary to create a
minimum seven foot (7’) buffer between the street
curb and the sidewalk. The buffer should provide
sufficient space for aesthetic street lighting, site
furnishings, and boulevard trees. Where parking is
adjacent to the sidewalks, sidewalks should be a
minimum of six feet (6’) wide, with minimum
eighteen (18) inches of buffer between the sidewalk
and parking.

 Sharrows: Install bicycle “sharrow” pavement
markings in curb lanes, to indicate that bicycles and
automobiles share the travel lane.

 Transit Service on Brooks Street: Begin transit
service on Brooks Street to build a ridership base
for future BOLT! service and to position the corridor
for potential federal funding for BRT improvements.

 Sidewalk buffers: Where feasible, and in
accordance with the long-term vision for corridor
improvements, install decorative fencing, irrigated
planters, and/or street furniture to separate
pedestrians from off-street parking stalls.
 Leading Pedestrian Intervals: Adjust traffic signals
to allow pedestrians to start across an intersection
before motorists are given a green indication.
Leading pedestrian intervals give pedestrians a walk
signal three to five seconds before adjacent travel
lanes receive a green indicator. The highest priority
locations are those where pedestrian movements
conflict with high volumes of turning traffic.

 Bicycle queue boxes: Construct two-stage bicycle
queue boxes at intersections. These are typically
painted boxes on the street that signify appropriate
locations for bicycles to wait to cross the street.
 Signage: Install signage to inform drivers of the
presence of bicycles.

 Minimize Visual Clutter: Evaluate corridor
advertising signage and investigate future
advertising standards to minimize visual clutter,
helping drivers focus on their speed and the
presence of bicycles and pedestrians.
 Consistent Street Design: Establish a consistent
typical street section design:

A transit line on Brooks Street could provide a more
direct route to connect several activity centers with
Downtown and the University of Montana.

 Two standard 11-foot drive lanes in both directions;

Re-routing some services as cross-town routes could
streamline transit service along the corridor.

 Raised and delineated pedestrian crossings at



Regular bus service on Brooks Street could be a
reliable, direct travel option to reduce singleoccupant vehicle trips and encourage carpooling and
transit usage.

 Traffic Calming: Design traffic calming and
countermeasure techniques to deploy when full
corridor re-construction is ready to begin.



Coordinate bus stop locations with pedestrian and
bicycle crossing locations.

 MDT Partnership: Continue to work with MDT to
manage and optimize signal timing and
coordination plans along Brooks Street and take
advantage of opportunities to integrate Advanced
Traffic Management Systems (e.g. adaptive signal
control and real-time traffic monitoring).





 Bus Shelters: Locate bus shelters at intersections
where future BRT stations will be constructed.




Bus stop amenities should include weather shelters,
benches, attractive graphics; wayfinding
information, and trash receptacles.
Avoid the use of bus pull-outs.

 Funding Partnerships: Evaluate partnership
opportunities to offset costs associated with ROW
acquisition for stops.

 Left turn lanes at signalized intersections;
signalized intersections.

 Streetscape Amenities: Consider acquiring
additional ROW as necessary to accommodate more
pedestrian space, street trees, and street
furnishings amenities to enhance corridor
aesthetics and calm traffic.
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5.3 Recommendations for Long-Term Infrastructure Improvements
The incremental near- and mid-term infrastructure upgrades recommended above are important steps toward improving Brooks Street. However, they will not transform the corridor in a manner that fully addresses the goals identified
during the study process. This is in large part due to the need for a wider cross section than exists today and the inconsistency of existing street elements such as sidewalks, curb lines, channelization, and driveways, due to the piece-meal
way the area has developed over time. The longer-term reconstruction of the Brooks Street Corridor provides an opportunity to improve access management by physically revising parcel access and left turn movements.

Pedestrian Improvements

Bicycle Improvements

Improving the pedestrian realm is a key aspect of this study and a long-term goal for all project partners. Long-term
infrastructure improvements for pedestrian amenities include:

Recommendations for long-term bicycle infrastructure improvements call for implementing dedicated, buffered
cycle tracks on Brooks Street, and establishing connections to adjacent neighborhoods. These long-term
recommendations include:



Ensure that all sidewalks are consistent in width and alignment, and separated from the roadway by planting
strips to provide safe walkways for pedestrians and green-relief for the corridor. This would require ROW
acquisition.



Install street trees to provide a buffer between pedestrians and vehicles, and to signal to motorists to slow
down as they travel through the area. Planting zones should be a minimum of four to seven feet (4’ to 7’) from
the back of the curb.



Establish consistent streetscape amenities, such as street lights and furnishings, throughout corridor.



Improve street lighting at intersections, and include a mix of pedestrian-scaled and overhead lighting to
adequately light sidewalks.



Reduce curb radii at non-signalized intersections.



Install curb bump-outs or curb extensions to reduce pedestrian crossing distance, improve pedestrian visibility,
and reduce potential conflicts with automobiles.



Ensure that all sidewalks and curb cuts comply with ADA standards.



Use consistent materials to define crosswalks.
 Crosswalk surfaces may include stamped or patterned concrete, colored concrete, or a unique scoring
pattern. Colored crosswalks should be separated from detectable warnings with curb and gutter that is
not colored.
 Ensure that level of detail and type of materials are consistent with other paving materials.



Consider installing speed table crosswalks on cross streets to slow traffic and define the transition between
commercial and residential environments.

 Add buffered cycle tracks on both sides of Brooks Street. Curb-side cycle tracks should be a minimum six feet
(6’) wide with a two foot (2’) striped buffer.
 Amend city street design standards as necessary to include bicycle lane accommodations on arterials,
collectors, and neighborhood streets, as part of future repaving or reconstruction efforts. This will help ensure
the creation of a bicycle network beyond Brooks Street, enabling connections to destinations beyond the
corridor.
 Identify perpendicular and parallel bicycle routes on nearby city streets to connect bicyclists with regional
trail systems and offer alternative routes for less experienced cyclists.
 Ensure winter maintenance for protected bicycle lanes.

WHAT MAKES CYCLE TRACKS SUCCESSFUL?
Cycle tracks offer a high degree of safety because they physically separate cyclists from motorized traffic
between intersections. Cycle tracks are recommended where the speed and volume of motorized
traffic make it unsafe for cyclists to travel next to automobiles without some form of separation. A
cycle track induces a strong perception of safety. Therefore, long stretches of cycle track are more
desirable for less experienced cyclists, as well as children, the elderly, and recreational cyclists. Long
stretches of cycle track can make a network significantly more attractive to new cyclists. The following
design principles are recommended for successful cycle tracks:
 Separate the cycle track from the street with a physical partition.
 Preferably use closed, smooth surface paving (asphalt or concrete)
 Consider using colored paving or demarcations to signify that the space is for bicycles only.
 The wider the better. A width of 6.5 feet allows for occasional passing. Cyclists should have the
potential to ride side-by-side.
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Transit Infrastructure

Roadway Improvements

Achieving a true BRT and TOD vision for Brooks Street requires a permanent bus route on the corridor. The longterm vision for Brooks Street incorporates BOLT! bus service with Transit Signal Priority (TSP), requiring significant
investment in detection and management systems. Long-term transit infrastructure recommendations include:

Long-term recommendations for roadway improvements to Brooks Street broadly encompass planning and design
concepts for access management. Access management is necessary to retain the capacity of public roadways, maintain
safety on those roadways, and retain access to private land. The goal is to balance a roadway’s two main functions:
providing mobility and providing access. Access is managed by regulating vehicular access to public roadways from
adjoining property through legal, administrative, and technical strategies available to political jurisdictions in order to
maintain the health, safety, and welfare of the jurisdiction’s residents. Long-term recommendations for roadway
improvements to accommodate BRT on Brooks Street include:



Identify a preferred BRT alignment that includes the full extent of the Brook Street corridor, as well as
connecting streets. Remove raised medians and install a center-running exclusive BRT lane. Acquire ROW as
necessary to accommodate center-running BRT.



Identify strategic locations for permanent BRT stations that coincide with proposed development nodes and
are convenient for transit riders.


Where a BRT station connects with a crosswalk, install pedestrian shields to protect pedestrians from
traffic. The stations can also serve as pedestrian refuge islands when crossing Brooks Street.



Preliminary station locations are proposed at the following signalized intersections:



Increase the depth of certain turning lanes to accommodate future traffic loads.



Consolidate driveways, control left-turn movements, and increase lighting at high-volume locations to improve
safety.



Encourage interior connections between parking lots and driveways so drivers do not need to get on Brooks Street
every time they want to travel from one parking area to another.



Develop off-street parking areas that are accessible from cross streets and side streets.



Reconfigure signalized intersections with the addition of the center-running BRT lane and permanent bus stops.
Improve directional information and adjust roadway geometrics.



Implement a typical street section that provides:

Schilling Street/McDonald Avenue and Brooks Street
Mary/Agnes Avenues and Brooks Street
Russell Street and Brooks Street
Stephens Avenue and Kensington Avenue




Invest in TSP technology along the BRT corridor to reduce bus dwell time at traffic signals to enhance reliability
and accessibility for all transit users.
Seek federal and non-federal funding opportunities to help construct the BRT facilities, including FTA’s Capital
Investment Grant Program Small Starts, a USDOT BUILD Grant, and/or other grant programs aimed at
improving transit infrastructure.

 Two standard eleven foot (11’) general purpose travel lanes in each direction;
 Continuous minimum eight foot (8’) wide sidewalks on each side of the street;
 Continuous minimum six foot (6’) wide cycle tracks on each side of the street;
 A minimum two foot (2’) wide amenity zone with decorative, pedestrian-scale lights between the sidewalks
and cycle tracks;

WHAT MAKES BRT SUCCESSFUL?
What makes BRT successful? In a word – DENSITY. Population and employment density are the
primary drivers of transit utilization. Once BRT is implemented, developers realize it is a permanent
system and land adjacent to stations becomes attractive for infill and redevelopment. Development
along Brooks Street will generate new trips. It will be essential to ensure safe and secure
connections to and from BRT stations. It also will be critical to establish first and final mile
connections around station areas, and to plan ahead for how infill and redevelopment will occur
adjacent to transit stations when BRT is operational. This will minimize the need for costly ROW
acquisition and trying to retrofit amenities such as multi-use paths into already established land
uses. Finally, BRT on Brooks Street alone will not provide access to all the locations residents will
need to go. Providing access to other transit services that allow users to make quick and convenient
connections to other major destinations will help drive ridership in the Brooks Street corridor.

 A minimum six foot (6’) wide boulevards with street trees between the cycle tracks and outer travel lanes,
to provide shade, visual relief, and a comfortable and functional separation between the vehicular and
pedestrian / bicycle domains.


Define connecting streets between adjacent residential neighborhoods. Provide design amenities along these
connecting streets that reflect the characters of the neighboring residential areas and historic districts.

Green Infrastructure and Sustainable Design
Commercial corridors like Brooks Street have a high percentage of impervious surface, increasing storm water run-off,
creating heat islands, and generating other negative environmental impacts. Future re-design of the corridor should
incorporate green infrastructure and other environmentally sustainable practices. Mixed-use development sites and
facilities that encourage using non-motorized transportation for short trips also encourage a more sustainable corridor.
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5.4 Establishing Development Nodes

Planning, Density, and Transit Service

Improving corridor conditions is not limited to infrastructure improvements between the curb-lines. It also is a
function of adjacent land uses. Many communities across the United States are acutely aware of how inefficient land
uses affect individual mobility and transportation policy. Transit-oriented development (TOD) is a common strategy
for coordination between land use and transit planning. The FTA describes TOD as compact, mixed-use development
within walking distance of public transportation. TOD creates an environment that makes it convenient for people to
walk, bike, and use transit on a daily basis. In addition, TOD encourages a mix of development that provides people
with access to employment, restaurants, and entertainment. Benefits that successful TOD can provide include:
•
•
•
•
•

Reduced automobile trips and greenhouse gas emissions;
Increased transit ridership;
Improved access to jobs for households of all incomes;
Reduced transportation costs;
A more active, healthier population.

Although TOD often is associated with high capacity transit service (such as commuter rail), it can be successful for
regions with local bus and/or BRT service. Communities that wish to incorporate TOD into their toolbox for transit
development should consider a number of urban design strategies, some of which are shown below.
TOD Strategy
Market-Driven
Retail Strategy

Mixed-Income
Housing Policy
Density Bonuses
TOD Development
Design Standards
Pedestrian/Bicycle
Network
Connections

Definition
Transit access alone often is not enough to initiate development pressures, particularly
when transit stations are located in areas where the market has not spurred development
on its own. Retail is sensitive to development context. Public agencies should refrain from
requiring retail components as part of a transit-oriented development, especially without
first analyzing its market support.
Provide a mixture of housing types and target homeowners and renters at multiple price
points. This encourages a healthy community and provides lower income households with
access to public transportation.
Development density can be a key strategy to ensure the success of new transit investments.
Residential densities can help create a retail market base.
Control features such as setbacks, lot size, and frontage. Orient buildings to the street, and
establish zoning regulations with maximum setback, or “build-to” lines. Require reduced
frontage and lot sizes to encourage higher densities.
Defined and dedicated pedestrian walkways create linkages between transit (bus stops and
transit stations) and surrounding areas. Traffic calming techniques can make transit
infrastructure more accessible to pedestrians and bicyclists.

In effort to begin a dialogue on how to change previous land development trends in the Brooks Street corridor, this
study reviewed land development potential to assess what land use changes would be necessary to support and
sustain TOD. The recommendations developed in this study are offered to provide more efficient land use choices,
expand public transit services, and maximize the efficiency of the existing roadway transportation system. It is
important to note that the land use, transportation, and streetscape improvement strategies are intended to work
together in order to provide the desired results. Coordinated implementation of all three strategies is integral to the
study recommendations.

In spite of the observed challenges described above, the Brooks Street corridor is poised to experience significant
future growth of most major forms of land use including residential, commercial, industrial, and public institutions.
The corridor and study area represent an area of the metropolitan region ideally suited for urban growth that
maintains the existing character of the surrounding neighborhoods. With increases in population and employment
densities, particularly surrounding major intersections where arterial BRT stations are most-likely to be located, the
development of vacant land areas and/or redevelopment of underutilized parcels can create a vibrant transit corridor
capable of supporting an investment in a transit technology such as BRT.
The recommendations presented in this section are based on the following key questions:
•
•
•

What land use and planning tools are applicable to Brooks Street to encourage, promote, or require
development patterns that support or promote transit utilization?
What opportunities exist to modify the configuration of Brooks Street to become more transit friendly?
What is the reasonable “order of magnitude” of development intensity and density within the Brooks Street
Corridor in order to create the critical mass necessary for a successful BRT Corridor?

What land use and planning tools are applicable to Brooks Street to encourage, promote, or require development
patterns that support or promote transit utilization?
In recent years, land use planning tools have been successful in helping communities achieve development patterns
that can help support or sustain investments in enhanced transit services. Two approaches, appropriate for this
study area, include leveraging each community’s land use zoning designations to guide desirable land use patterns,
and applying development codes/ordinances to encourage the application of TOD design principles.
The relationship between land use and transportation facilities is well established, and if not properly managed, can
lead to undesirable and unsustainable development patterns. Past experience with uncoordinated land use decisions
and transportation improvements can lead to sprawling land development patterns, loss of productive agricultural
land and undisturbed open space, and increased traffic congestion, all of which have economic costs to cities and
metropolitan regions. TOD projects have direct social, environmental, and financial benefits that can create lasting
places enjoyed by the public, and also benefit developers and local governments financially. Nationally, best practices
in TOD suggest that developments encourage a mixture of land uses, limit parking availability and price parking
appropriately, are served frequently by transit, and provide pedestrian amenities. Such TOD’s are desirable places to
live, work, and recreate.
Traditional zoning codes are often a barrier to transit-supportive, mixed-use developments. Today, cities
implementing High Capacity Transit (HCT) modes are applying area-specific land use controls such as form-based
zoning codes, transit mixed-use zoning districts, and planned area developments (PAD). These tools allow
communities to better enable TOD development. It is recommended that the partners involved in this study area
consider the formation of zoning policies that will help achieve TOD goals or actively promote the advantages of
existing TOD friendly policies such as PAD or form-based zoning to developers and community organizations that may
influence development. The City of Missoula’s Design Excellence Overlay provides a solid foundation for the formation
of a TOD strategy for the Brooks Street corridor.
TOD principles include the consideration of appropriately-scaled densities, parking, and building/site design. It is
further recommended that the Missoula community consider strategic refinements to local subdivision and land
development ordinances/codes that minimize building setbacks, provide density bonuses for developers, scale
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building heights based on development intensity/density, and set parking maximums, among other actions. Land
development policies that incorporate a community’s desired TOD principles do not have to be rigid and difficult to
implement. In contrast, they can be formulated to offer developer flexibility.
The following actions are recommended to support the city’s vision for land use intensification at nodes within the
Brooks Street corridor to actively promote transit-supportive developments:
•
•
•
•

Identify areas that can be adjusted to strongly encourage (if not require) TOD and prohibit auto-oriented/
suburban developments along the corridor;
Actively develop small area plans to specify target densities around station areas and at nodes;
Utilize zoning tools such as Design Excellence Overlay zoning and/or mixed-use zoning to affect desired land
use outcomes; and
Promote economic development strategies to help attract employment to the corridor, and encourage mixeduse development to help promote intra-corridor travel.

In addition to the policy recommendations listed above, targeted public sector infrastructure investments can serve
as a significant incentive to develop around transit. Items to consider that will encourage public investment in TOD
include tax increment financing, expedited review processes, joint development, and leveraging impact fees.
What opportunities exist to modify the configuration of Brooks Street to become more transit friendly?
Successful HCT services, such as BRT, function as an integral part of the transportation corridor that the service is
operated within. The relationship between transit service and other transportation modes is a critical element in
building and retaining passengers and community support. Three opportunities exist within the corridor that should
be considered by the City of Missoula with regard to modifying the configuration of Brooks Street to become more
transit-friendly:
 Reduce the width of general purpose traffic lanes to help create a pedestrian-friendly environment.


Reducing the width of travel lanes by even one-foot helps to temper speeds within the corridor, while
still providing the throughput capacity. Creating a buffer between pedestrians and automobiles will
help encourage walking in the corridor.

 Apply complete streets principles that promote urbanism while helping to maintain traffic flow.
 Incorporate open space as part of future developments.
Complete streets principles include the development of safe and wide sidewalks with natural shade, bike lanes, a
protected transit way, and adequate auto traffic capacity. These principles may only be applicable in sections of the
corridor, but will help promote the type of environment conducive to attract and retain transit patrons. The
incorporation of public and semi-public open space elements in the corridor will help provide pedestrian relief areas
and retain an element of the community’s suburban development character despite the potential increase in land use
intensity throughout the corridor. Open space elements do not need to include traditional community parks, but could
include mini-parks, linear greenways along pedestrian ways, and semi-public courtyards in commercial developments.
These elements can be incorporated as part of the community design guidelines that are typically associated with the
design and construction of an HCT corridor or included as private development stipulations.
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What is the reasonable “order of magnitude” of development intensity and density within the Brooks Street Corridor
in order to create the critical mass necessary for a successful BRT Corridor?
One intended outcome of this study was the identification of appropriate land use and transportation strategies that
can be implemented to support an HCT investment along Brooks Street. The results are intended to provide the City
of Missoula with an indication of what actions are necessary to help make the study corridor a competitive candidate
for future regional and/or federal funding.
The Institute of Transportation Engineers (ITE) identifies general transit-supportive density thresholds based on
population and employment densities. The ITE guidelines, summarized below, indicate typical densities which have
been shown to support different transit service levels. It must be noted that the density guidelines are provided for
both population and employment, but generally only one, not both of the thresholds need to be met. The ITE
guidelines for transit supportive densities associated with HCT assumes a minimum population density of 8,000
persons per square mile, 8-15 dwelling units per acre, and total minimum calculated employment of 26,100 jobs per
square mile.
Transit Service

Transit Frequency

Minimum DU/Acre

Minimum Population
Density (pop/sq mi)

Low Frequency Bus

60 min

4-5

3,000 – 4,000

Medium Frequency Bus

30 min

7

5,000 – 6,000

High Frequency Bus

10 min

8 - 15

8,000+

Source: Institute of Transportation Engineers “A Toolbox for Alleviating Traffic Congestion,” 1998.

According to the City of Missoula’s Our Missoula City Growth Policy, developments along Brooks Street may include
mixed-use and residential developments. No minimum or maximum densities are specified in the plan, but factors
such as surrounding land uses, traffic generation and water/sewer infrastructure capacity will establish unique
maximum allowable densities for each proposed development. A key objective of the plan is to “Support pedestrianscale design that encourages non-motorized transportation and social interaction, especially in areas of the city that
are now predominantly vehicular-oriented (e.g., Brooks Corridor).” Additionally, the City’s comprehensive plan refers
to the Brooks Street Corridor Plan for areas along Brooks Street between Reserve Street and Mount Avenue. This area
plan calls for a mixture of uses, including higher-density mixed-use and residential developments.
While most of the corridor study area is intensified, ample opportunities exist for redevelopment. These opportunities
include vacant or underused sites, obsolete commercial uses, and unnecessarily large parking lots. A thoughtful
development concept can guide the reuse of these sites, and can help ensure that reinvestment produces results that
are both rewarding and advance the interests of each node specified.

Defensible Edges
A future overlay or development district should establish policy controls that limit the expansion of non-residential
land uses into neighboring residential areas, thereby minimizing conflicts between adjacent land uses. Plan
implementation should establish defensible edges and transitions between the commercial character of the arterial
corridor and adjacent residential neighborhoods. Further, new development should conform to all design and building
preservation requirements of any adjacent historic districts. Elements of historic districts should be incorporated into
new development projects that are directly adjacent to and have a visual effect on historic districts.
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Land Use and Streetscape Design Recommendations

Horizontal and Vertical Density

Existing and potential land uses are critically important factors to consider during the investigation of corridor access
enhancements. The types of uses, their peak use times, whether they are daily, weekly, weekends or seasonal, all
impact traffic flow and access along the corridor. Therefore, it is important to understand existing and anticipated
future land use patterns to understand existing traffic patterns and how they may change over time.

An extensive review of development densities and types was conducted in the 2016 Brooks Street Corridor Plan, and
as part of this project, to help identify and inform the look and feel of future development in the Brooks Street corridor
capable of supporting transit and other infrastructure investments.

It is recommended that the City of Missoula employ the use of the Design Excellence Overlay zoning district for Brooks
Street to strengthen the urban character of the corridor. Design standards, as specified in the Design Excellence
Manual associated with the Design Excellence Overlay, should accompany this overlay district to:












Encourage building locations that are closer to the street and are not separated from the street or sidewalk by
large parking areas.
Encourage parking locations and parking lot design that limit the amount of parking, including parking on side
streets.
 Redesign existing parking lots to provide clear circulation ways, improved landscaping, and clear pedestrian
paths to consumer businesses from the street realm.
Require a clear, safe, and defined path from public sidewalks to the primary entrance of adjacent buildings.
Provide new urban landscaping requirements that require internal parking lot landscaping, put ceilings on the
permitted percentage of impervious surfaces, and establish a minimum percentage of land immediately adjacent
to public ROW lines that must be landscaped. Some landscape features could include:
 Corridor markers or historic information markers;
 Planters;
 Large-stature, hardy native trees;
 Historic-style street lighting.
Establish sign and street graphic standards that emphasize business identification signage at or near the ground
plane, and provide an optimum balance between the need to communicate and urban design considerations.
Redevelop excessively large parking lots with new buildings and development, landscaping, or sustainable site
features, such as stormwater management amenities.
 Deploy green infrastructure systems to reduce pollutant discharge into rivers, streams, and groundwater
resources.
Consider “gateway” features to signify the importance of Brooks Street as a gateway into downtown Missoula
and the University of Montana.
Restrict placement of conventional and electronic billboards. Future billboards, especially video billboards,
should be limited.

Increases in development densities above levels specified in the plan would undoubtedly change current development
patterns in the Brooks Street Corridor. Density increases can be achieved without losing the general character that
makes the study area unique. The City’s comprehensive plan land use recommendations are oriented around land use
concepts intended to guide future growth around established urban centers. The land use recommendations
presented herein are consistent and supportive of the concepts advocated in the comprehensive plan.
It is recommended that the City of Missoula pursue more aggressive land development policies capable of achieving
the densities necessary to support arterial BRT service. Development at greater densities and a mixture of uses
should be encouraged. While a number of properties are currently occupied, the City should encourage developers
and landowners to pursue redevelopment strategies that reduce surface parking, bring build-lines of properties to
the street, and bring the front-doors of buildings to the street front.

The potential for future transit-oriented development along the Brooks Street corridor will depend on many factors
including land prices, attainable rents, and underlying demand drivers (e.g., proximity to jobs, schools, natural
amenities, etc.). One of these key conditions that enhances development feasibility is the supply of developable land.
Without a sufficient quantity of vacant or underutilized land, node-area redevelopment can be prohibitively expensive
due to high costs of property assemblage and demolition.

Maintenance
Maintenance is an important component to ensure that a quality streetscape will last for a long time. Long-term
maintenance is a critical design determinant and a serious matter for both the City and MDT. Community stewardship
can help stretch city resources, and adjacent property owners should be involved in maintenance. In addition, initial
maintenance should be part of installation contracts. The streetscape maintenance program should address the
following:
•
•
•

Irrigation
Landscaping
Lighting

•
•
•

Sidewalks
Street Furniture
Street Sweeping

•
•
•
•

Trash Pick-Up
Tree Trimming
Graffiti Prevention
Snow storage
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5.5 Implementation Action Strategy
The following Implementation Action Strategy summarizes suggested conceptual implementation steps for project enactment, along with an estimated timeline and an estimated cost of these conceptual implementation steps. These
milestones are conceptual in nature and depend on local jurisdictions in the corridor continuing to work together to move this project forward in the months and years ahead.

Action
Develop agreements for jurisdictional cooperation on
implementation, and develop a project schedule

Ensure Brooks Street improvements are incorporated into the fiscally
constrained Regional Transportation Plan
Consider conducting Advanced Conceptual Engineering (ACE) activities
and identify ROW needs
Begin ROW preservation efforts through the development review
process for corridor improvements and encourage private sector
capital improvements in development proposals
Develop a project staffing plan and governance
structure/organizational chart, and identify a local political champion

Identify federal funding sources, and begin coordination activities
with respective agencies and the Montana Congressional Delegation
Conduct NEPA and 30% design to evaluate safety and operational
improvements for traffic, bikes/pedestrians, and BRT

Begin Brooks Street Station Area Master Planning (STAMP)

Rationale
Good agreements are vital to the design, construction, financing, and administration of capital projects such as a Brooks Street
Infrastructure BRT project. Getting some executed agreements in place before applying for federal funding would give confidence to
federal partners that responsibilities are clearly defined, and the administrative infrastructure is there. Consider establishing a master
inter-agency agreement. Having MDT as a fully committed partner will be essential. Developing a coordinated project schedule will
help show partners forward momentum and an expectation of what is needed from them.
Ensuring that future transportation improvement projects and plans are adopted as policy in the Regional Transportation Plan and
Transportation Improvement Program will help establish and commit local dollars to the project. Federal agencies will want to see
“ATM-ready” local match funds for the project. This will also ensure the project’s definition is clearly established.
When the feasibility of the Preferred Concept for BRT has been fully examined, Advanced Conceptual Engineering (ACE) should be
undertaken to advance the engineering design. This type of Pre-Project Development work could include surveying project limits,
addressing ROW needs, and mapping/identifying subsurface utilities, among other activities. It may be advantageous to consider a
contract structure for design services that includes both ACE/survey work advancing the project to a 30% design level.
Changes and investment in properties in the Brooks Street Corridor are very likely to occur before the BRT infrastructure is
constructed. It is recommended that the City and project stakeholders preserve or protect ROW through infrastructure investments,
ROW easements, and coordination and negotiation with private sector developers.
Major capital infrastructure projects as transformational as the proposed Brooks Corridor BRT project often require a leadership
structure entirely focused on the project. While reporting to the primary local sponsoring agency, this structure often lives to the side
of other agency functions. A project like Brooks Corridor BRT warrants a project director who is solely responsible for the Brooks
Street project and not affiliated with other project efforts, with the ability to make day-to-day decisions on the project. It also will be
vital to identify a local political champion who has relationships at the state and federal political levels to advocate for funding.
Careful consideration must be given to the federal sources of funding sought for the project. Coordination with federal agencies must
be a carefully crafted strategy to ensure consistency when discussing the project. The local political champion must coordinate with
the Montana Congressional Delegation to advocate for funding from federal agencies.
Successfully competing for federal funds for construction requires the completion of all necessary environmental reviews. While the
yet to be determined agency overseeing the federal funding for the project will define the type of NEPA documentation that will be
required, completing pre-NEPA environmental reviews will make the project “Shovel-ready.” Advancing the project to a 30% design
level will further refine the scope, scale, schedule, and cost estimate.
While this activity is not immediately necessary, it will be vital in the future to develop more detailed land use and circulation plans
for access to and from future BRT stations, and to ensure that entry ways and access points for larger vehicles (truck deliveries) are
compatible with the future corridor design of the corridor. This effort could also include a re-branding and marketing strategy for the
Brooks Street corridor.

Conceptual Timeframe

2020-2021

2020

2020-2021

2020-Ongoing

2020

2020-2021

2021-2022

Future Phase
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6. Financing Tools

Public transportation systems across the United States are often funded through a combination of programs and
revenue sources, such as state grants, passenger fares, advertisement revenues, and local contributions. Most rely on
federal grants to help cover a significant portion of the capital costs. Several local, state, and federal funding programs
exist that assist communities such as Missoula to develop multi-modal transportation corridors and services.
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Federal Transit Administration (FTA) Capital Investment Grant (CIG) Program
This is a competitive discretionary grant program that provides funding for fixed guideway transit projects such as bus
rapid transit (BRT), light rail (LRT), streetcars. It is administered under Section 5309 of the Fixing America’s Surface
Transportation (FAST) Act of 2015. Project sponsors may request CIG funding under one of four project categories:
New Starts, Small Starts, Core Capacity, or Programs of Interrelated Projects.

Federal Highway Administration (FHA)

FTA’s Small Starts grant program may be the most applicable for the proposed Brooks Street BRT project. The FTA
provides the following definition of Small Starts eligible projects: “Small Starts projects are new fixed guideway
projects, extensions to existing fixed guideway systems, or corridor-based bus rapid transit projects with a total
estimated capital cost of less than $300 million and that are seeking less than $100 million in Section 5309 CIG program
funds.” The funds available through a Small Starts Grant Agreement may be used for design and construction activities.
The maximum allowable federal share is 80 percent of the project’s total cost.

Brooks Street is functionally classified as a Principal Arterial, and therefore may be eligible for federal transportation
funding assistance through MDT. The federal assistance may provide up to 80 percent of the cost of eligible road
construction activities. The eligible construction activities typically include roadway surfacing, traffic signals, and
associated roadway items. Construction activities that are typically not eligible for federal transportation funding
include city water/sewer utilities and other items not essential to providing a transportation facility. To secure funding
the City of Missoula, Mountain Line, MDT, and other key stakeholders must coordinate with each other to determine
who will lead the project and how funding not covered by federal assistance will be provided.

Here’s how the FTA defines Corridor-Bus Rapid Transit Projects: “The term ‘corridor-based bus rapid transit project’
means a small start project utilizing buses in which the project represents a substantial investment in a defined corridor
as demonstrated by features that emulate the services provided by rail fixed guideway public transportation systems,
including defined stations; traffic signal priority for public transportation vehicles; short headway bidirectional services
for a substantial part of weekdays; and any other features the Secretary may determine support a long-term corridor
investment, but the majority of which does not operate in a separated right-of-way dedicated for public transportation
use during peak periods.”

U.S. Department of Transportation (USDOT) BUILD Grant

The FTA’s website outlines the process for applying for and receiving CIG funds for Small Starts projects, specifying
four steps for completing the application request and receiving funds. Approximate timeframes for the completion of
these steps are also provided on the website.

This section discusses the most applicable financing options and tools to advance the design, construction, continued
operation, and maintenance of a Brooks Street BRT system. The financing options include both federal and non-federal
options, depending on project definition and funding competitiveness.

6.1 Federal Funding Sources

The Better Utilizing Investments to Leverage Development (BUILD) grant program, provided through the U.S.
Department of Transportation (USDOT) provides an opportunity to fund major transportation investments similar to
the proposed Brooks Street BRT project. This program tends to favor funding proposals that demonstrate they will
provide economic benefit through transportation investment. The Brooks Street BRT project is a reasonable candidate
for a BUILD grant application. It will be very important to identify, describe, and quantify the project’s economic
benefits prior to applying.

1.
2.
3.
4.

Request for Entry into Project Development
Project Development
Project Evaluation, Rating, and Approval
Construction

Urbanized Area Formula Grants

Enhanced Mobility of Seniors and Individuals with Disabilities

This federal program through the Federal Transit Administration (FTA) provides grants to Urbanized Areas (those with
a population of more than 50,000) for transit capital, planning, job access, and reverse commute projects. These funds
can also be used for operating assistance for services that provide accessibility to jobs or reverse commute options.
Funding for these types of projects is discretionary and awarded through a competitive process.

This federal program through the FTA provides funding for services that improve mobility for seniors and people with
disabilities. Services eligible for funding under this program are those beyond traditional transit and ADA paratransit
services. Section 5310 funding is discretionary and awarded through a competitive process.

Transportation Infrastructure Finance and Innovation Act (TIFIA)
This is a federal loan program sponsored by the USDOT that provides financing tools with attractive rates and terms.
TIFIA loans are available for up to 35-year terms. They are flexible, low cost, and can finance a major portion of a
project at U.S. Treasury rates. They must be repaid through dedicated funding sources that secure the obligation, such
as tolls, user fees, or tax increment financing. TIFIA loans have been used for roadways and major transit projects.
However, given uncertainty around federal funding in this political climate, it is somewhat difficult to ascertain how
applicable a TIFIA loan would be for the proposed Brooks Street BRT project.

Section 5339: Bus and Bus Facilities
This federal program through the USDOT provides capital funding to replace, rehabilitate, and purchase buses and to
construct bus-related facilities. Section 5339 funds are limited to capital projects, so cannot be used for operating
assistance.

6.2 Non-Federal Funding Sources
Non-federal funding includes funding from state programs, regional grants, local sources, and private investment. The
non-federal funding sources are typically used as a match for federal funding sources. If sufficient non-federal funding
were available, the project schedule could be streamlined, avoiding rigorous federal processes and requirements.
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7. Conclusions

In a globally competitive environment, a traditional business transportation corridor like Brooks Street must become
a destination – a place that offers a distinct experience and attractive setting for all users. A successful economic
strategy for Brooks Street recognizes the corridor as both a unique urban environment and as a product that competes
in the marketplace. Successful urban design and theming programs grow out of the special characteristics of the urban
context. Competitive products present identities and expectations that persuade consumers to buy them.
Missoula is a regional destination that presents great opportunity for population and economic growth, due in large
part to the community character and values, access to education, and proximity to outdoor activities. Brooks Street is
one of a few primary commercial corridors that can help accommodate growth in Missoula. Wise investments in
transportation infrastructure can help the community shape its future in a very smart way.
The Brooks Corridor Transit-Oriented Development (TOD) Infrastructure Study brought together a diverse group of
stakeholders as part of a participatory process to identify the vision for the future of Brooks Street. The consensus
building effort must be maintained by the project partners, with continued involvement from the business community
and the public at large in order to realize the vision established in this study. Recommendations for public investment
should start being implemented by beginning the process to identify funding and obtaining any necessary
environmental clearances.
From a transportation perspective, it is important to note that Brooks Street alone may not be able to satisfy every
travel demand. That is why this plan also identifies improvements to connecting and crossing streets and beyond
signalized intersections. Collectively, investments along Brooks Street should correspond with infrastructure
investments in the study area to provide facilities for all users to achieve circulation within and through the corridor.
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Appendix A – Traffic and Corridor Safety Assessment
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Memorandum
Date:
Project:
To:
From:
Subject:

Monday, January 08, 2018
Brooks Corridor TOD Infrastructure Study
Annette Marchesseault, MRA
Jon Schick, HDR
Draft Traffic and Safety Analysis Technical Memo

Introduction
Brooks Street is the primary transportation and commercial corridor through Midtown Missoula.
It is also designated as US Route 12 (US-12) under the jurisdiction of the Montana Department
of Transportation (MDT). The Brooks Street Corridor is primarily auto-oriented with limited
connectivity for pedestrians and bicyclists to neighborhoods adjacent to Brooks Street. The
Brooks Corridor Transit-Oriented Development (TOD) Infrastructure Study will create a concept
design plan for transit-oriented development, including evaluation of bus transfer center
locations, new strategically located bus stops, and proposed improvements to “difficult
intersections” to establish safe and convenient crossings and access to Brooks Street for
pedestrians and bicyclists. The study area encompasses a one-quarter mile area on either side
of Brooks Street between Mount Avenue on the east and Reserve Street on the west. This
memo documents the existing and forecast conditions of the corridor, including physical
conditions, traffic volumes, and operations at the study intersections.

Data Collection
Information Requested From Project Team Members
Information involved in the study was requested and collected from a number of various
agencies. Notable documents and data used in the study are listed below, followed by the
author/source:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Brooks Street Corridor Plan – Community Builders New Mobility West Initiative &
Progressive Urban Management Associates for the City of Missoula
Activate Missoula 2045 – LRTP – Missoula Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO)
Brooks St. Corridor Plan – Reserve to Dixon – Missoula Redevelopment Agency (MRA)
Brooks St. Reserve to Dixon, Ph. II, Final Plans – MRA
Travel Demand Model – MPO
Crash data for Brooks corridor – MPO
Existing signal timing for all intersections, including Synchro models - MDT

These and other documents, plans, and other information supported the analysis and
alternatives development of the study.
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Data Collected by HDR
Peak hour vehicle turning movement and pedestrian crossing counts for the Brooks Corridor
study intersections were collected by All Traffic Data, as a sub-consultant to HDR. Data
collection occurred at the following intersections with Brooks Street:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Reserve Street
Dore Lane
McDonald Avenue/Schilling Street
Paxson Street
Mary Avenue (mall main entrance)/Agnes Avenue
Fairview Avenue
Russell Street
Sussex Avenue/Oxford Street
Stephens Avenue
Mount Avenue

Counts were collected from 7:00 a.m. to 9:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m. on Wednesday,
the 23rd of August, 2017. The a.m. peak hour was identified as 7:30 a.m. to 8:30 a.m. The p.m.
peak hour was identified as 4:45 p.m. to 5:45 p.m.

Existing Transportation System
Roadways
The roadway network is described below.
•

•

•

Brooks Street is functionally classified as a principal arterial. It is posted with a 35 mph
speed limit throughout the study area and has two travel lanes in each direction. A twoway left turn lane median exists between Reserve Street and Dixon Avenue with raised
medians between Dixon Avenue and Mount Avenue. The raised median has openings
for public street intersections. Brooks Street has curb, gutter, and sidewalk on both sides
of the roadway in the study area. Most of the sidewalk is attached to the curb and gutter
with some segments of detached sidewalk. There is a shoulder between the travel lanes
and curb and gutter from Reserve Street to Dixon Avenue.
Reserve Street is functionally classified as a principal arterial north of Brooks Street and
as a minor arterial south of Brooks Street. It has a posted speed limit of 45 mph north of
Brooks Street, and a 35 mph speed limit south of the intersection. North of the
intersection with Brooks Street, there are two travel lanes in each direction with a twoway left turn lane. South of Brooks Street the lane configuration is the same until about
half way between Brooks Street and 39th Street, where the road tapers into two
southbound travel lanes and one northbound travel lane. The section north of Brooks
Street also contains a northbound bike lane. Reserve Street has curb, gutter, and
sidewalk on both sides of the roadway in the study area. Most of the sidewalk is
attached to the curb and gutter with some segments of detached sidewalk.
Dore Lane is functionally classified as a major collector south of Brooks Street. The
posted speed limit is 25 mph. There is one travel lane in each direction with narrow bike
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•

•

•

•

•

•

lanes in both directions. Dore Lane has curb, gutter, and sidewalk on both sides of the
roadway in the study area. Most of the sidewalk is attached to the curb and gutter with
some segments of detached sidewalk.
McDonald Avenue and Schilling Street are local streets. Both streets have speed
limits of 25 mph and one travel lane in each direction. North of Brooks Street, McDonald
Avenue has a double yellow stripe dividing each direction, and Schilling Street has no
dividing stripe. McDonald Avenue has curb, gutter, and sidewalk on both sides of the
roadway in the study area, with the entire sidewalk being attached to the curb and gutter.
Schilling Street has curb and gutter on both sides of the roadway, with sidewalk along
the west side of the street and along the east side until 34th Street. Most of the sidewalk
is attached to the curb and gutter with some segments of detached sidewalk.
Paxson Street is functionally classified as a major collector south of Brooks Street. It
has a posted speed limit of 25 mph and one travel lane in each direction with a two-way
left turn lane north of Harve Avenue. Paxson Street has curb, gutter, and sidewalk on
both sides of the roadway in the study area. All of the sidewalk is attached to the curb
and gutter.
Mary Avenue and Agnes Avenue are local streets, with Mary Avenue being the main
entrance to the Southgate Mall. There are no posted speed limits. Mary Avenue extends
from Reserve Street to Brooks Street, but discontinues in the middle of the roadway at
the Bitterroot Trail. At the mall entrance, Mary Avenue has one travel lane in the
westbound direction, and three turn lanes in the eastbound direction. Agnes Avenue has
one travel lane in each direction. Mary Avenue has curb and gutter on both sides, and
attached sidewalk along the west/south side. Agnes Avenue has curb and gutter and
sidewalk on both sides of the roadway.
Fairview Avenue is a local street. There is no readily identifiable posted speed limit so
is assumed to follow City standard speed limit of 25 mph. East of Brooks Street there is
one travel lane in each direction with a two-way left turn lane. West of Brooks Street
there is one lane in the westbound direction, and two designated left turn lanes and a
shared through/right turn lane in the eastbound direction. West of Brooks Street Fairview
Avenue terminates at on the Southgate Mall property. A raised median is located at the
transition of Fairview Avenue into Garfield Street to only allow right-in/right-out
movements to and from Fairview coming from the mall property to Garfield. Fairview
Avenue has curb, gutter, and attached sidewalk on both sides of the roadway in the
study area.
Russell Street is functionally classified as a principal arterial north of Brooks Street and
as a minor arterial south of Brooks Street. It has a posted speed limit of 35 mph. North of
Brooks Street there are two travel lanes in each direction, with the outside lanes in either
direction being shared vehicle and bike lanes. South of Brooks Street there is one travel
lane in each direction with a two-way left turn lane median, along with bike lanes in both
directions. Parking is allowed in the shoulders. Russell Street has curb, gutter, and
sidewalk on both sides of the roadway in the study area. Most of the sidewalk is
attached to the curb and gutter with some segments of detached sidewalk.
Sussex Avenue and Oxford Street are local streets, with Sussex Avenue also being
classified as a minor arterial between Brooks Street and Stephens Avenue. Both streets
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•

•

have speed limits of 25 mph. Sussex Avenue is a one-way street, with two travel lanes in
the westbound direction, a bike lane, and a shoulder for parking on the north side of the
street between Stephens Avenue and Regent Street. Oxford Street has one travel lane
in each direction. Both streets have curb, gutter, and sidewalk on both sides of the
roadway in the study area. Most of the sidewalk is attached to the curb and gutter with
some segments of detached sidewalk.
Stephens Avenue is functionally classified as a principal arterial with north of Brooks
Street, and local street south of Brooks street. The posted speed limit is 35 mph. There
are two travel lanes in each direction north of Brooks Street, along with bike lanes north
of North Avenue that travel in both directions. South of Brooks Street the street has one
travel lane in each direction. Stephens Avenue has curb, gutter, and sidewalk on both
sides of the roadway in the study area. The sidewalk is attached to the curb and gutter,
with one short segment between Kensington Avenue and Strand Avenue where
sidewalk is absent on the east side of the street.
Mount Avenue is functionally classified as a major collector. The speed limit along
Mount Avenue within the study area is 35 mph. To the west of Brooks Street there is one
travel lane in each direction with a two-way left turn lane median. East of Brooks Street,
there is one travel lane in each direction that function as shared lanes for bikes, with a
shoulder for parking on the south side of the street. Mount Avenue has curb, gutter, and
sidewalk on both sides of the roadway in the study area. All of the sidewalk is attached
to the curb and gutter.

Intersections
• Reserve Street –This intersection is signal controlled. The Reserve Street southbound
approach has one dedicated left turn lane, one through lane, and two dedicated right
turn lanes. The Reserve Street northbound approach has one dedicated left turn lane,
two through lanes, and one dedicated right turn lane. The Brooks Street eastbound
approach has two dedicated left turn lanes, two through lanes, and one dedicated right
turn lane that is channelized with an island and is controlled by separate signal heads
that operate concurrently with the through movement phase. The Brooks Street
westbound approach has one dedicated left turn lane, two through lanes, and one
dedicated right turn lane that is channelized with paint markings and controlled with a
signal that operates concurrently with the through movement phase and on an overlap
with the southbound left turn phase. There are signalized pedestrian crossings on all
legs of the intersection, including the separated eastbound right turn lane. An existing
railroad track cuts through the intersection diagonally from southwest to northeast.
• Dore Lane – This intersection is signal controlled. Both the southbound and northbound
Dore Lane approaches have one dedicated left turn lane and one shared through/right
turn lane. Both the eastbound and westbound Brooks Street approaches have one
dedicated left turn lane, one dedicated through lane, and one shared through/right turn
lane. There are signalized pedestrian crossings on all legs of the intersection.
• McDonald Avenue/Schilling Street – This is a two way stop intersection, with stop
signs located at the McDonald Avenue and Schilling Street approaches. The McDonald
Avenue and Schilling Street approaches each have one shared lane to make left turn,
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•

•

•

•

•

through, and right turn movements. Both of the Brooks Street approaches have a shared
through/right turn lane, a dedicated through lane, and a two way left turn lane.
Paxson Street – This intersection is signal controlled. Both the southbound and
northbound approaches of Paxson Street have one shared left turn/through lane and
one dedicated right turn lane. The Brooks Street eastbound approach has one dedicated
left turn lane, one dedicated through lane, and one shared through/right turn lane. The
westbound approach of Brooks Street has one dedicated left turn lane, one dedicated
through lane, and shared through/right turn lane. The right turn is channelized with an
island, but the channelization starts from the through lane. There are signalized
pedestrian crossings on all legs of the intersection, excluding the separated westbound
right turn lane.
Mary Avenue (mall main entrance)/Agnes Avenue – This intersection is signal
controlled. The Agnes Avenue westbound approach has one dedicated left turn and one
shared through/right turn lane. The Mary Avenue eastbound approach has two
dedicated left turn lanes and one shared through/right turn lane. Both the Brooks Street
approaches have one dedicated left turn lane, one dedicated through lane and one
shared through/right turn lane. There are signalized pedestrian crossings on all legs of
the intersection.
Fairview Avenue – This intersection is signal controlled. Westbound and eastbound
vehicles are able to turn onto northbound Catlin Street, but there is no southbound Catlin
Street approach. The Fairview Avenue eastbound approach has two dedicated left turn
lanes and one shared through/right turn lane. The Fairview Avenue westbound approach
has one dedicated left turn lane and one shared through/right turn lane. Both of the
Brooks Street approaches have one dedicated left turn lane, one through lane, and one
shared through/right turn lane. There are signalized pedestrian crossings on all legs of
the intersection, including Catlin Street.
Russell Street – This intersection is signal controlled. Cars are able to turn onto
westbound South Avenue, but there is no eastbound South Avenue approach. The
Russell Street southbound approach has a dedicated through lane and a shared
through/right turn lane and left turns are prohibited. The Russell Street northbound
approach has one dedicated through lane, one shared through/right turn lane, and one
dedicated right turn lane. Left turns are prohibited. The Brooks Street eastbound
approach has two through lanes. The Brooks Street westbound approach has two
through lanes and one dedicated right turn lane. There are signalized pedestrian
crossings on all legs of the intersection, including South Avenue.
Sussex Avenue/Oxford Street – This intersection is signal controlled. The Oxford
Street southbound approach has one dedicated left turn lane and one dedicated right
turn lane. The Sussex Avenue westbound approach has two dedicated left turn lanes,
and one right turn lane to Oxford Street that includes channelization for a right turn onto
Brooks Street. The channelized right turn has a signal that operates concurrently with
the rest of the westbound approach. The Brooks Street southbound approach has one
dedicated through lane and one shared through/right turn lane, and the northbound
approach has one dedicated left turn lane and two through lanes. There are signalized
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•

•

pedestrian crossings on all legs of the intersection, including the channelized westbound
right turn lane.
Stephens Avenue – This intersection is signal controlled. The Stephens Avenue
southbound approach has one dedicated left turn lane, one dedicated through lane, and
one dedicated right turn lane. The Stephens Avenue northbound approach has one
dedicated left turn lane, one dedicated through lane, and one shared through/right turn
lane. Both the eastbound and westbound Brooks Street approaches have one dedicated
left turn lane and two through lanes. There are signalized pedestrian crossings on all
legs of the intersection.
Mount Avenue – This intersection is signal controlled. The Mount Avenue eastbound
approach has one dedicated left turn lane, and one through lane that includes
channelization for a right turn with yield control. The Mount Avenue westbound approach
has one dedicated left turn lane and one shared through/right turn lane. The Brooks
Street southbound approach has one shared lane for left turn, through and right turn
movements. The northbound Brooks Street has one dedicated left turn lane, one
dedicated through lane, and one dedicated right turn lane. There are signalized
pedestrian crossings on all legs of the intersection, excluding the channelized right turn,
which has no pedestrian signal but does have a marked crosswalk.

Sidewalks/Pathways
Sidewalks exist along all of the streets in the study area in a mix of attached and detached
sidewalk with the exception of a few segments north of Stephens Avenue where buildings are
established immediately adjacent Brooks Street. Sidewalk widths in the corridor vary from 5’ to
10’ in width. Brooks Street crossing opportunities for pedestrians are limited to signalized
intersections.
The Bitterroot Trail is an approximately 50-mile paved path that connects Missoula and
Hamilton. It is located 1-mile north of the study area along the Bitterroot River with some
connections available between the trail and Brooks Street.
Public Transportation Service
Mountain Line is operated by the Missoula Urban Transportation District (MUTD) as Missoula’s
community bus service. Routes 1 and 7 travel along Brooks Street between Sussex Avenue and
Fairview Avenue. Routes 1, 6, 7, and 12 cross Brooks Street and serve the areas to the south.
There is a transfer point at the Southgate Mall where Routes 1, 2, 6, 7, and 8 all stop to allow
transfers.

Existing Traffic Volumes & Conditions
Existing a.m. and p.m. peak hour turning movement volumes at the study intersections and daily
traffic volumes on roadways are presented in Figure 1.

Existing Capacity Analysis
Capacity is defined as the maximum rate at which vehicles can pass through a given point in an
hour under prevailing conditions. Intersection capacity at a signalized intersection is measured
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by evaluating the critical lane groups that require the most amount of green time for signalized
intersections and experience the most delay for stop controlled intersections.
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Figure 1
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A volume to capacity (v/c) ratio less than 0.85 generally indicates that adequate capacity is
available and vehicles are not expected to experience significant queues or delays. As the v/c
ratio approaches 1.0, traffic flow may become unstable and significant delay and queuing
conditions may occur. Once the demand exceeds capacity, defined as a v/c ratio greater than
1.0, traffic flow is unstable and excessive delay and queuing is expected.
The concept of level of service (LOS) was developed to correlate numerical traffic operational
data to subjective descriptions of traffic performance at intersections. Each movement of traffic
has delay associated with it, and therefore a correlating LOS. LOS is defined as the system of
six designated ranges from “A” (best) to “F” (worst) used to evaluate performance. Table 1
presents the HCM 2010 LOS thresholds at stop-controlled and signalized intersections.
Table 1. LOS Thresholds for Motor Vehicles at Intersections

LOS
A
B
C
D
E
F

Stop Control Intersection Control
Delay
(s/veh)

Signalized Intersection Control
Delay
(s/veh)

<= 10
10-15
15-25
25-35
35-50
>50

<= 10
10-20
20-35
35-55
55-80
>80

To identify signalized intersection capacity deficiencies and improvement needs, HDR applied a
LOS threshold of LOS D for overall intersection operation. This threshold is consistent with
industry practice for urban commuter corridors during peak hour conditions to identify needed
improvements. LOS D is where operations approach capacity with v/c ratios of 0.85 but average
delay is reasonable and not excessive.
Synchro 9 software was used to analyze the intersections listed above under current conditions.
Synchro files of the Brooks Street corridor were obtained from MDT, and edits were made to
account for the new layout of the Brooks Street & Mary Avenue/Agnes Avenue intersection. The
unsignalized intersection of Brooks Street & McDonald Avenue/Schilling Street was also added
to the Synchro network. The a.m. and p.m. peak hour counts obtained from All Traffic Data were
entered into the a.m. and p.m. existing conditions Synchro models. HCM 2010 analysis
methods could not be used to produce the analysis reports because it unable to analyze
intersections with more than four outlets, such is the case with the intersections of Brooks Street
& Fairview Avenue and Brooks Street & Russell Street. Therefore Synchro’s intersection
capacity utilization (ICU) analysis methodology was used. For the signalized intersections the
overall intersection LOS and delay were recorded, as well as the v/c ratios, delays and LOS for
each movement at the intersection. For the Brooks Street/McDonald Avenue/Schilling Street
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intersection, the intersection capacity utilization (ICU) level of service was recorded. These
results can be found in Appendix A, as well as the overall intersection LOS results in Figure 2.
Results
During the a.m. peak hour, the Brooks Street & Reserve Street intersection is estimated to
operate at LOS D. The eastbound left turn movement and the northbound right turn movement
are estimated to operate with v/c ratios of 0.89 and 0.93, respectively, meaning they are
approaching failure. The remaining intersections are all estimated to operate at LOS C or better.
These results indicate that the intersections along the Brooks Street corridor adequately serve
a.m. peak hour demands.
During the p.m. peak hour, the Brooks Street & Reserve Street intersection is estimated to
operate at LOS E and the Brooks Street & Sussex Avenue/Oxford Street intersection at LOS D.
These are the only two intersections estimated to operate overall at worse than LOS C. The
eastbound and northbound left turn movements are large during the p.m. peak hour at the
Brooks Street & Reserve Street intersection and are estimated to operate with v/c rations of
1.27 and 0.92 and thus at LOS F. The Brooks Street & McDonald Avenue/Schilling Street
intersection has a calculated ICU level of service of A for the a.m. peak hour, and an ICU level
of service of C for the p.m. peak hour. These results indicate that the intersections along the
Brooks Street corridor adequately serve the p.m. peak hour demands for the majority of the
corridor. However, excessive queues at the signalized intersections extend beyond adjacent
intersections in several locations. None of the Brooks Street through movements at the
intersections are estimated to operate at LOS F, though the westbound through movement at
Reserve Street has an estimated v/c ratio of 1.00, meaning the movement is at and ready to
exceed capacity. The westbound left turn movement at the Mount Avenue intersection has a v/c
ratio of 1.09 and operates at LOS F. The northbound left turn movement at Dore Lane is
estimated to operate at LOS F with a v/c ratio of 0.95. Queue lengths of over 700 feet on Brooks
Street are estimated for the westbound through movement at Reserve Street and the
westbound through movement at Sussex Avenue/Oxford Street. Table 2 lists the 95th-percentile
existing p.m. westbound queue lengths along Brooks Street, estimated from the Synchro
analysis.
Table 2. 2017 p.m. Peak Hour Brook Street Westbound Queues
Intersection
Reserve Street
Dore Lane
Paxson Street
Agnes Avenue/Mary Avenue
Fairview Street
Russell Street
Sussex Avenue/Oxford Street
Stephens Avenue
Mount Avenue

Queue Length (ft)
742
314
561
562
193
359
735
261
470
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Figure 2
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Crash Analysis
Crash data for all crashes within 150-feet of the Brooks Street study intersections for the 10
year period from 2007-2016 was provided by the MPO. A graphic presenting the crash type,
severity, and location of all the reported crashes is presented in Figure 3. 748 total crashes
occurred within 150-feet of all the study intersections within the study area. One hundred and
eighty-four of the crashes were injury crashes (25% of total). By far the most common type of
crash was rear-end crashes, accounting for more than half of all crashes (59%), followed by
sideswipe same side (13%), angle (12%), and angle turning (7%). Over three-quarters of all
crashes occurred under dry conditions and 82% occurred in daylight. Over the ten year period,
one fatality occurred, at the intersection of Brooks Street & Paxson Street. The intersection of
Brooks Street & Dore Lane was reconstructed in May of 2014, and all of the crashes at the
intersection before that date were excluded from the results reported in this memo, including the
two fatal crashes, as the improvements constructed were designed to address safety concerns.
Twenty-five crashes (3%) involved at least one driver who was alcohol/drug impaired, including
the fatal crashes recorded along the corridor.
Crash rates at the intersections were calculated using the Highway Safety Manual (HSM)
Critical Rate screening method to determine the intersections with the greatest crash concerns.
The annual average daily traffic (AADT) on each leg of each intersection was determined and
tabulated. The number of entering vehicles (in millions) for each intersection was estimated over
the ten years of the crash history. Then crash rates were calculated for each intersection. The
average crash rate was calculated for signalized intersections only. A critical crash rate or
threshold value was calculated for each intersection and compared to the observed crash rate.
Sites with an observed crash rate greater than their critical crash rate were flagged for further
investigation.
Table 3 presents the calculated crash rates and critical crash rates for the signalized
intersections in the study area and identifies those intersections that exceed the calculated
critical crash rates. The numbers in the table for Brooks Street & Dore Lane is based only on
crash data from May of 2014 to December of 2016. The Brooks Street and McDonald
Avenue/Schilling Street intersection is currently unsignalized and was not compared to the
critical crash rate for the signalized intersections.
As shown in the table, three intersections were calculated to be over the critical crash rate:
Brooks Street & Reserve Street, Brooks Street & Dore Lane, and Brooks Street & Russell
Street/South Avenue. All three intersections have a high number of rear-end crashes.
The intersection of Brooks Street & Dore Lane currently has permissive left turn phases for all
left turn movements except for the westbound left turn lane. Within the FHWA’s Crash
Modification Clearing House, there are studies that point to short term responses to rear end
crashes that involve changes to signal phases, such as turning permitted left turn phases into
protected phases. Any signal timing improvements should be analyzed in more detail at each
specific intersection before they are implemented.
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Figure 3
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Table 3. Brooks Street Intersection Crash Analysis
ADT

R
(2)

Signalized Intersections
Over/
R ASig
R CSig
Under
(3)
(4)
Critical
1.02
1.26

Over
Over

1.06
1.05
1.05

Under
Under
Under

E/W Road

N/S
Road

MEV 10 (1)

20072016
Crash
Total

Brooks/Reserve
Brooks/Dore

21,058
19,811

17,190
1,135

139.61
19.75

302
32

2.16
1.62

Brooks
/McDonald
/Schilling

20,999

1,807

83.24

10

0.12

Brooks/Paxson
Brooks/Mary
Brooks/Fairview

21,403
2,872
3,203

954
22,265
22,676

81.60
91.75
94.46

24
5
47

0.29
0.05
0.50

Brooks/Russell/
South

24,515

12,818

136.26

147

1.08

1.02

Over

Brooks/Sussex/
Oxford

25,296

3,675

105.74

70

0.66

1.04

Under

Brooks/Stephens
Brooks/Mount

20,458
12,788

7,455
4,254

101.88
62.20

95
16

0.93
0.26

1.04
1.09

Under
Under

Intersection

0.89

(1) MEV n = Million Entering Vehicles = ADT x365xn/1,000,000 n = # of years
(2) R = Crash Rate = Crash Total/MEV 10
(3) R ASig = Ave. Crash Rate for Signalized Int. = SUM(Signalized Int. Crashes)/(SUM Signalized Int.
MEV 10 )
(4) R CSig = Critical Crash Rate for Signalized Int. = R ASig + Confidence Level x (R ASig /MEV 10 )1/2
+1/(2xMEV 10 )
Confidence Level = 95% > P =1.645
Brooks Street & Russell Street/South Avenue is a complicated intersection with three different
streets coming together. A geometric countermeasure such as roundabout may lead to a
reduction of crashes. This proposal has been discussed in several previous planning efforts. A
geometric countermeasure could be put into place at the intersection of Brooks Street &
Reserve Street as well. It is a very large intersection with signal indications that are far away
from the approaches and may be hard to see. According to the HSM, poor visibility of signals
could be a reason for a high number of rear-ends crashes. Replacing the current northbound
and southbound facing signal poles and arms with a signal mast arm that stretches across the
intersection is an option to provide greater visibility of the signal indications. Near side signal
indications currently exist at the intersection, but signal warning signs could be added further
back on each leg as another option to help drivers anticipate the signalized intersection ahead.
It is recommended to review signal timing and coordination regularly (every 2 to 5 years) and
update as needed to maintain good progression as volume increases and patterns change. A
well-coordinated corridor can often reduce turning movement crashes as well as improve the
overall operations.
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Other potential safe improvements include:
•
•
•

Providing high visibility signal head back plates
Overhead lane use signs
Improved detection and controller hardware for dilemma zone protection

Forecast Traffic Volumes & Conditions
Forecast a.m. and p.m. peak hour turning movement volumes at the study intersections and
daily traffic volumes on roadways were calculated for the years 2025 and 2045. This was done
by calculating the annual growth rate using the base year and 2045 traffic forecast model
provided by the Missoula MPO. The existing a.m. and p.m. peak hour counts obtained from All
Traffic Data were grown by the calculated annual growth rate of 0.67% to estimate future traffic
volumes. The 2025 and 2045 turning movement and daily traffic volumes are presented in
Figure 4 and Figure 5, respectively. Historic growth rates based on data from count stations
along Brooks Street for the ten years between 2007 and 2016 show very low and even some
negative growth in trips. Having examined this historical data, our conclusion is that the
estimated future growth rate of 0.67% is conservative and will allow improvements to be
provided for potential growth along the corridor.

Forecast Capacity Analysis
Synchro 9 software was used to analyze the intersections within the study area for the forecast
volumes in which the existing conditions remained the same, apart from the intersection of
Brooks Street & McDonald Avenue/Schilling Street. The intersection was modeled as a
signalized intersection in the 2025 and 2045 forecast Synchro models. The signal timing of the
intersection was estimated to coordinate with the adjacent signalized intersections for the a.m.
and p.m. peak hours. Due to the unique layout of some of the intersections within the corridor,
HCM 2010 analysis methods could not be used to produce the analysis reports. Therefore
Synchro’s ICU analysis methodology was used. For the each intersection the overall
intersection LOS and delay were recorded, as well as the v/c ratios, delays and LOS for each
approach lane. These results can be found in Appendix B.
2025 Results
For the a.m. peak hour, Brooks Street & Reserve Street is estimated to operate at LOS D. The
remaining intersections are all estimated to operate at LOS C or better. These results indicate
that the intersections along the Brooks Street corridor adequately serve a.m. peak hour
demands with some delay, especially at major intersections. Queue lengths of longer than 700
feet are estimated on Brooks Street for the eastbound left turning movement at Reserve Street
and the eastbound through movement at Fairview Street. These queues will extend through
adjacent intersections, disrupting operations and increasing delay. Vehicle queue figures were
created to display estimated queue lengths in the year 2025, the estimated year bus service
could be implemented along Brook Street. A.m. vehicle queues are displayed in Figure 6.
During the p.m. peak hour, Brooks Street & Reserve Street was calculated to operate at LOS F,
and Brooks Street & Sussex Avenue/Oxford Street and Brooks Street & Fairview Avenue at
LOS D. These are the only three intersections estimated to operate worse than LOS C.
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Figure 4
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Figure 5
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The eastbound and northbound left turn movements and westbound through movements are
large during the p.m. peak hour at the Brooks Street & Reserve Street intersection and are all
estimated to operate at LOS F during the p.m. peak hour. These results indicate that most of the
intersections along the Brooks Street corridor adequately serve the p.m. peak hour demands,
apart from the intersection of Brooks Street & Reserve Street because of the failed westbound
through movement.
However, queue lengths of longer than 700 feet are estimated on Brooks Street for the
westbound through movements at Reserve Street, Paxson Street, Fairview Street and Sussex
Avenue/Oxford Street. Table 4 below lists the estimated 2025 p.m. westbound queue lengths
along Brooks Street. These queues will extend through adjacent intersections, disrupting
operations and increasing delay. Vehicle queues are displayed in Figure 7.
Table 4. 2025 p.m. Brooks Street Westbound Queues
Intersection
Reserve Street
Dore Lane
McDonald/Schilling
Paxson Street
Agnes Avenue/Mary Avenue
Fairview Street
Russell Street
Sussex Avenue/Oxford Street
Stephens Avenue
Mount Avenue

Queue Length (ft)
794
243
45
874
360
202
368
805
321
501

2045 Results
For the a.m. peak hour, Brooks Street & Reserve Street is estimated to operate at LOS E. The
remaining intersections are all estimated to operate at LOS C or better. These results indicate
that the intersections along the Brooks Street corridor adequately serve a.m. peak hour
demands. The estimated overall intersection LOS for the study intersection, in both the 2045
a.m. and p.m. peak hours, are displayed in Figure 8. Queue lengths longer than 700 feet are
estimated on Brooks Street for the eastbound left turning and through movements at Reserve
Street and the eastbound through movement at Fairview Street.
During the p.m. peak hour, Brooks Street & Reserve Street was calculated to operate at LOS F,
Brooks Street & Sussex Avenue/Oxford Street at LOS E and Brooks Street & Fairview Avenue
at LOS D. These are the only three intersections estimated to operate worse than LOS C. The
eastbound and northbound left turn movements and westbound through movements are large
during the p.m. peak hour at the Brooks Street & Reserve Street intersection and are estimated
to operate at LOS F during the p.m. peak hour. The westbound through movement on Brooks
Street at Sussex Avenue/Oxford Street was also estimated to operate at LOS F, while the same
movements at Fairview Street and Russell Street have estimated v/c ratios near or above 1.00.
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Figure 6
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Figure 7
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Figure 8
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These results indicate that only a little over half of the intersections along the Brooks Street
corridor adequately serve the p.m. peak hour demands. Queue lengths of longer than 900 feet
are estimated on Brooks Street for the westbound through movements at Reserve Street,
Paxson Street, Fairview Street, Sussex Avenue/Oxford Street and Mount Avenue. The
westbound through queue on Brooks Street at Fairview Street is estimated to be over 1,100 feet
in length. Table 5 lists the estimated 2045 p.m. westbound queue lengths along Brooks Street.
Table 5. 2045 p.m. Brooks Street Westbound Queues
Intersection Roadway
Reserve Street
Dore Lane
McDonald/Schilling
Paxson Street
Agnes Avenue/Mary Avenue
Fairview Street
Russell Street
Sussex Avenue/Oxford Street
Stephens Avenue
Mount Avenue

Queue Length (ft)
980
261
49
993
502
1124
401
993
415
989

Improvements
Five alternative improvements have been investigated to help improve traffic, transit, and
accessibility conditions of the Brooks Street corridor. These improvements include:
•
•
•
•
•

Signalized intersection control at Brooks Street & McDonald Avenue/Schilling Street
Transit Signal Priority (TSP) at all traffic signals along the Brooks Street corridor
Lane reduction of Brooks Street between Mount and Stephens Avenues
Additional signalized pedestrian crossings across Brooks Street at locations other than
signalized intersections
Closing and/or squaring up the intersection of side streets with Brooks Street

All proposed improvements were analyzed in Synchro 9 using the 2025 and 2045 forecast
turning movements, except for the closing and/or squaring up the intersection of side streets
with Brooks Street.

Brooks Street & McDonald Avenue/Schilling Street
The Brooks Street Corridor Plan completed by MRA, along with other planning documents,
suggested that the intersection of Brooks Street & McDonald Avenue/Schilling Street be
converted from a two-way stop intersection into a signalized intersection. Signalizing the
intersection may help pedestrian crossing and access, as well as vehicle access and potential
transit priority implementation. While this project needs more detailed study before it is
implemented, it was deemed likely to be completed before the year 2025, and so was included
within the forecast no-build 2025 and 2045 Synchro analyses, as well as all applicable future
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improvement analyses. It was modeled with a two-phase signal timing, optimized for the turning
movements and coordinated with the signal system for both the a.m. and p.m. peak hours.
Resulting estimated operational analysis of this signalized intersection are included with the
reported corridor results for each alternative and design year. Table 6 displays the estimated
LOS at Brooks Street & McDonald Avenue/Schilling Street for the forecast years of 2025 and
2045. It can be seen that the intersection is estimated to operate at a higher LOS in the long run
as a signalized intersection. However, before a change in intersection control is implemented a
detailed signal warrant analysis must be completed and approved by MDT.
Table 6. Brooks Street & McDonald/Schilling Intersection Operations Comparison
Intersection
Control
Without Signal
With Signal

PM Peak Hour LOS
2025
A
A

2045
C
B

Transit Signal Priority along Brooks Street
Transit Signal Priority (TSP) has been proposed along the Brooks Street corridor to increase
efficiency for transit vehicles if a future bus route is located along Brooks Street. TSP works by
detecting a transit vehicle approaching a signalized intersection and extending the green time
for a given amount of time to allow it to continue along Brooks Street and not be stopped. In
order to model TSP within Synchro, an estimated five seconds of additional green time was
added to the Brooks Street through movements at each intersection within the study area Five
seconds was estimated as a reasonable average amount of time to extend the green time for
each cycle to allow buses to pass through each signalized intersection. The five seconds were
removed from the minor street green time at each intersection and added to the Brooks Street
green time. In reality the green time for the bus would be extended by five seconds only four
times per hour, since the bus route would run on 15 minute cycles. This would extend the cycle
length for that bus priority movement and necessary pedestrian crossing timing and cross street
green times would be provided. This results in less delay for the Brooks Street movements and
more delay for the cross streets, though the change in delays would only occur four times per
hour. For each intersection the overall intersection LOS and delay were recorded, as well as the
v/c ratios, delays and LOS for each approach lane, using both the 2025 and 2045 a.m. and p.m.
forecast turning movement volumes. These results can be found in Appendix C.
2025 TSP Analysis Results
For the a.m. peak hour, Brooks Street & Reserve Street is estimated to operate at LOS D. The
remaining intersections are all estimated to operate at LOS C or better. The intersection of
Brooks Street & Agnes Avenue/Mary Avenue is the only intersection estimated to operate at a
higher overall LOS than what is estimated in the 2025 a.m. no-build analysis, as can be seen
below in Table 7. Half of the intersections are estimated to have slightly less overall delay than
estimated in the no-build analysis. The intersections of Brooks Street & Reserve Street, Russell
Street and Sussex Avenue/Oxford Street are estimated to have slightly more overall delay. In
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general, the through movements along Brooks Street experience a slight decrease in delay
when compared to the no-build analysis; however, some left turn movements along Brooks
Street are estimated to have an increased delay, as is the case at the intersection of Brooks
Street & Reserve Street.
Table 7. 2025 a.m. Intersection Operations with TSP

Intersection
Brooks/Reserve St
Brooks/Dore Ln
Brooks/McDonald/Schilling
Brooks/Paxson St
Brooks/Agnes Ave/Mary Ave
Brooks/Fairview St
Brooks/Russell St
Brooks/Sussex Ave/Oxford St
Brooks/Stephens St
Brooks/Mount Ave

Delay (sec)
w/o TSP w/ TSP
40.3
43.7
6.6
6.6
3.4
3.3
14.3
12.9
22.2
16.9
29
26
26.9
27.3
19.9
19.5
19.3
19.3
16.5
16.9

LOS
w/o TSP w/ TSP
D
D
A
A
A
A
B
B
C
B
C
C
C
C
B
B
B
B
B
B

During the p.m. peak hour, Brooks Street & Reserve Street was calculated to operate at LOS E,
and Brooks Street & Sussex Avenue/Oxford Street and Brooks Street & Fairview Avenue at
LOS D. These are the only three intersections estimated to operate worse than LOS C. The
eastbound and northbound left turn movements are large during the p.m. peak hour at the
Brooks Street & Reserve Street intersection and are estimated to operate at LOS F during the
p.m. peak hour. The intersection of Brooks Street & Reserve Street is the only intersection
estimated to operate at a higher overall LOS than what is estimated in the 2025 p.m. no-build
analysis, as can be seen below in Table 8. Half of the intersections are estimated to have
slightly less overall delay than estimated in the 2025 p.m. no-build analysis. The intersections of
Brooks Street & Fairview Street and Sussex Avenue/Oxford Street are estimated to have an
increase of 0.1 seconds in overall delay. In general, the through movements along Brooks
Street experience a slight decrease in delay when compared to the no-build analysis. The
Brooks Street through movements at the intersections do not fail during the peak hours.
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Table 8. 2025 p.m. Intersection Operations with TSP
Intersection
Brooks/Reserve St
Brooks/Dore Ln
Brooks/McDonald/Schilling
Brooks/Paxson St
Brooks/Agnes Ave/Mary Ave
Brooks/Fairview St
Brooks/Russell St
Brooks/Sussex Ave/Oxford St
Brooks/Stephens St
Brooks/Mount Ave

Delay (sec)
w/o TSP w/ TSP
80.3
78.3
19.3
19.2
5.7
5.7
18.8
18.5
15.3
15.3
37
37.1
26.7
26.7
42.1
41.8
24.6
24.7
29.7
29.4

LOS
w/o TSP w/ TSP
F
E
B
B
A
A
B
B
B
B
D
D
C
C
D
D
C
C
C
C

2045 TSP Analysis Results
For the a.m. peak hour, Brooks Street & Reserve Street is estimated to operate at LOS E. The
remaining intersections are all estimated to operate at LOS C or better. The intersection of
Brooks Street & McDonald Avenue/Schilling Street is the only intersection estimated to operate
at a higher overall LOS than what is estimated in the 2045 a.m. no-build analysis, as can be
seen below in Table 9. Four of the ten study intersections are estimated to have slightly less
overall delay than estimated in the 2045 a.m. no-build analysis. The intersections of Brooks
Street & Reserve Street, Paxson Street, Russell Street, Sussex Avenue/Oxford Street,
Stephens Avenue and Mount Avenue are estimated to have slightly more overall delay. In
general, the through movements along Brooks Street experience a slight decrease in when
compared to the no-build analysis; however, some left turn movements along Brooks Street are
estimated to have an increased delay, as is the case at the intersection of Brooks Street &
Reserve Street where the eastbound left turning movement is estimated to experience more
than 30 seconds of added delay, though this added delay would only occur a maximum of four
signal cycles per hour. The rest of the time the signal would operate with normal timings and
delay.
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Table 9. 2045 a.m. Intersection Operations with TSP
Intersection
Brooks/Reserve St
Brooks/Dore Ln
Brooks/McDonald/Schilling
Brooks/Paxson St
Brooks/Agnes Ave/Mary Ave
Brooks/Fairview St
Brooks/Russell St
Brooks/Sussex Ave/Oxford St
Brooks/Stephens St
Brooks/Mount Ave

Delay (sec)
w/o TSP w/ TSP
57.9
66
8.3
7.5
11.2
8.3
11.9
13.4
2.4
1.8
30.4
28.7
28.6
30.5
21
21.5
17.4
17.5
18
18.4

LOS
w/o TSP w/ TSP
E
E
A
A
B
A
B
B
A
A
C
C
C
C
C
C
B
B
B
B

During the p.m. peak hour, Brooks Street & Reserve Street was calculated to operate at LOS F,
Brooks Street & Sussex Avenue/Oxford Street at LOS E, and Brooks Street & Fairview Avenue
and Brooks Street & Russell Street at LOS D. These are the only four intersections estimated to
operate worse than LOS C. The eastbound and northbound left turn, and westbound through
movements are large during the p.m. peak hour at the Brooks Street & Reserve Street
intersection and are estimated to operate at LOS F during the p.m. peak hour. The westbound
through movement on Brooks Street at Sussex Avenue/Oxford Street was also estimated to
operate at LOS F. The intersection of Brooks Street & Agnes Avenue/Mary Avenue is the only
intersection estimated to operate at a higher overall LOS than what is estimated in the 2045
p.m. no-build analysis, as can be seen below in Table 10. The intersection of Brooks Street &
Russell Street is actually estimated to operate at a worse overall LOS. Seven of the ten study
intersections are estimated to have slightly less overall delay than estimated in the 2045 a.m.
no-build analysis. The intersections of Brooks Street & McDonald Avenue/Schilling Street,
Russell Street and Stephens Avenue are estimated to have slightly more overall delay, with
Brooks Street & Russell Street having the largest estimated increase in delay at over 15
seconds. In general, the through movements along Brooks Street experience a slight decrease
in when compared to the no-build analysis. These results indicate that the intersections along
the Brooks Street corridor adequately serve the p.m. peak hour demands, apart from the
intersections of Brooks Street & Reserve Street and Brooks Street & Sussex Avenue/Oxford
Street because of the failed westbound through movement.
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Table 10. 2045 p.m. Intersection Operations with TSP
Intersection
Brooks/Reserve St
Brooks/Dore Ln
Brooks/McDonald/Schilling
Brooks/Paxson St
Brooks/Agnes Ave/Mary Ave
Brooks/Fairview St
Brooks/Russell St
Brooks/Sussex Ave/Oxford St
Brooks/Stephens St
Brooks/Mount Ave

Delay (sec)
w/o TSP w/ TSP
109.9
103.5
22.4
20
12.1
14.5
23.7
23.1
20.8
19.9
46.2
45.1
21.7
37.6
66.1
66
30.3
30.6
31.9
30.5

LOS
w/o TSP w/ TSP
F
F
C
C
B
B
C
C
C
B
D
D
C
D
E
E
C
C
C
C

2025 Travel Times
Travel times were calculated between the intersections of Brooks Street & Reserve Street and
Stephens Avenue & Mount Avenue for two alternative bus routes displayed in Figure 9. The
travel times were estimated by calculating the total free flow travel time along each route (the
travel time if vehicles were not delayed by congestion) and adding the average vehicle delay for
the appropriate movement at each signalized intersection the route passes through. Free flow
travel times were calculated by dividing the length of the segment by the free flow speed, or
posted speed limit, of the segment. For left turns and stops on the routes along minor roads a
delay value of five seconds per intersection was assumed.
A queue jump was simulated on westbound Brooks Street at Reserve Street in Synchro by
creating another through movement and making the right turn bay a shared transit only
through/right turn lane with a slightly channelized right turn at the intersection. The turn lane
would be extended back near Dore Lane if a queue jump were added to allow buses to enter it
before getting stopped by queues in the through lanes during the peak hour. To simulate only
buses using the new through movement, four vehicles were inputted into the traffic volume to
represent a bus coming every 15 minutes, with a heavy vehicle percentage of 100%. The queue
jump was simulated for the 2025 a.m. and p.m. no-build conditions and 2025 a.m. and p.m.
conditions with TSP. The queue jump was only used in estimating 2025 travel times, and was
not used in analyzing 2025 no-build operations and 2025 operations with TSP.
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Figure 9
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The estimated travel times during the 2025 a.m. peak hour are shown below in Table 11 and
Table 12.
Table 11. 2025 a.m. Peak Hour Northbound Travel Times

Route

Travel Times (min)
w/o TSP w/ TSP

Alt.1

6.17

5.94

Alt. 2

6.05

5.85

Table 12. 2025 a.m. Peak Hour Southbound Travel Times

Route

Travel Times (min)
w/o TSP w/ TSP

Alt.1

6.89

6.58

Alt. 2

7.56

7.25

As shown in the above Tables 11 and 12, the TSP helps to reduce the travel time in the
northbound direction by about a quarter of a minute (15 seconds) on average for both
alternative routes. It also reduces travel time in the southbound direction by about two-fifths of a
minute (24 seconds) in the southbound direction for both alternative routes.
The travel times during the 2025 p.m. peak hour are shown below in Table 13 and Table 14.
Table 13. 2025 p.m. Peak Hour Northbound Travel Times

Route

Travel Times (min)
w/o TSP w/ TSP

Alt.1

6.50

6.49

Alt. 2

6.17

6.17

Table 14. 2025 p.m. Peak Hour Southbound Travel Times

Route

Travel Times (min)
w/o TSP w/ TSP

Alt.1

7.35

7.29

Alt. 2

8.20

8.18

As shown in Table 13 and Table 14, the TSP contributes very little reduction in travel time to
either bus route when traveling northbound and southbound during the 2025 p.m. peak hour.
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The benefit lies in making transit more efficient and reliable, thus inducing more travelers to use
the transit system, which would hopefully reduce the total number of vehicles on Brooks Street.

Brooks Street Lane Reduction
A future lane reduction has been proposed along Brooks Street between Stephens Avenue and
Mount Avenue that would reduce the number of lanes from five to three lanes. This was
modeled in Synchro with three sub-alternatives. All three sub-alternatives included one left turn
lane and one shared through/right turn lane along Brooks Street for the northbound movements
at Mount Avenue and the southbound movements at Stephens Avenue. However, they differed
in the lane configuration for Brooks Street northbound at Stephens Avenue.
•
•

•

Sub-alternative 1: Northbound Brooks Street at Stephens Avenue had one left turn lane,
one shared through/left turn lane, and one right turn lane.
Sub-alternative 2: Northbound Brooks Street at Stephens Avenue had two left turn lanes
and one shared through/right turn lane. This would require protected phasing for the left
turn movements on Brooks Street.
Sub-alternative 3: Northbound Brooks Street at Stephens Avenue had two left turn lanes
and one through lane with right turning movements prohibited at the intersection. This
would require protected phasing for the left turn movements on Brooks Street. Right
turns would be allowed at Kent Street in this sub-alternative. This alternative would
require Kent Street to be closed off and the property in the southwest corner to be
acquired in order to provide space to make the geometry for a right turn feasible.

The existing lane configuration along Brooks Street contains no right turn movements, so 50
vehicles were estimated for the right turn movements in the applicable models for the year
2025. That vehicle count number was grown for the year 2045 models using the calculated
growth. For each intersection the overall intersection LOS and delay were recorded, as well as
the v/c ratios, delays, queues and LOS for each applicable approach lane, using both the 2025
and 2045 a.m. and p.m. forecast turning movement volumes. Synchro’s ICU analysis
methodology was again the analysis methodology used. These results can be found in
Appendix D. The queue lengths at the Stephens Avenue intersection increase significantly with
the lane reduction sub-alternatives, and the estimated queue lengths at Stephens Avenue may
be longer than estimated below as through volumes may exceed capacity.
2025 Analysis Results
For the a.m. peak hour, the reconfigured Brooks Street & Mount Avenue is estimated to operate
at LOS B. The Brooks Street & Stephens Avenue sub-alternative 1 configuration is estimated to
operate at LOS E. Sub-alternatives 2 and 3 are both estimated to operate at LOS C. Table 15
displays the estimated operations in the 2025 a.m. lane reduction analysis as compared to the
estimated operations in the no-build analysis. Sub-alternative 1 has estimated queues of 1,002
feet and 463 feet in the eastbound and westbound movements along Brooks Street at Stephens
Avenue, respectively. Both sub-alternatives 2 and 3 have eastbound queues less than 250 feet
long, and westbound queues equal to 354 feet. Comparatively, the 2025 a.m. no-build
eastbound and westbound queues at Stephens Avenue are estimated to be 85 feet and 176
feet long, respectively.
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Table 15. 2025 a.m. Intersection Operations with Brooks Street Lane Reduction

Intersection
Brooks/Mount Ave

Existing
16.5

Brooks/Stephens Ave

19.3

Delay (sec)
Lane Reduction
18.1
Alt. 1
60.3
Alt. 2
33.2
Alt. 3
33.0

Existing
B
B

LOS
Lane Reduction
B
Alt. 1
E
Alt. 2
C
Alt. 3
C

During the p.m. peak hour, the reconfigured Brooks Street & Mount Avenue is estimated to
operate at LOS C. The Brooks Street & Stephens Avenue sub-alternative 1 configuration is
estimated to operate at LOS F. Sub-alternatives 2 and 3 are both estimated to operate at LOS
D. Table 16 displays the estimated operations in the 2025 p.m. lane reduction analysis as
compared to the estimated operations in the no-build analysis. Sub-alternative 1 has estimated
queues of 1,028 feet and 1,143 feet in the eastbound and westbound movements along Brooks
Street at Stephens Avenue, respectively. Both sub-alternatives 2 and 3 have westbound queues
equal to 947 feet, with sub-alternative 2 estimated to have a queue length of 935 feet and subalternative 3 a queue of 814 feet in the eastbound movement. Comparatively, the 2025 p.m. nobuild eastbound and westbound queues at Stephens Avenue are estimated to be 215 feet and
321 feet long, respectively.
Table 16. 2025 p.m. Intersection Operations with Brooks Street Lane Reduction

Intersection
Brooks/Mount Ave
Brooks/Stephens Ave

Delay (sec)
Lane
Existing
Reduction
29.7
32.6
Alt. 1 101.6
24.6
Alt. 2 35.6
Alt. 3 35.5

LOS
Existing
C
C

Lane
Reduction
C
Alt. 1
F
Alt. 2
D
Alt. 3
D

2045 Analysis Results
For the a.m. peak hour, the reconfigured Brooks Street & Mount Avenue is estimated to operate
at LOS C. The Brooks Street & Stephens Avenue sub-alternative 1 configuration is estimated to
operate at LOS F. Sub-alternatives 2 and 3 are both estimated to operate at LOS C. Table 17
displays the estimated operations in the 2045 a.m. lane reduction analysis as compared to the
estimated operations in the no-build analysis. Sub-alternative 1 has estimated queues of 1,218
feet and 563 feet in the eastbound and westbound movements along Brooks Street at Stephens
Avenue, respectively. Both sub-alternatives 2 and 3 have westbound queues equal to 421 feet,
with sub-alternative 2 estimated to have a queue length of 879 feet and sub-alternative 3 a
queue of 756 feet in the eastbound movement. Comparatively, the 2045 a.m. no-build
eastbound and westbound queues at Stephens Avenue are estimated to be 103 feet and 212
feet long, respectively.
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Table 17. 2045 a.m. Intersection Operations with Brooks Street Lane Reduction

Intersection
Brooks/Mount Ave
Brooks/Stephens Ave

Delay (sec)
Lane
Existing
Reduction
18
21.9
Alt. 1 93.3
17.4
Alt. 2 30.9
Alt. 3 29.9

LOS
Existing
B
B

Lane
Reduction
C
Alt. 1
F
Alt. 2
C
Alt. 3
C

During the p.m. peak hour, the reconfigured Brooks Street & Mount Avenue is estimated to
operate at LOS D. The, Brooks Street & Stephens Avenue sub-alternative 1 configuration is
estimated to operate at LOS F, sub-alternative 2 at LOS D, and sub-alternatives 3 at LOS D.
Table 18 displays the estimated operations in the 2045 p.m. lane reduction analysis as
compared to the estimated operations in the no-build analysis. Sub-alternative 1 has estimated
queues of 1,278 feet and 1,338 feet in the eastbound and westbound movements along Brooks
Street at Stephens Avenue, respectively. Both sub-alternatives 2 and 3 have westbound queues
equal to 1,190 feet, with sub-alternative 2 estimated to have a queue length of 1,163 feet and
sub-alternative 3 a queue of 1,020 feet in the eastbound movement. Comparatively, the 2045
p.m. no-build eastbound and westbound queues at Stephens Avenue are estimated to be 194
feet and 415 feet long, respectively.
Table 18. 2045 p.m. Intersection Operations with Brooks Street Lane Reduction

Intersection
Brooks/Mount Ave
Brooks/Stephens Ave

Delay (sec)
Lane
Existing
Reduction
31.9
36.9
Alt. 1 82.3
30.3
Alt. 2 35.8
Alt. 3 34.7

LOS
Existing
C
C

Lane
Reduction
Alt. 1
Alt. 2
Alt. 3

D
F
D
C

Signalized Pedestrian Crossings
Future signalized pedestrian crossings have been proposed at the following locations:
•
•
•
•

Brooks Street & Garfield Street
Brooks Street & Dearborn Avenue
Brooks Street & Kent Avenue
Brooks Street & Strand Avenue

These locations were analyzed following Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD)
guidance and a Utah Department of Transportation (UDOT) process for warranting pedestrian
enhancements to determine the appropriate treatment to signalize and convey pedestrians
across Brooks Street. The UDOT process was a simple method to identify how different
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pedestrian crossing treatments may work for each location and is not binding. Detailed analysis
and design should be completed before any pedestrian signal is installed.
Table 19 shows the results of the analysis. Details are found in Appendix E.
Table 19. Pedestrian Crossing Analysis Results

Intersection
Garfield
Street
Dearborn
Avenue
Kent
Avenue
Strand
Avenue

Brooks
Street
vehicles per
hour (VPH)
1,669
1,851
1,719
1,375

Modified
Crossing
Pedestrians
Pedestrians
Recommendation
per hour
per hour
(PPH)
(MOD PPH)
Pedestrian Traffic
148
19
Signal
Pedestrian Traffic
148
19
Signal
Pedestrian Traffic
213
27
Signal
Pedestrian Traffic
213
27
Signal

Crossing
Recommendation
Pedestrian hybrid
Beacon
Pedestrian hybrid
Beacon
Pedestrian hybrid
Beacon
Pedestrian hybrid
Beacon

Figures 10 through 14 present the potential pedestrian crossing locations and conceptual
layouts for Garfield Street, two for Dearborn Avenue, one for Strand Avenue and one for Kent
Avenue. The MUTCD requires the pedestrian signal to be located at least 300 feet from the
nearest traffic signal and at least 100 feet from side streets or driveway controlled by stop or
yield signs. The first Dearborn Avenue concept meets these MUTCD standards but the second
concept does not meet these standards. The proposed Strand Avenue pedestrian crossing also
does not meet MUTCD standards.
Garfield St
Garfield St

Figure 10. Proposed Garfield St. Pedestrian Crossing Design
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Figure 11. Proposed Dearborn Ave. Pedestrian Crossing Design 1

Figure 12. Proposed Dearborn Ave. Pedestrian Crossing Design 2
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Figure 13. Proposed Strand Ave. Pedestrian Crossing Design

Figure 14. Proposed Kent Ave. Pedestrian Crossing Design
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Kent Street PHB Analysis
The proposed Kent Street crossing is just to the south of the of Brooks Street & Stephens
Avenue intersection. The proposed signalized pedestrian crossing meets Warrant 4 of the
Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD), based on criteria A of the warrant. The
proposed crossing is within 300 feet of the Brooks Street & Stephens Avenue intersection and
within 100 feet of side streets with stop or yield signs, meaning that the crossing would need to
be coordinated with the adjacent signal system if it were to be put in place.
The signalized pedestrian crossing was modeled to be coordinated with the other signalized
intersections along the Brooks Street corridor. The signal timing was modeled as a two phase
signal timing, with one phase for the cars traveling through on Brooks Street, and one phase for
the crossing pedestrians. A pedestrian walk time of 10 seconds was decided on by using the
Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) Signal Timing Manual, which states that 10 seconds is
the maximum walk duration time for a typical pedestrian volume with a longer cycle length and
the minimum walk duration time for a high pedestrian volume area. The flashing don’t walk time
was then calculated by dividing the width of Brooks Street at Kent Street (60 feet) by a standard
walking speed of 3.5 feet/second; that time was equal to 17.14 seconds but was rounded up to
18 seconds. The total pedestrian phase time for a PHB is equal to the walk time plus half of the
flashing don’t walk time, which was calculated to be 19 seconds. Ultimately, a phase length of
20 seconds was used for the pedestrian phase based off Synchro’s calculated minimum phase
length. The remaining amount of time in the cycle was then set to equal the Brooks Street
through movement phase length. Synchro’s ICU analysis methodology was used to calculate
queue lengths at the pedestrian crossing, as well as at the Brooks Street & Stephens Avenue
and Brooks Street & Sussex Avenue/Oxford Street intersections. These results can be seen in
Appendix F. The estimated queue lengths at the adjacent intersections and at the proposed
Kent Street PHB were modeled to see if the queues would extend to the next intersection or
PHB and potentially disrupt operations at the signalized intersections. The proposed pedestrian
crossing at Kent Street is roughly 240 feet away from the Brooks Street & Stephens Avenue
intersection and 810 feet away from the Brooks Street & Sussex Avenue/Oxford Street
intersection.
2025 QUEUE LENGTHS

For the a.m. peak hour, the 95th percentile queue lengths at the PHB are estimated to be 226
feet long in the northbound direction and 67 feet in the southbound direction. These queues do
not overlap or extend to either adjacent signalized intersections. The westbound through
movement at Brooks Street & Sussex Avenue/Oxford Street is estimated to have a queue
length of 199 feet and the eastbound through movement at Brooks Street & Stephens Avenue is
estimated to have a queue length extending 174 feet, neither of which extend to the PHB.
For the p.m. peak hour, the 95th percentile queue lengths at the PHB are estimated to be 25 feet
in the northbound direction and 183 feet in the southbound direction, neither of which extends to
the adjacent signalized intersections. The westbound through movement at Brooks Street &
Sussex Avenue/Oxford Street is estimated to have a queue length of 803 feet, very near the
location of the proposed PHB. This queue length may be even longer as the volume for the
movement is estimated to exceed available capacity. The eastbound through movement at
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Brooks Street & Stephens Avenue is estimated to have a queue length extending 213 feet, very
near the location of the proposed PHB.
2045 QUEUE LENGTHS

For the a.m. peak hour, the 95th percentile queue lengths at the PHB are estimated to be 61 feet
long in the northbound direction and 241 feet in the southbound direction, which extends to the
nearby intersection of Brooks Street & Stephens Avenue. The nearby intersections were not
estimated to produce queues extending to or near the PHB.
For the p.m. peak hour, the 95th percentile queue lengths at the PHB are estimated to be 25 feet
in the northbound direction and 202 feet in the southbound direction, which extends near the
intersection of Brooks Street & Stephens Avenue. The westbound through movement at Brooks
Street & Sussex Avenue/Oxford Street is estimated to have a queue length of 991 feet,
extending through the location of the proposed PHB. ; This queue length may be even longer as
the volume for the movement is estimated to exceed available capacity. The eastbound through
movement at Brooks Street & Stephens Avenue is estimated to have a queue length extending
193 feet, close to the location of the proposed PHB.

Street Closures and Intersection Squaring
To help improve both traffic and accessibility conditions along Brooks Street, a number of side
streets were identified to either be closed, or have an improved approach to Brooks Street that
is closer to 90 degrees, or square. These improvements were not modeled in Synchro like the
other proposed improvements because they did not involve any or largely affect any of the study
intersections. However, it is believed that closing and improving the approaches of certain side
streets will help improve mobility and safety along the Brooks Street corridor. Closed street
approaches could be turned into future bus stops or pedestrian/bike improvement facilities, and
would reduce exit and entry points for vehicles along Brooks Street – which could lead to a
reduction of crashes. Squaring and improving approaches of side streets along Brooks Street
helps lead to better sight distance and ease in making turns, both of which can help reduce
crashes.
Streets with identified approaches for closure include Livingston Avenue, Catlin Street, Grant
Street and Schilling Street. Streets with approaches identified for improvements include
Washburn Street, Dearborn Avenue, Garfield Street, Ernest Avenue, Dixon Avenue and
McDonald Avenue. Figures 15, 16 and 17 display examples of the proposed closed and
squared approaches along Brooks Street.
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Figure 15. Closed and Squared Approaches Example 1
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Figure 16. Closed and Squared Approaches Example 2

Figure 17. Closed and Squared Approaches Example 3
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Conclusions
In the existing conditions, the analysis showed that the Brooks Street through movements at the
intersections within the study area all performed adequately apart from the westbound
movement at Reserve Street. However, the intersection of Brooks Street & Reserve Street had
an estimated overall LOS of D or lower for both the a.m. and p.m. peak hours. There is also
large queuing estimated along Brooks Street at the signalized intersections in the southbound
direction during the p.m. peak hour, as displayed in Figure 4, with queues of over 700 feet long
estimated to build up along Brooks Street at Reserve Street, Fairview Street and Sussex
Avenue/Oxford Street.
In the 2025 forecast no-build conditions, the Brooks Street through movements were found to
perform adequately, apart from the westbound through movement at Reserve Street. The
intersection of Brooks Street & Reserve Street is also estimated to fail during the p.m. peak
hour. The estimated queuing on Brooks Street during the peak hour is worse than the estimated
queues in the existing conditions.
In the 2045 forecast no-build conditions, the Brooks Street through movements were found to
perform adequately at only six of ten intersection within the corridor. The intersection of Brooks
Street & Reserve Street is also estimated to fail during the p.m. peak hour, while the intersection
of Brooks Street & Sussex Avenue/Oxford Street is estimated to operate at LOS E, nearing
failure. The estimated queuing on Brooks Street during the peak hour is worse than the
estimated queues in the 2025 forecast conditions.
If a transit route is located along Brooks Street, either Alternative 1 or Alternative 2, the TSP
improvement alternative was found to reduce through movement delay on Brooks Street in both
forecast years of 2025 and 2045. When calculating travel times for alternative bus routes during
the 2025 forecast year, it was estimated that TSP could help reduce the travel time by around a
third of a minute in the southbound direction for the p.m. peak hour, but only reduce the travel
time in the northeast bound direction by a few seconds.
The intersection of Brooks Street & Stephens Avenue is estimated to operate at an LOS lower
than the estimated no-build LOS, for the forecast years 2025 and 2045, with a lane reduction on
Brooks Street between Stephens Avenue and Mount Avenue. This is true for all three subalternatives, though Sub-alternative 3 is estimated to operate at the highest LOS among the
three. The intersection of Brooks Street & Mount Avenue is estimated to operate LOS D for the
2045 p.m. peak hour, instead of LOS C as estimated for the no-build condition; however, the
overall intersection delay increases by only 5 seconds. The lane reduction is estimated to cause
significantly larger queuing for the Brooks Street through movements at each intersection.
The proposed signalized pedestrian crossing across Brooks Street at Kent Street is estimated to
perform adequately during the a.m. and p.m. peak hours for the forecast year of 2025. However,
queues from the Sussex Avenue/Oxford Street and Stephens Avenue intersections are
estimated to extend along Brooks Street to the proposed PHB. For the forecast year 2045, the
PHB is estimated to produce queues for the southbound movement on Brooks Street extending
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near or to Stephens Avenue. The Brooks Street & Sussex Avenue/Oxford Street queue is also
estimated to extend through the location of the PHB.
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Introduction
This memo examines existing and future transit service and facilities for the Brooks Corridor
Transit-Oriented Development (TOD) Infrastructure Study being conducted by the Missoula
Redevelopment Agency (MRA). The study area is defined as Brooks Street (US-12) between
Mount Avenue to the east and Reserve Street (US-93) to the west (See Figure 1). The purpose
of this project is to identify the needed improvements along the corridor, specifically at ten
identified study intersections, and implement new transit service along the Brooks Street study
corridor. Brooks Street does not currently have existing corridor-wide transit service, although
the corridor has been identified for Mountain Line BOLT! service investment, which provides 15
minute all-day frequencies, 15 hour service span (6:45 am – 9:45 pm), and includes branding at
stops and on buses to improve legibility and attractiveness to encourage ridership. In addition,
transit priority treatments may be warranted at specific locations along the corridor to improve
travel speeds and reliability, ensuring that future transit service becomes a viable travel option.
This memo will include the following:
•
•

•

•

Existing transit service in the study area, including a description of the existing
Mountain Line services, ridership, bus stops, and the transfer center at Southgate Mall.
Planning context for the study area, including a review of the Brooks Street Corridor
Plan (2016) and other local and regional plans that support transit investment along the
study area corridor.
Existing and projected traffic and roadway conditions that may impact transit
along the corridor, including identified operational bottlenecks, overcapacity queues,
geometric constraints, and other traffic conditions, to identify constraints and
opportunities to position the corridor for efficient and effective transit service.
Opportunities and recommendations for transit service and facility improvements
along the corridor, which will consider transit routing alternatives, station locations and
amenities, transit access improvements, Southgate Mall Transfer Center improvements,
and other related transit improvements.
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Figure 1. Brooks Street Corridor Study Area
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Existing Corridor Transit Service
Missoula Urban Transportation District (MUTD) operates 12 fixed-routes within the Missoula
service area. The service is currently available as “Zero Fare” for all passengers. 1 The study
area includes several Mountain Line (MUTD) routes that operate along different streets to serve
different destinations. Lines 1, 2, 6, 7, 8 and 12 operate within the study area, as show in Figure
2. Each route serves a number of existing bus stops in the study area and all of the routes in the
study area serve the existing Southgate Mall Transfer Center with the exception of Route 12. As
shown in Figure 2, the location of the Southgate Mall Transfer Center requires circuitous and
lengthy routing to access the stop, thereby adding unnecessary travel time and operating cost.
Routes 1 and 2 are both branded as Mountain Line BOLT! services, which provides 15 minute
all-day frequencies, 15 hour service span (6:45 am – 9:45 pm), and include branding at stops
and on buses to improve service legibility and attractiveness as a more frequency service.
Existing Route 7 Service
Route 7 currently operates between downtown Missoula to Walmart in southwest Missoula,
serving the Southgate Mall Transfer Center along Brooks Street. Service is available weekdays
and Saturdays only. Route 7 currently operates along a meandering and circuitous alignment
within the study area with limited service on Brooks Street directly. This limits operational
efficiency and speed typically observed with a streamlined service along a direct routing such as
Brooks Street. Table 1 details the service levels, observed running times, and bus stop
conditions for Route 7 in each direction within the study area corridor. 2 These travel times will
provide the basis of comparison with proposed Route 7 alignment alternatives discussed in a
later section.
Table 1. Existing Route 7 Service Attributes
Direction

Inbound to
Downtown

Outbound to
WalMart

Service
Frequency

Weekdays:
30 min
peak/60 min
off-peak;
Saturday:
60 min all
day

Service Span

Scheduled
Running
Times 3

Actual Running
Times 4

No. Bus Stops in
the Study Area

7:18 AM – 9:45 PM
(weekdays)
10:18 AM – 6:15 PM
(Saturdays)

13.1
(AM & PM)

14.1 (AM)
13.7 (PM)

17

6:45 AM – 9:18 PM
(weekdays)
9:45 AM – 5:48 PM
(Saturdays)

22.6
(AM & PM)

12.5 (AM)
13.5 (PM)

14

1

Service for all riders became free of charge beginning in 2015 and will continue until at least 2020.
Since the established Route 7 timepoints do not line up with the study area corridor boundaries, travel times within
the study area corridor were estimated using the travel speeds calculated from the observed travel times for existing
Route 7 service.
3 Scheduled running times were derived for the study area corridor using alignment length and existing scheduled
speeds in each direction.
4 Actual running times were derived for the study area corridor using alignment length and existing actual speeds in
each direction.
2
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Figure 2. Existing Study Area Transit Service
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Existing Study Area Ridership
Transit mode share in the City of Missoula was reported as 2.3% in 2016, and had remained flat
since 2007. 5 However, ridership has increased as a result of the “Zero Fare” operation which
began in 2014, and has resulted in a 56% increase in ridership between 2010 and 2015.
Existing ridership 6 within the study area is illustrated in Figure 3, which includes boardings and
alightings at all stops within proximity of Brooks Street. Stop-level ridership is a critical element
to consider when developing alignment alternatives for rerouting Route 7 onto Brooks Street.
Figure 4 illustrates stop-level ridership along Route 7, highlighting major transit trip generators
such as the Southgate Mall and Sentinel High School. Each of the existing Route 7 stops
generating ridership are within a ¼ mile distance from the Brooks Street corridor. It should be
noted that Missoula College is reflected as a ridership generator in Figures 3 and 4, however, it
recently relocated in 2017, which may impact actual ridership values at a few stops near the
campus.

5
6

Source: Activate Missoula 2045 – Long Range Transportation Plan (Missoula MPO, 2017)
Source: Mountain Line ridership data, November 2016.
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Figure 3. Existing Study Area Mountain Line Ridership
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Figure 4. Existing Mountain Line Route 7 Ridership
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Planning Context
A number of different plans and policies have been developed or are currently under
development that support the need for improved transit service in the study area. Each plan
identifies objectives and recommendations to support the need for improved transit service and
facilities along Brooks Street. This review of the documents will assist in identifying potential
transit improvements and help to inform corridor transit recommendations. Table 2 summarizes
the planning documents and relevance to the Brooks Street TOD Infrastructure Study.
Table 2. Planning Documents and Plan Sets Influencing the Brooks Street Corridor
Planning Document /
Plan Set
Mountain Line Long
Range Transit Plan
(MUTD, 2012)

Document Purpose

Relevance to Brooks Street TOD Study

Long-range transit plan, with a 30year horizon, to guide the growth of
transit use in Missoula, improve
transportation options, disincentivizes the regular autooriented trip making, and builds
partnerships to reduce vehicle
miles traveled. The Plan reviews
transit conditions, growth, goals,
proposed long-range service
design alternatives, and funding
options to deliver quality transit in
Missoula.

• Brooks Street corridor identified for investment in
Phase III (Primary Transit Network Year 6-10,
2018-22), which includes approximately $15.2
million in transit investment.
• Recommends alignment Route 7 onto Brooks
Street with 15 minute peak frequency, allowing it
to become a BOLT! service.
• Recommends transit facility improvements to
improve travel time and reliability, including queue
jumps, transit signal priority, branding, stations,
and an improved Southgate Mall Transfer Center.
• Identified potential Southgate Mall Transfer
Center locations on Fairview, Dearborn, and
along the rail corridor north of the mall.

Mountain Line
Comprehensive
Operational Analysis
(MUTD, 2012)

Short-range transit plan that
reviews existing transit
service/ridership in Missoula and
recommends service improvements
to meet mobility needs, resolve
operational issues, and
accommodate planned growth.

• Existing Route 7 service is analyzed in detail, and
identifies its performance as being below system
average.
• The study recommended alignment changes to
Route 7 to operate along Stephens between
Mount and Sussex, which has since been
implemented.
• The study did not recommend operating service
along Brooks Street.

Brooks Street –
Reserve to Dixon Plan
Set (MRA, 2015)

Detailed plan sets for a portion of
Brooks Street between Reserve
and Dixon. Includes detailed
engineering drawings including
intersection geometrics, sidewalks
and enhanced pedestrian facilities
and bus stop location details.

• Identifies a set of specific bus stop locations and
access features along Brooks Street at Reserve
EB, Dore Lane EB/WB, and Schilling EB/WB,
which will inform the station locations and
amenities recommendations in this memo.

Bus Stop Master Plan
(MUTD, 2015)

Plan to establish consistency in bus
stop provisions, design, and
placement within the MUTD service
area. Establishes guidelines to
implement bus stops that enhance
the customer experience and
increase operational efficiency.
Includes recommendations on new,
eliminated, and relocated bus stop
locations by route, and standard
amenities.

• Includes the recommended reduction of 9 bus
stops on Route 7 (or an 18% reduction), which
results in a slightly longer stop spacing (from 0.31
miles to 0.38 miles), thereby promoting more
efficient operations.
• Recommends several bus stop changes along
Route 7 within the study area, including locations
along Stephens (4 eliminated and 2 new) and
Paxson (three eliminated and one new).
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Planning Document /
Plan Set
Brooks Street Corridor
Plan (MRA, 2016)

Document Purpose

Relevance to Brooks Street TOD Study

Plan that recommends land use
changes and policy tools to
enhance transit along the Brooks
Street corridor. The plan includes
an assessment of existing market
and land use conditions; specific
goals for the corridor, design
recommendations, regulatory
recommendations, and
implementation opportunities.

• Created the foundation for transit improvements
along Brooks Street and identified the need for a
more robust infrastructure study along the
corridor.
• Recommends in-lane bus stops and station
improvements along Brooks Street to create a
level of transit permanence on the corridor, which
has been proven to attract developers.
• Recommends relocating the existing Southgate
Mall Transfer Center closer to Brooks Street and
the new Mary Avenue intersection, with a short
term alternative as a linear transfer center on
Brooks Street between Garfield and Grant
Streets.

Activate Missoula 2045
– Long Range
Transportation Plan
(Missoula MPO, 2017)

Federally required Regional Long
Range Transportation Plan that set
goals and objectives for all modes
of travel within the greater Missoula
region for the next 20 years.
Includes existing and projected
conditions, mode share goals, and
projects/program recommendations
within a fiscally constrained
context.
The first step in Mountain Line’s
Strategic Plan; presents transit
choice alternatives to maximize
transit ridership in the region. The
report identifies ridership potential,
transit needs, existing transit
ridership and performance, and
financial analysis to fund future
transit growth.

• Promotes consistency between land use and
transportation plans to enhance mobility, which
will be accomplished with a successful Brooks
Street corridor plan implementation.
• Recommends a $15.2 million funding scenario
which includes implementation of BOLT! service
on Brooks Street and an improved Southgate Mall
Transfer Center.

Mountain Line Strategic
Plan, Transit Choices
Report (MUTD, 2017)

• Identified Route 7 to be 4th highest in ridership
and 7th highest in productivity (both out of 12).
• Weekday ridership and productivity is generally
peak oriented, whereas weekend ridership is
midday focused.
• Identifies that the two existing BOLT! Service
routes operating with 15 minute frequency
outperform all other routes, suggesting the
opportunity for Route 7 to increase ridership and
performance with higher frequencies.
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Corridor Traffic and Roadway Conditions
Projected traffic and corridor roadway conditions provide critical input to future transit service
along Brooks Street. Traffic volumes, existing corridor roadway conditions, and geometric
constraints influence potential transit priority measures at key operational bottlenecks or
locations where transit service will experience delay.
Traffic data was collected at 10 study area intersections along Brooks Street and projected out
to 2025 conditions to represent a timeframe when transit improvements along the corridor may
be complete and service would be expected to be fully operational. Figure 5 and Figure 6 detail
the projected queue lengths at each of the 10 study corridor intersections. The projected queue
lengths and queue capacity conditions reveal locations that may hinder efficient transit
operations along Brooks Street. Transit signal priority (TSP) at these signalized intersections
can provide opportunities to improve transit travel time, although the impacts of TSP on signal
operations will need to be considered. In some of the locations with longer queues, geometric
transit priority treatments (e.g., queue jumps, bus bulbs, business access and transit (BAT)
lanes) may be warranted to bypass overcapacity queues and reduce transit travel time delay.
However, priority treatments are most feasible at locations where the roadway right-of-way
(ROW) can allow repurposing of lanes (and/or underutilized roadway space) for transit priority
with minimal impact. Other locations have constrained ROW and may result in high corridor
impacts and high costs due to the roadway widening needed to accommodate additional transit
priority geometrics.
Figure 7 illustrates corridor ROW, which informs the opportunity to construct transit priority
improvements with minimal roadway and ROW impact. As shown, Brooks Street from Reserve
Street to Paxson Street has wider ROW than other parts of the study corridor, therefore the
opportunity for geometric transit priority treatments is higher in this location. However, analyzing
the combination of the queuing analysis and the corridor ROW widths along the corridor, few
intersections within this wider segment (Reserve Street to Paxson Street) warrant geometric
transit priority treatments that would provide sufficient benefit. The only observed location that
may benefit from geometric priority treatment is the westbound approach of Brooks Street at
Reserve Street.
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Figure 5. Future (2025) Study Area Intersection Queue Lengths – AM Peak Hour
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Figure 6. Future (2025) Study Area Intersection Queue Lengths – PM Peak Hour
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Figure 7. Existing Brooks Street Corridor Right-of-Way Widths
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Transit Investment Opportunities
A number of different investment opportunities exist to position the corridor for high-quality
transit service. Table 3 highlights several key corridor attributes that provide opportunities to
implement quality transit along Brooks Street. Some of these attributes do, however, include
constraints given certain corridor conditions, as highlighted below.
Table 3. Brooks Street Transit Investment Opportunities and Constraints
Corridor Attribute

Opportunities

Challenges

Service Routing

• Streamline Route 7 along Brooks to
minimize delay in turning (and
therefor improving travel time) and
improve service legibility.
• Wider ROW between Reserve and
Paxson Streets provide locations to
repurpose and/or allocate road space
for geometric transit priority (e.g.,
queue jumps, business access and
transit (BAT) lanes, etc.)
• Transit signal priority along Brooks
Street signals may improve transit
travel time and may improve overall
corridor throughput by optimizing
Brooks Street operations when buses
request priority.
• Signal queue delay may identify
locations to prioritize transit priority
measures.

• Existing Route 7 operates along a
meandering, circuitous, and overly lengthy
alignment, which limits operational efficiency,
lowers speed, and increases operating cost.
• Narrow ROW between Paxson Street and
Mount Avenue limits locations for geometric
transit priority at locations that may improve
transit operations along Brooks Street.

Right-of-way (ROW)

Traffic Signal
Operations

Bus Stops

Multi-modal integration

• Bus stops along Brooks Street should
be placed in-lane to limit delays
caused by re-entering traffic within
proximity of bus stops.
• Rerouting transit onto Brooks Street
may result in fewer bus stops which
will improve transit travel times.
• Bus stop locations should be placed
at optimal locations providing
pedestrians ample access, with
minimal impact to corridor operations,
and avoiding existing driveways.
• Bus stops should be equipped with
high quality and high visibility station
amenities including shelters, benches,
trashcans, and real-time information.
• Bus stops should be sited with ample
pedestrian crossing locations to safely
cross Brooks Street.
• Additional crossing locations should
be installed at bus stop locations
without sufficient access.

• Transit signal priority requires specific signal
hardware and software upgrades to ensure
effective operation. Upgrades will require
additional coordination between Mountain
Line and the signal operations authority
(MDT).
• In cases with overcapacity queues, transit
priority measures may not be feasible due to
overall signal operations and cycle time
availability.
• In some cases, buses stopping in-lane may
hinder corridor traffic progression, but only
temporarily as the bus dwells and no more
than the frequency of the service (e.g., 15
minutes during the peak).
• Rerouting transit onto Brooks Street may
eliminate some existing Route 7 bus stops,
although proposed bus stops should be sited
to minimize ridership impacts.
• In some cases, bus stop locations may limit
operational efficiency and create conflicts
with existing driveways and other modes.

• At locations where bike facilities exist, bus
stops may create conflicts between cyclists
and buses. Bus stops should be sited to
minimize conflicts and avoid traffic passing
buses if stopped partially on the shoulder.
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Brooks Street Corridor Transit Recommendations
Route 7 Alignment Alternatives
To provide new service onto the study corridor, Mountain Line Route 7 is a candidate to realign
along Brooks Street. Route 7 will benefit from streamlined service and reduced travel times.
Transit priority treatments and high-amenity stations along the corridor will improve transit
operations, access, and legibility as a high-quality service. Two unique alignment alternatives
for Route 7 were developed both of which use Brooks Street for streamlined operations. Figure
8 illustrates the two different Route 7 alignment alternatives, including potential bus stop
locations.
To compare the impacts and benefits of realigning Route 7, travel times were estimated for
each of the two routing alternatives. Table 4 details the results of the travel time estimates and
travel time reductions compared to the existing Route 7 travel times within the study corridor.
Travel times for each alternative were estimated by calculating the total free flow travel time
along each route (the travel time if vehicles were not delayed by congestion) and adding the
average vehicle delay for the appropriate movement at each signalized intersection the route
passes through. 7 Additional travel time was included for the time spent at the bus stops each
alignment alternative is expected to serve. Each alternative was evaluated with the influence of
transit signal priority (TSP) at all traffic signals within the study area corridor to show the benefit
of TSP on travel time. Alternative 1 travel times reflect an outbound queue jump and BAT lane
which provided additional travel time benefits. As shown, Alternative 1 would provide better
travel time improvements than Alternative 2 when compared to existing conditions.
Table 4. Route 7 Alignment Alternative Estimated Travel Times 8
Alternative

Existing

1

2

Direction
Inbound (NB)
Outbound (SB)
Combined
Inbound (NB)
Outbound (SB)
Combined
Percent
Reduction
Inbound (NB)
Outbound (SB)
Combined
Percent
Reduction

Without TSP (mins)

With TSP 9 (mins)

TSP Benefit (mins)

AM
14.1
12.5
26.6
9.2
10.2
19.4

PM
13.7
13.5
27.2
9.5
10.7
20.2

AM
n/a
n/a
n/a
8.9
9.9
18.8

PM
n/a
n/a
n/a
9.5
10.6
20.1

AM
n/a
n/a
n/a
-0.23
-0.31
-0.54

PM
n/a
n/a
n/a
-0.01
-0.06
-0.07

-37%

-35%

-41%

-35%

n/a

n/a

9.7
11.2
20.9

9.8
11.9
21.7

9.5
10.9
20.4

9.8
11.8
21.7

-0.2
-0.31
-0.51

0
-0.02
-0.02

-27%

-25%

n/a

-30%

-25%

n/a

7

Free flow travel times were calculated by dividing the length of the segment by the free flow speed, or posted speed
limit, of the segment. For left turns and stops on the routes along minor roads a delay value of five seconds per
intersection was assumed.
8 Alternative 1 assumes 9 inbound and 10 outbound bus stops; Alternative 2 assumes 11 inbound and 11 outbound
bus stops.
9 TSP assumes 5 seconds per phase when a bus arrives every 15 minutes in each direction during the peak period.
Percent reduction shown for the “With TSP” scenario compared each alternative’s travel times with the existing travel
time.
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Figure 8. Proposed Route 7 Alternative Alignments
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Route 7 Recommendations
Based on a combination of the travel times analysis described in Table 4, the opportunity to
implement transit priority measures, and the minimal impact to existing stop locations along
existing Route 7 stops (which are all within a quarter mile of Brooks Street), Alternative 1
should be considered for service implementation on Brooks Street. The service is
recommended to be implemented as a Mountain Line BOLT! service, which provides 15 minute
all-day frequencies, 15 hour service span (6:45 am – 9:45 pm), and includes branded stops and
buses to improve legibility and attractiveness as a more frequent service. The service will be
effectively doubled from existing service, which will provide the opportunity for increased
ridership, improved service attractiveness, and encourage more transit-oriented development
along the corridor. The recommended bus stop amenities and specific bus stop concepts are
described below.
As detailed in Table 4, Route 7 Alternative 1 travel time is estimated to be approximately 35 to
41 percent faster than existing Route 7 travel time within the study area corridor. While the
travel time reduction is not expected to reduce the fleet requirement for Route 7 operations, it
may provide some savings when the service operates every 15 minutes during the peak and 30
minutes during the off-peak. Additional travel time analysis should be conducted for the entire
route to identify the fleet and cost requirements to bring the service up to BOLT! service levels.
Figure 9 below illustrates the conceptual transit priority design along Brooks Street at the
Reserve Street intersections. As shown, the outbound approach includes a business access
and transit (BAT) lane and queue jump at the intersection (which will require a separate signal
phase), both of which provide opportunities to improve travel time along the corridor. The
outbound bus stop has been sited as a near side stop to take better advantage of the queue
jump at the intersection and minimize vehicular conflicts/backup behind the bus if the stop was
located in lane and far side of the intersection.
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Figure 9. Proposed BAT Lane and Queue Jump Concept at Reserve Street
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CORRIDOR BUS STOP LOCATIONS

Transit improvement along the recommended transit alignment will include upgraded bus stops
at locations that are sited near observed transit generators, close proximity to proposed
pedestrian crossings, and at locations to minimize conflicts with other modes (e.g., business
driveways, bike facilities). Stations are located either near side or far side of major intersections
depending on geometric and operational constraints observed along the corridor, including
bicycle/pedestrian facilities and driveways along the corridor. Figure 10 illustrates the proposed
new bus stop locations of Brooks Street transit service under Alternative 1. Existing bus stops
located along Stephens Avenue are expected to be maintained with the exception of the stop
pairs at Burlington Avenue and Kensington Avenue, which will be consolidated into a single pair
at Strand Avenue. 10

10

Bus stop streamlining along Stephens Avenue was recommended in Mountain Line’s Bus Stop Master Plan (2015).
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Figure 10. Proposed Brooks Street Bus Stop Locations Concepts
Proposed Reserve Street Bus Stop Locations

Proposed Dore Lane Bus Stop Locations

Proposed Paxson Street Bus Stop Locations

Proposed Dearborn Avenue Bus Stop Locations

Proposed Schilling Street Bus Stop Locations
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Enhanced station amenities at corridor bus stops will improve the rider experience and will
create a level of permanence needed to encourage development activity. Figure 11 illustrates
three different renderings of proposed bus stations along Brooks Street, each with upgraded
shelters, signage, lighting, trashcans, and real-time information. Each show different design
typologies to accommodate varying sidewalk and landscaping conditions.
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Figure 11. Conceptual Rendering of Bus Station along Brooks Street
Option 1: Typical bus station rendering
for a large shelter located behind the
curb line and in front of the
sidewalk/landscaping strip. The shelter
includes back and side windshields and
real-time information. This option is
typical for wider roadside (outside of
curb).

Option 2: Typical bus station rendering
for a large shelter located behind the
sidewalk and in front of a landscaping
strip. The shelter includes back and
side windshields and real-time
information. This option is typical for a
more constrained roadside (outside of
curb).
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Option 3: Typical bus station rendering
for a smaller shelter footprint located
behind the sidewalk and in front of a
landscaping strip. The shelter includes
back windshields only and real-time
information. This option is typical for a
more constrained roadside (outside of
curb).
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Bus Transfer Center
One element of the Brooks Corridor TOD Infrastructure Study is to identity up to three (3)
potential locations for a new Bus Transfer Center. It is important to note that evaluation for
potential locations is currently underway and thus no recommendations are provided within this
memo. The HDR team is currently coordinating with the Mountain Line and their consultants
developing the Mountain Line Strategic Plan update, Jarrett Walker and Associates, as well as
with the Southgate Mall and Missoula County Fairgrounds to identify potential locations for the
transfer center.
The following preliminary criteria are being used to consider several different proposed Transfer
Center locations:
1. Access and egress for transit service, both from a modal conflict and travel time
perspective.
2. Available area for a station platform, amenities, and bus staging area.
3. Proximity to major trip generators and proximity to the existing Southgate Mall Transfer
Center.
4. Readiness to construct a new transfer center at an identified location.
Within the scope of this study, the HDR team intends to identify bus transfer center potential
locations, including high-level identification of passenger amenities. As the study progresses,
results from this evaluation will be included in the draft and final Infrastructure Design Plan.
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Memorandum
Date:
Project:
To:
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Subject:

Monday, January 22, 2018
Brooks Corridor Transit-Oriented Design Infrastructure Study
Annette Marchesseault, MRA
Jon Schick, HDR
Preliminary Infrastructure Design Plan Memo

Introduction
The Brooks Street corridor presents a range of challenges for all users. This memo is intended
to provide an overview of the existing challenges, an approach to improve the conditions, and a
set of specific proposed interventions.
Existing Conditions for Pedestrians & Bicyclists
PEDESTRIAN CONDITIONS

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Long distances between signalized intersections without any other safe or comfortable
crossing opportunities
Many diagonal crosswalks due to intersection geometries and large curb radii
Frequent crosswalk interruptions due to small, triangular blocks and driveway cuts with
instances of ill-defined open frontages
Curb-tight sidewalks along most of the corridor put pedestrians next to moving cars
Parking lots often abut sidewalks without buffers
Some blocks lack sidewalks altogether
Sidewalk widths range from about 5 to 8 ft – not adequate for higher-intensity
development with commercial frontages

BICYCLIST CONDITIONS

•
•
•

•
•

No defined bike facilities on Brooks, except a SB bike lane at the Sussex/South couplet
While not marked, shoulders between Reserve and Dixon provide space for bikes
Fairly dense network of bike lanes, shared-use paths and neighborhood greenway
surrounding Brooks (including the proposed improvements in the Bicycle Facilities
Master Plan), but access to destinations along the corridor is challenging
Bitterroot Branch Trail is good alternative route for bicyclists, but access to and from
Brooks is lacking
Few and challenging crossing opportunities
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General Corridor Improvements
The following interventions are proposed along the entirety of the corridor to improve conditions
for pedestrians, bicyclists, and transit users.
SIGNIFICANTLY INCREASE EAST-WEST CONNECTIVITY

•

Increased frequency of pedestrian and/or bicycle crossings reduces out-of-direction
travel, reduces risky behavior, and provides an incentive to walk or bike

SIMPLIFY INTERSECTION GEOMETRIES

•
•
•
•

Improves visibility
Slows speed of turning vehicles
Shortens crossing distances
Adds space for street furnishings, bus stops, etc.

CLOSE OR VACATE “DISPENSABLE” SHORT STREET SEGMENTS

•
•
•

Reduces number of street crossings along corridor
Adds space for public open space or consolidated private redevelopment parcels
Limits some vehicle movements – balance between safety benefits and driver
inconvenience

DRIVEWAY ACCESS MANAGEMENT

•

Reduces number and/or widths of driveway cuts along Brooks

UPGRADE SUBSTANDARD FACILITIES

•
•
•

Paint crosswalk markings on all intersection legs to improve visibility
Add missing sidewalks or widen substandard sidewalks
Add planting strips between sidewalks and curbs to buffer pedestrians from moving
vehicles wherever space allows for it

Corridor Segments Improvements
The Brooks Street corridor varies significantly with regard to roadway width, traffic volumes,
available right-of-way, adjacent land uses, and character of the built environment along its
edges. To that end, improvements specific to a particular segment of the corridor are best suited
to address specific constraints. In general terms, the Brooks Street corridor consists of three
distinct segments as follows:
SOUTHERN SEGMENT: RESERVE STREET TO PAXSON STREET

•

Allows for bike facilities and improved sidewalks along Brooks without rebuilding curbs
or right-of-way acquisition

CENTRAL SEGMENT: PAXSON STREET TO STEPHENS AVENUE

•

Constrained roadway width and right-of-way limit potential for improvements without
rebuilding curbs and/or right-of-way acquisition

NORTHERN SEGMENT: STEPHENS AVENUE TO MOUNT AVENUE

•

Proposed lane reduction to 3 lanes frees up space for bike facilities and/or on-street
parking without rebuilding curbs. Wider sidewalks may require rebuilding curbs
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Typical Street Cross Sections
The following figures show typical street cross sections with the proposed conditions for motor
vehicles, bicycles, and pedestrians by segment, from the southwest to the northeast:
•
•
•
•
•

Reserve Street to Dore Lane
Dore Lane to Schilling Street and McDonald Avenue to Paxson Street
Schilling Street to McDonald Avenue
Paxson Street to Stephens Avenue
Stephens Avenue to Mount Avenue

The typical cross sections are best understood in conjunction with the corresponding
intersection improvements presented in the following chapter.
RESERVE STREET TO DORE LANE

The proposed concept takes advantage of the existing curb-to-curb width and includes
restriping the roadway to include buffered bike lanes in both directions, providing a safer and
more comfortable environment for cyclists. Physical separation between bicycles and vehicular
traffic through flexible vertical delineators, raised curbs barriers, or raised bike lanes would
further improve bicyclist comfort but needs to be carefully studied to consider frequency of
interruptions for driveways and bus stops, construction cost, and ease of maintenance, including
sweeping and snow removal. Additionally, the concept accommodates a west-bound business
access and transit (BAT) lane, allowing right turning vehicles and buses to bypass any backedup traffic during congested periods. This significantly improves transit performance. Inclusion of
the BAT lane would be predicated on realigning Route 7 onto Brooks Street and having a
through movement at the Reserve Street intersection.

Figure 1: Reserve Street to Dore Lane
DORE LANE TO SCHILLING STREET AND MCDONALD AVENUE TO PAXSON STREET

This segment of Brooks Street currently has wide shoulders, contributing to an overly wide
roadway. The proposed concept narrows down the curb-to-curb distance to add a landscape
buffer between the roadway and the sidewalks, which increases the comfort for pedestrians and
allows for the addition of street trees. Buffered bike lanes provide a fairly comfortable
environment for cyclists.
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Figure 2: Dore Lane to Schilling Street and McDonald Avenue to Paxson Street
SCHILLING STREET TO MCDONALD AVENUE

This one-block segment of Brooks Street provides an opportunity to create an enhanced eastwest bike route along McDonald Avenue. The proposed concept is a variation to the abovediscussed Dore Lane to Schilling Street cross section, with a two-way cycle track along the
south side of Brooks Street instead of the buffered bike lane, bridging the gap between the
misaligned legs of McDonald Avenue (see the Schilling Street/McDonald Avenue Intersection
discussion in the following chapter for further detail).

Figure 3: Schilling Street to McDonald Avenue
PAXSON STREET TO STEPHENS AVENUE

The segment of Brooks Street between Paxson Street and Stephens Avenue has significant
constraints, both in curb-to-curb width and right-of-way width. Segment-wide pedestrian and
bike improvements, thus, cannot easily be achieved without right-of-way acquisition and
significant impacts on adjacent properties. The concept presented here assumes no or minimal
impacts to private properties, except as necessary to close sidewalk gaps. Designated bicycle
facilities are not provided in this concept, however, should large-scale redevelopment occur,
improved pedestrian and bicycle facilities could be incorporated into the design. In the absence
of a separate facility, bicycles are accommodated in the right travel lane shared with traffic and
identified by “sharrow” markings. To improve safety and comfort of sharing a lane, a reduction of
the posted speed limit is recommended.
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Figure 4: Paxson Street to Stephens Avenue
STEPHENS AVENUE TO MOUNT AVENUE

Traffic volumes north of Stephens Avenue are significantly lower than south of Stephens,
suggesting a different treatment and character of the roadway. As proposed in the Brooks Street
Corridor Study, the concept presented here proposes a reduction of the roadway width to three
lanes, thus freeing up space to accommodate buffered bike lanes in both directions. In addition,
some stretches allow for the inclusion of landscape planters between roadway and sidewalk, or
enhanced sidewalks with street trees and street furnishings.

Figure 5: Stephens Avenue to Mount Avenue
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Intersection Improvements
The proposed improvements to intersections along the corridor presented on the following
pages include some or all of the following interventions:
EXISTING INTERSECTIONS

•

Increase safety and/or comfort of pedestrians and bicyclists maneuvering existing
intersections

ADDITIONAL CROSSINGS

•

Provide crossing opportunities for pedestrians and/or bicyclists to improve localized
need (e.g. bus stop access) or to close a network gap

INNOVATIVE/NON-TRADITIONAL INTERVENTIONS

•

Opportunistic interventions using the unique conditions of a specific location to provide
improvements for pedestrians and/or bicyclists
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Reserve Street Intersection
Eastern Approach of Intersection:
•

•

•

Queue jump:
o Add WB business access & transit (BAT) lane to allow buses to bypass queued
vehicles in the through lane while providing right turning vehicles access to the
existing driveways as well as a dedicated right turn lane at Reserve
o Buses proceed straight through the intersection utilizing signal prioritization
o Near side bus stop in WB direction, far side bus stop in EB direction
Buffered bike lanes:
o Restripe roadway to accommodate 6 ft bike lanes and 2 ft buffers
o Majority of WB bikes at Reserve are assumed to continue north on Reserve
using the existing bike lane
Replace striped buffer with raised median to accommodate a pedestrian refuge and
provide the opportunity for a southwestern gateway feature entering the Brooks corridor

Other Approaches:
•

Restripe lanes to accommodate raised medians with pedestrian refuges

Figure 6: Proposed Improvements around the Reserve Street Intersection
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Dore Lane Intersection
No major change to recently improved intersection.
•
•

Buffered bike lanes:
o Restripe roadway to accommodate 6 ft bike lanes and 2 ft buffers
Bus stops at far sides of intersection

Figure 7: Proposed Improvements around the Dore Lane Intersection
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Schilling Street/McDonald Avenue Intersection
Proposed improvements would elevate McDonald Avenue as key east-west bike route,
connecting Brooks with existing bike facilities to the west (Bitterroot Branch Trail, bike lanes on
Reserve) and to the east (bike lanes on Russell).
•
•
•
•

•

•

Install new signal at intersection of Brooks (north, south leg), Schilling (east leg), and
McDonald (west leg)
Close the access of the northern Schilling leg intersecting with Brooks to reduce conflicts
Realign the eastern leg of McDonald to create a more perpendicular intersection and
reduce the pedestrian crossing distance
Cycle track link:
o Connect the western and eastern legs of McDonald with a 2-way cycle track
running along the east side of Brooks
o Provide a turn box for SB cyclists continuing west on McDonald
o Provide a left turn pocket for WB cyclists on McDonald to enter the cycle track
Buffered bike lanes
o Restripe roadway to accommodate 6 ft bike lanes and 2 ft buffers (except NB
where the cycle track is located)
Bus stops:
o Near side in NB direction, far side in SB direction at signal

Figure 8: Proposed Improvements around the Schilling Street and McDonald Avenue Intersections
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The alternative layout below provides additional safety benefits for pedestrians and bicyclists at
the eastern leg of McDonald Avenue.
•
•

Realign the eastern leg of McDonald to create a more perpendicular intersection and
reduce the pedestrian crossing distance
Prohibit ingress from Brooks to the eastern leg of McDonald, except for bicycles. This
would reduce conflicts between turning vehicles and bicycles and pedestrians.

Figure 9: Proposed Improvements around the Schilling Street and McDonald Avenue Intersections
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Dixon Avenue Intersection
• Realign the western leg to create a more perpendicular intersection, reduce the
pedestrian crossing distance, and provide usable public space (some driveway access
impacts may occur)
• Close the eastern leg between Brooks and Paxson to reduce conflicts, remove
redundant routes, and provide usable public space (some driveway access impacts may
occur)
• Extend raised median to the south
• Buffered bike lanes
o Restripe roadway to accommodate 6 ft bike lanes and 2 ft buffers (except NB
where the cycle track is located)

Figure 10: Proposed Improvements around the Dixon Avenue Intersection
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Paxson Street Intersection
• Realign the eastern leg of Ernest to create a more perpendicular intersection, reduce the
pedestrian crossing distance, and provide usable public space (some driveway access
impacts may occur)
• Bus stops:
o Near side in SB direction at Paxson and near side in NB direction at Ernest
• Bike lanes:
o Restripe southern intersection approach to accommodate 6 ft bike lanes (north of
Paxson ROW constraints do not accommodate bike lanes without land
acquisition)
o Bike lanes on Brooks connect to planned bike lanes on Paxson (south) and
neighborhood greenway on Ernest (west)
o Bicycles accommodated on Brooks north of Paxson in shared lane with “sharrow”
markings
• Increase the size of the pedestrian refuge island on the north side of the Paxson/Brooks
intersection

Figure 11: Proposed Improvements around the Paxson Street Intersection
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Harve Avenue and Grant Street Intersections
• Realign the western leg of Harve to create a more perpendicular intersection with
Brooks, reduce the pedestrian crossing distance, and provide usable public space
• Close Grant between Brooks and Harve to reduce conflicts, remove redundant routes,
and provide usable public space (some driveway access impacts may occur)
• Accommodate bicycles on Brooks in shared lane with “sharrow” markings

Figure 12: Proposed Improvements around the Harve Avenue and Grant Street Intersections
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Garfield Street Intersection
• Realign both the western and eastern leg of Garfield to create more perpendicular
intersections with Brooks, reduce the pedestrian crossing distances, and provide usable
public space
• Close the short leg of Mary between Brooks and Garfield to reduce conflicts, remove
redundant routes, and provide usable public space
• Eliminate the SB left turn at Garfield and extend the raised median south
• Add a pedestrian crossing:
o Locate a pedestrian crossing just north of the Garfield intersection
o Pedestrian refuge in the extended median
o Crossing may include a pedestrian activated signal (HAWK)
• Accommodate bicycles on Brooks in shared lane with “sharrow” markings

Figure 13: Proposed Improvements around the Garfield Street Intersection
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Fairview Avenue Intersection
• Close Catlin at the Fairview/Brooks intersection to reduce conflicts, remove redundant
routes, and provide usable public space

Figure 14: Proposed Improvements around the Fairview Avenue Intersection
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Dearborn Avenue and Washburn Street Intersections
• Realign both the western and eastern legs of Dearborn and the northern and southern
leg of Washburn to create more perpendicular intersections with Brooks, reduce the
pedestrian crossing distances, and provide usable public space
• NB and SB traffic on Washburn must turn right and may no longer proceed straight
through the intersection with Brooks
• Left turns on Brooks:
o Eliminate the NB left turn on Brooks and provide a raised median instead
o Shift the SB left turn pocket south to match the reconfigured intersection
geometry
• Close the short leg of Livingston between Washburn and Brooks to reduce conflicts,
remove redundant routes, and provide usable public space
• Add a pedestrian crossing:
o Locate a pedestrian crossing between the western and eastern legs of Dearborn
o Pedestrian refuge in the new median
o Crossing may include a pedestrian activated signal (HAWK)
• Bus stops:
o Near side in NB and SB direction at Dearborn, however, bus stops in front of
crosswalk
• Accommodate bicycles on Brooks in shared lane with “sharrow” markings

Figure 15: Proposed Improvements around the Dearborn Avenue and Washburn Street Intersections
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South Avenue and Russell Street Intersection
• Reconfigure west side of intersection to provide more direct pedestrian routes and
shorten crossing distances
• Reduce the turn radius for SB right turns from Russell to South, thus reducing the
crosswalk length
• Add a refuge island between the shifted SB right turn and through lanes with an
additional crosswalk connecting this island across Russell parallel to Brooks. This
significantly reduces out-of direction travel for people walking along the west side of
Brooks without adding another signal phase
• Shift the SB right turn lane somewhat north by clipping the corner of the triangular parcel
to the north. This would only impact landscaped areas, not utilized space
• Eliminate surplus roadway width on the south side of the intersection but adding a curb
extension. This would allow for a shortening of the crosswalk across Brooks and would
provide a landscape buffer
• Accommodate bicycles on Brooks in shared lane with “sharrow” markings

Figure 16: Proposed Improvements around the South Avenue and Russell Street Intersection
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Sussex Avenue Intersection
• Close the connection between Brooks and Oxford to the south to reduce conflicts near
the intersection
• Improve bus stop on SB lane of Brooks (note: a bus shelter has recently been installed
at this location)

Figure 17: Proposed Improvements around the Sussex Avenue Intersection
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The alternative layout below provides more significant benefits while requiring substantial
intersection modifications and minor property acquisitions on the north side of the intersection.
•

•
•
•

Realign the northern approach of Oxford and the eastern approach of Sussex to create a
perpendicular intersection configuration that provides these improvements:
o Shorter crossing distances on all sides
o New geometry forces turning traffic to drive more slowly
o Potential to include a pedestrian refuge in the median north of the intersection
Close the connection between Brooks and Oxford to the south to reduce conflicts near
the intersection
Improve bus stop on SB lane of Brooks (note: a bus shelter has recently been installed
at this location)
Accommodate bicycles on Brooks in shared lane with “sharrow” markings

Figure 18: Proposed Improvements around the Sussex Avenue Intersection
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Central Avenue Intersection
• Realign the western leg of Central to create more perpendicular intersections with
Brooks, reduce the pedestrian crossing distance, and provide public space
• Close the connection of Central and Regent east of Brooks to reduce conflicts and
provide public space
• Accommodate bicycles on Brooks in shared lane with “sharrow” markings

Figure 19: Proposed Improvements around the Central Avenue Intersection
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Stephens Avenue and Kent Avenue Intersections
Proposed improvements would provide a much improved crossing for an important east-west
bike route, connecting Brooks with existing and planned bike facilities to the west (Bitterroot
Branch Trail) and to the east (bike lanes on Higgins and Arthur).
•
•
•

•

•

Close the short leg of Kent between Brooks and Stephens to reduce conflicts, remove
redundant routes, and provide usable public space
Realign the western leg of Kent to create a more perpendicular intersection with Brooks,
reduce the pedestrian crossing distance, and provide usable public space
Add a 2-way cycle track connection between the western and eastern legs of Kent
across Brooks
o Provide EB left turn pocket on Kent for bikes entering the cycle track
o Provide marked bike crossings at Stephens for WB and EB bikes
Add a pedestrian and bike crossing:
o Locate a pedestrian and bike crossing within the Kent alignment
o Pedestrian refuge in the extended median
o Crossing may include a pedestrian/bike activated signal (HAWK)
Reconfigure the Stephens/Brooks intersection to provide a dedicated NB right turn lane
and a pedestrian refuge island, reducing crossing distances

Figure 20: Proposed Improvements around the Stephens Avenue and Kent Avenue Intersections
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•
•

Accommodate bicycles on Brooks south of Stephens in shared lane with “sharrow”
markings and introduce a dedicated bike lane at the NB intersection approach
North of Stephens:
o Restripe roadway to eliminate 1 travel lane in each direction and accommodate 6
ft bike lanes and 2 ft buffers
o Add planting strips or widened sidewalks

The alternative layout below provides some of the benefits of the proposed improvements
described above while allowing for the small existing business on the triangular lot bounded by
Brooks, Stephens and Kent to remain.
•

•
•

Add sidewalks along the Brooks and Stephens frontages of the triangular lot, which
would remove parking and access to the existing small business. Due to the proximity of
the building to Stephens, a portion of the sidewalk along the building frontage would be
substandard and likely non-ADA compliant
Provide parking in the closed leg of Kent to replace the lost parking spaces
Other improvements are as described above

Figure 21: Proposed Improvements around the Stephens Avenue and Kent Avenue Intersections
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Kensington Avenue Intersection
• Restripe roadway to eliminate 1 travel lane in each direction and accommodate 6 ft bike
lanes and 2 ft buffers
• Close the connection between the western leg of Kensington and Brooks to reduce
conflicts, remove redundant routes, and provide usable public space
• Realign the eastern leg of Kensington to create a more perpendicular intersection with
Brooks, reduce the pedestrian crossing distance, and provide public space
• Shift the SB left turn on Brooks north to match the realigned intersection and extend the
raised median northward
• Add missing sidewalks or widen substandard sidewalks (some property impacts may
occur)

Figure 22: Proposed Improvements around the Kensington Avenue Intersection
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Strand Avenue and Bow Street Intersections
• Restripe roadway to eliminate 1 travel lane in each direction and accommodate 6 ft bike
lanes and 2 ft buffers
• Close the connection between the northern leg of Bow and Brooks to reduce conflicts,
remove redundant routes, and provide usable public space
• Realign the western leg of Strand to create a more perpendicular intersection with
Brooks, reduce the pedestrian crossing distance, and provide public space
• Close the connection between Bow (south) and Strand (east) and Brooks to reduce
conflicts, remove redundant routes, and provide usable public space
• Eliminate the SB left turn on Brooks to Strand/Bow and extend the existing raised
median
• Add a pedestrian crossing:
o Locate a pedestrian crossing between the western and eastern legs of Strand
o Pedestrian refuge in the new median
o Crossing may include a pedestrian activated signal (HAWK or RRFB)

Figure 23: Proposed Improvements around the Strand Avenue and Bow Street Intersections
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Introduction
Task 600 is part of the Brooks Corridor TOD Infrastructure Study, a planning effort to encourage mutually
sustainable bus transit service and transit-oriented development (TOD) along Missoula’s Brooks Street corridor
from Mount Avenue to Reserve Street. As a subconsultant to HDR, Leland Consulting Group (LCG) in this task,
analyzes zoning and land use regulations, and recommends zoning changes and other actions that can
advance the future TOD land use patterns envisioned for the corridor.
The analysis and recommendations are informed by Task 400, in which LCG analyzed existing and potential
future development patterns as they relate to corridor transit ridership. This report identifies areas for rezoning,
zoning overlay strategies, and other potential actions, and is organized as follows:
Literature Review: Transit-Supportive Regulations ....................................................................................................................... 2
Analysis of Existing Market Conditions ............................................................................................................................................ 4
Analysis of Current Policies & Regulations ...................................................................................................................................20
Tools to Encourage Transit Oriented Development ................................................................................................................. 24
Recommendations ...............................................................................................................................................................................29

Literature Review
As with Task 400, we begin with a short review of academic and practitioner literature—this time with a focus on
best practices for zoning, policy and regulations shown to encourage transit-supportive development,
particularly within station areas identified as having potential for TOD.

Analysis of Real Estate Market Conditions
Using the existing market analysis conducted for the Brooks Street Corridor Study as a basis, we review current
real estate conditions on the corridor. Key market variables include:
•

Amount of construction and absorption by type and year,

•

Asking and actual market rents, and

•

Occupancy rates

Leland Consulting Group
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In some cases, information about these variables may be missing due to incomplete data sources. In these
cases, we note the data deficiency and draw on qualitative or anecdotal observations as appropriate.

Analysis of Existing Regulation
This preliminary investigation of zoning and land use regulations includes a summary and analysis of the City of
Missoula’s Comprehensive Plan, existing zoning designations, and zoning ordinance. For these and other
relevant policy documents, we summarize the following elements (for both the Brooks Corridor and other
reference areas within Missoula seeing higher-density development activity):
•

Acreage and parcel counts by base zone district

•

Allowed land uses by existing zone district (either by right or conditionally)

•

Applicable zoning overlay districts

•

Maximum allowable residential densities and effective maximum commercial densities

•

Maximum allowable building heights by zone

•

Regulations related to site design (e.g., setbacks, adjacencies, street orientation, sidewalks)

•

Regulations related to architectural and landscape design

Based on this review, we then compare existing regulations to 1) the best practices identified in the literature
review for promoting transit-supportive development, and 2) the desired development types and densities
identified in Task 400.
In addition to zoning and related regulatory policy, we examine potential tools and incentives available to MRA
and/or other project stakeholders. These may include property acquisitions, infrastructure improvements,
entitlement assistance, impact fee adjustments, or other mechanisms to help bridge gaps in market feasibility for
prospective developers.

Literature Review: Transit-Supportive Regulations

There is extensive literature on the topic of how best to zone and regulate land use within a transit-oriented (or
transit-supportive) context. The guidelines prepared for the Los Angeles region by Metro to promote more
transit-supportive zoning and policies is a useful and comprehensive best-practices framework – and one that
applies equally well to much smaller cities. The following table, adapted from Metro’s guidelines, shows major
categories of transit-supportive policy elements with goals including:
•

Compact design

•

Complete neighborhoods

•

User-friendly site layout and building design

•

Parking management

•

Street/network connectivity for all modes

Leland Consulting Group
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For each element, we show a summary of widely-accepted academic evidence establishing a link between
better policy and successful transit systems:
Compact Design
Research shows an association between compact design, vehicle travel, and transit use. As residential density
increases, vehicle travel decreases and the use of non-automobile modes, including transit, increases (Ewing
and Cervero, 2010; Boarnet et. al., 2008; Boarnet and Handy, 2010). Newman and Kenworth (2011) found the
largest reductions in VMT occurring as density increases from less than 25 people per acre to “moderate” (60 to
120 people per acre). Research has been mixed on relating employment density to VMT, but one study found
that increasing density by 1% reduces vehicle travel by 0.5% to 1.2% (Ewing and Cervero, 2010).
Research from Ewing and Cervero also suggests that compact design has a more significant impact on transit
mode choice or transit trips than VMT. The meta-analysis found that the weighted average elasticity of transit
use related to density was 0.07, with the high end of the research sample around 0.4 for residential density.
Complete Neighborhoods
Offering daily needs (food, entertainment, and services) within a close proximity of home allows patrons to walk,
bike, or take public transit safely and efficiently instead of traveling by automobile (Ewing and Cervero, 2010;
Boarnet and Handy, 2014). In general, land use mix has been more strongly associated with VMT reduction than
compact design and density. Ewing and Cervero found that increasing land use mix was about twice as effective
as land use density. Three meta-analyses concluded that increasing land use mix by 10% reduces vehicle travel
by 0.1% to 1.7%.
Site Layout, Parking Layout, and Building Design
Studies have found that people tend to walk more and drive less in areas with more traditional neighborhood
design characteristics. This includes placing building entrances close to the sidewalk and orienting buildings
towards the street (Kuzmyak and Pratt, 2003).
Parking Management
Research shows that better parking management may reduce vehicle ownership and vehicle trips, while
increasing transit use, walking, and biking. Parking pricing has been shown to reduce regional VMT by 1% to
2.8% depending on the price. More directly, studies have shown a significant reduction in parking stall demand
as parking charges increase (Spears, Boarnet, and Handy, 2014).
Residents in urban neighborhoods with more conventional parking requirements were 28% more likely to drive
to work than neighborhoods with more constrained parking (Weinberger, et. al. 2008). One study shows that
moving from free parking to cost-recovery parking can reduce automobile commuting 10-30% (Shoup, 2005).
Street and Network Connectivity for All Modes
Street connectivity plays a key role in reducing vehicle travel and encouraging active transportation. Street
connectivity had the second greatest impact on travel activity of all factors evaluated in Ewing and Cervero
(2010). The analysis found that increasing intersection or street density 10% reduces vehicle travel 1.2%.
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Research also suggests that street and network connectivity play a key role in increasing transit ridership and
mode share, with nearly three to four times the effect of residential density on transit use (Ewing and Cervero,
2010).
Improved walking and cycling conditions tend to increase non-motorized travel, increase transit travel, and
reduce automobile travel. Providing comfortable and ample sidewalk facilities is key in converting car trips into
walk trips (Fan, 2007; Guo and Gandavarapu, 2010). Bicycle infrastructure can decrease VMT per household
(Bhat & Eluru, 2009; Dill and Carr, 2003). Furthermore, improved walkability around transit stops has been
shown to increase transit travel (Ryan and Frank, 2009).
Other: Transit Prioritization, Accessibility, and Area Design
Research shows that providing riders with a comfortable and reliable place to access transit will not only retain
existing riders, but also attract new ones. “Choice” or discretionary riders are particularly sensitive to transit
station conditions and poor area design can decrease ridership (Kittleson & Associates, 2013). The Transit
Cooperative Research Program Report 102, identifies choice users as more sensitive to service quality, making
frequent and reliable trains with minimal transfers a critical step in converting auto commuters and reducing
VMT.
Transit improvements that give priority to public transportation (such as signal prioritization) provide travel time
savings, operating cost saving, and increased travel reliability. Research suggests that a 1% increase in transit
service frequency will increase ridership by approximately 0.5% and a 1% increase in service hours or miles could
increase ridership by 0.7%.
Distance to the nearest transit stop has been associated with reduced VMT, more walking, and increased transit
use (Cervero and Ewing, 2010). Analysis of other transit-oriented development projects and transit supportive
communities have shown reductions up to 20% in vehicle miles traveled compared to auto-dependent areas
that lack high frequency transit service (Jeihani, et al., 2013).

Analysis of Existing Market Conditions
Private-Sector Land Use Overview

The table below summarizes the standing (and under construction) inventory of commercial and multifamily
properties in the quarter-mile Brooks Corridor area, in the downtown core (approximately 1/4-mile from the
Montana Building at Broadway and Higgins Ave.), and in the Missoula market overall. Retail is by far the most
common commercial property type in the corridor, with over 1.7 million square feet and almost 30-percent of
the overall market. With over 430,000 square feet of office space, the corridor has 18-percent of the total
market, but about 150,000 square feet less than the downtown core. Hospitality properties total over 100,000
square feet in the corridor – 13-percent of the market’s 762,000 square foot inventory.
The corridor has no health care inventory within a quarter-mile and very little flex or industrial employment
space. Although it totals just over 30,000 square feet, the corridor has a disproportionate share of the market’s
specialized sports and entertainment properties.
Of the 4.4 million square feet of multifamily space tracked by Costar, Inc., in Missoula, the corridor has just a
three percent share, or about 150,000 square feet (158 of the market’s 4,406 tracked apartment units). Although
Leland Consulting Group
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the corridor does have a residential population living in single family neighborhoods, this still reflects a serious
live/work imbalance to be discussed later from the perspective of transit-supportive policy.
Table 1: Commercial and Multifamily Inventory, Brooks Corridor and Comparisons
Category

Standing Inventory (incl. under construction)
Corridor
(1/4-mi.)

Downtown
Core
656,723

Missoula
Market
Total
5,915,995

Corridor
% of
Market
29%

Retail

1,721,880

Office

431,763

587,302

2,451,008

18%

Multi-Family (Rental)

149,488

4,439,747

3%

Hospitality

101,427

762,285

13%

29,126

Sports & Entertainment

30,250

68,928

44%

Flex

14,330

495,623

3%

6,699

1,431,128

0%

1,015,498

0%

Industrial
Health Care

Source: Costar, Inc.; and Leland Consulting Group

The map in Figure 1 shows all commercial and multifamily property types in the Brooks Corridor and
surrounding areas. Symbols are sized relative to property square footage and shown with bold outlines to
indicate recent (post-2012) construction. Dotted outlines show the few properties under construction or
proposed in the area (as tracked by Costar, Inc.). Major land use types are shown individually in later maps,
allowing for less crowding of symbols.
Note that the largest single property along the corridor is the Southgate Mall, with several other mid-sized retail
properties up and down Brooks Street. Office properties along Brooks are generally modest in size. Downtown
has a large number of smaller retail and office properties. Located just outside the downtown core area are
large health care facilities and mid-to-large size apartments (including new and under-construction
developments). Note that owner-occupied housing, including condominiums and single family homes, are not
shown in Table 2 or Figure 1, since they are not tracked by the CoStar commercial property database, LCG’s
primary source for property that is built and/or under construction. This is because CoStar was initially
developed as a tool for brokers and others involved in leasing and selling commercial “investment” properties,
not single family homes. Therefore, CoStar data does not show properties such as the residential condominiums
in the Old Sawmill District.
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Figure 1: Commercial and Multifamily (Rental) Properties, Brooks Corridor & Vicinity

Source: Costar, Inc.; and Leland Consulting Group
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Multifamily Residential Market. With a base of only 158 multifamily units, any apartment vacancy rate is subject
to considerable volatility, but the current quarter-mile corridor conditions (just 4 vacant units, or 2.5-percent of
total) are well below a typical “equilibrium” vacancy rate of five percent. This low corridor vacancy suggests the
possibility of pent-up demand for new units in the area and a “landlord’s market” – with strong likelihood of
upward rent pressure and more selective tenant approvals.
Across the overall Missoula market, apartment vacancy is higher than for the corridor. As of October 2017, there
were 297 vacancies out of 4,127 total units (as tracked by Costar, Inc.), for a 7.1-percent vacancy rate. On closer
inspection, however, this somewhat high vacancy rate is driven largely by nearly 100 vacant units in one justcompleted property alone (the latest phase of Mullan Reserve). Removing that property from calculations results
in a 5.0-percent rate – indicative of a “healthy” multifamily market. Vacancy is lower still in smaller properties
with up to 12 units. Costar Inc., which excludes one-unit rental properties from their counts, shows just 2.7percent vacancy among apartments in 2- to 12-unit buildings.
Single-family home rentals have become much more prevalent in the post-recession economy (both nationally
and across Montana). According to U.S. Census ACS estimates, single family homes make up approximately 29percent of all Missoula area rentals. Because smaller buildings appear to have lower vacancy rates, it’s likely that
even the adjusted market-wide vacancy figure of 5.0% may still understate the “tightness” of market conditions
facing renters in Missoula, once single-unit rentals are figured in.
As a comparison to the Costar statistics, which include buildings down to two units in size, the Western Montana
Realtor Association, based on larger 35+ unit properties only, shows a vacancy rate at the end of 2016 of just
2.9 percent. By either measure, Missoula’s multifamily market appears to have at least some supply shortfall,
despite very active apartment construction activity recently.
Figure 2: Residential Building Permit Trends
Building Permits by Year (units)

City of Missoula

Remainder of County
65

232

75

139

154

116

2007

2008

79
18

2009

431

178
2010

76
158

2011

2012

115

84

318

351

2013

2014

158

150

569

179

503

282
2015

2016

2017
(Sep.)

Residential building permit activity over the past decade has been brisk, with both the City and Missoula County
showing significantly more units permitted in 2016 and 2017 (through Q3) than in any other year in the previous
decade. From 2007 to September 2017, the city accounted for the lion’s share of countywide permits, with a 61percent share of single family units, and fully 94 percent of the county’s multifamily permits over that time.
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City of Missoula Building Permits by Type

Single Family

Multifamily
549

142
293
2007

114
186

12
134

2008

2009

174

415

146

305

339

237

463

119

83

115

149

155

187

223

183

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017
(Sep.)

Source: (both charts) US Census/HUD, using data from local building departments; and Leland Consulting Group

Figure 3: Multifamily Inventory, Brooks Corridor & Vicinity
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Source: Costar, Inc.; and Leland Consulting Group

As shown in Figure 3, most of the multifamily inventory in the corridor vicinity within the Brooks Street ¼ mile
study area, but rather in clusters relatively nearby, such as the group of apartments along Russel Street south of
the County Fairgrounds or further north near the river (along Russel Street, between SW Third Street and
Broadway), or into downtown and more suburban neighborhoods to the northwest.
Significant recent construction activity has included infill projects on former lumber mill sites. Corso Apartments,
a 224-unit, 7-building “garden apartment” property built on the former Intermountain Lumber site, a major
apartment project that is relatively close to the subject corridor. Completed in 2014, it is priced at an average
effective unit rent of $1,008/month—approximately $100 more expensive than market-wide averages and $200
more than the average for units within one-quarter mile of Brooks Street. The 67-unit Ashlyn Place Apartments,
in the Old Sawmill District, was also completed in 2014. With almost all two-bedroom units, the average current
unit rent of $1,165/month translates into $1.32 per square foot.
Lacey’s Place Apartments, also new construction in the Old Sawmill District, was preleasing one-bedroom units
for from $850 to $925 and two-bedroom units for from $1,150 to $1,250 per month, for completion this year.
The closest major new apartment project to the Brooks Corridor is the Southgate Triangle Apartments (below
left), completed in 2015 at the northwest corner of 14th and Russell, approximately a one-half mile walk from the
Holliday Village node. It is a 63-unit mixed-use property with three stories of apartments above ground floor
commercial space. The smaller 20-unit Quinton Apartments (below right), also completed in 2015, are just three
blocks north of Brooks Street. The project has added some needed inventory at modest rents (estimated at just
over $710 per month). The density of both of these projects would definitely be considered “transit-supportive.”
However, both could benefit from a more “active” ground floor (which could include more commercial spaces,
residential stoops, townhomes, or other features) that would be more consistent with best-practices for TOD.

Southgate Triangle Apartments, Quinton Apartments

The recently completed Toole Crossing
project (at right), which opened on Toole
Street just west of the downtown core in
2016, is a good example of TOD-appropriate
mixed-use development. It features 15,000
square feet of ground floor commercial
space with 30 apartment units above. The
units include a mix of loft-style and more
traditional apartments. While the rent per
square foot is similar to Southgate Triangle
($16-17/sf), the average unit rents are
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considerably higher (around $1650/mo.) due to considerably larger average unit sizes. The commercial space
has been slow to rent and is still on the market asking $16/sf/year (or higher, depending on built-out
arrangements). Toole Crossing was a creative, adaptive reuse project: the developers purchased an existing,
one-story concrete tilt-up warehouse-type building, and added three stories of housing above. The Toole
Crossing developers stated that this type of redevelopment would probably be possible for some one-story
commercial buildings in the Brooks Corridor. The developers also stated that they were attracted to the Toole
location, which features an eclectic mix of retail, commercial, and residential uses, in a pedestrian oriented
neighborhood.
Table 3: Multifamily Inventory, Vacancy & Rents
Corridor (1/4-mi.)
Unit Count

Total Market

158

4172

4

297*

Vacancy Rate

2.5%

7.1%*

Average Wtd. Rent

$810

$905

Vacant Units

Source: Costar, Inc.; and Leland Consulting Group
*Note that 98 of the 297 vacant units are in a just-completed phase of a single property (Mullan Reserve Apartments). With
that property excluded, the market-wide vacancy rate drops to 5.0%.

Figure 4: Apartment Unit Sizes, Brooks Corridor vs. Total Market
Apartments by Unit Size
Corridor

65%

35%

0%

45%
28%

8%

Studio

0%
1_Bed

Total Market

2_Bed

11%

3_Bed

7%

1%

4_Bed

Source: Costar, Inc.; and Leland Consulting Group
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Figure 5: Apartments by Decade Built, Brooks Corridor vs. Total Market
Percent of Total Units by Decade Built
Corridor

Market

26%

25%
12% 11%

12% 14%

13%
0%

Pre-1970

1970s

2%

63%

22%

0%

1980s

1990s

2000s

2010s

Source: Costar, Inc.; and Leland Consulting Group

With 158 total units, the quarter-mile Brooks Corridor area has just under four percent of the apartment units in
the Missoula market (which extends to all of Missoula County). Apartments in the corridor currently tend to be
smaller than elsewhere in the market, with 65-percent of inventory in one-bedroom units (versus 43-percent
countywide).
The corridor’s limited inventory includes nearly 100 units built in 2010 or later (the 20-unit Quinton Apartments
built in 2015 and the 98-unit Wilson Heights built during the recession in 2010), while just over one-half of the
overall market inventory was built between 1990 and 2009 (see Figure 5).
Figure 6 shows average apartment rents per square foot for apartments where rent data is available. Total rent,
and/or rent per square foot, are among most important pieces of information to multifamily developers as rent
drives their overall revenue and therefore, development feasibility. Figure 6 shows top-of-market asking rents in
two locations: Downtown, and near Reserve Street and Broadway. Rents at Toole Crossing (though not included
in the CoStar dataset) exceed those in the heart of downtown, at $1.85 per square foot for a one bedroom unit,
and $1.61 on average. New multifamily housing—including the ROAM Student Housing project downtown and
Cambiam Place at the Old Sawmill District—will likely rent at $2 per square foot and above. These are the types
of rents required to make market-rate wrap or podium projects feasible.

Leland Consulting Group
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Figure 6: Effective Apartment Rents per Square Foot

Source: Costar, Inc.; and Leland Consulting Group
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Figure 7: Residential Permit Activity, 2014 to 2017

Source: City of Missoula; and Leland Consulting Group

Figure 7 shows active and recent residential permit activity from 2014 to 2017. It shows a general continuation of
the prevailing pattern of locating residential projects (especially multifamily) outside of the Brooks Corridor study
area, with most new activity in the vicinity coming further to the north and west, largely in the form of infill
development.
Retail. Figure 8 shows the inventory of retail space in Missoula. Very little new retail development has occurred
recently in the Brooks Corridor study area. However, a major renovation is underway at Southgate Mall—the
largest retail concentration in the corridor. The renovation will result in upgrades and a reconfiguration of the
property to more closely resemble a “lifestyle center,” with more freestanding buildings, rather than single
mega-structure. As part of that transformation, several new tenants are planned: a new dine-in theater (under
construction, targeting completion before the end of 2017); a new Lucky’s grocery store (smaller-format grocery
with bulk and organic offerings, slated to occupy a portion of the Sears space); and H&M fashion retailer. In
addition, MRA and the Southgate Mall owners have worked together to extend Mary Avenue from the
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Bitterroot Trail to Brooks Street. This will significantly improve auto, bicycle, and pedestrian connectivity in the
immediate area, and also create several developable “pads” on the south side of Mary Avenue.
Other recent retail development activity in the corridor—including projects at South Crossing and Holiday
Square--has also involved renovations and retenanting, rather than new, ground-up construction.
Figure 8: Retail Inventory, Brooks Corridor and Vicinity

Source: City of Missoula; and Leland Consulting Group

Table 4: Retail Inventory, Vacancy & Rents
Corridor (1/4-mi.)
Current Inventory
Vacant s.f.
Vacancy Rate
Average Wtd. Rent

Total Market

1,721,880

5,915,995

15,457

99,979

0.9%

1.7%

$14.93

$17.86

Source: Costar, Inc.; and Leland Consulting Group
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Note: Rent data is based on a small sample of vacant or available properties and may not reflect the average across occupied
space. Because Missoula is a smaller (and newer) Costar market, reported vacancies may understate actual total vacancies.

Office. Figure 9 below shows the inventory of office space in Missoula. Costar data indicates that no new office
buildings have been built in the Brooks Corridor within at least the last five years, which reflects the fact that the
market for new office development citywide has generally been weak. LCG is aware of one major office project
now underway—the Stockman Bank Building in downtown—which is likely financially feasible because it will be
funded and occupied by a major regional bank.
Figure 9: Office Inventory, Brooks Corridor and Vicinity

Source: City of Missoula; and Leland Consulting Group
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Table 5: Office Inventory, Vacancy & Rents
Corridor (1/4-mi.)
Current Inventory

Total Market

431,763

2,451,008

Vacant s.f.

2,500

83,879

Vacancy Rate

0.58%

3.42%

Average Wtd. Rent

$17.10

$16.94

Source: Costar, Inc.; and Leland Consulting Group Note: Rent data is based on a small sample of vacant or available
properties and may not reflect the average across occupied space. Because Missoula is a smaller (and newer) Costar market,
reported vacancies may understate actual total vacancies.

Figure 10 below shows commercial asking rents across central Missoula. Because of the small sample sizes, the
map shows gross rents for both retail and office (triple net rents have been increased to represent the estimated
gross occupancy costs). The data shows top-of-market rents being achieved in two locations: downtown and
along Reserve Street north of Mullan Road.
Figure 10: Commercial (Retail & Office) Asking Rents per Square Foot

Source: City of Missoula; and Leland Consulting Group
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Note: Map primarily shows actively marketed properties where asking rents are available

Within the corridor, Southgate Mall and nearby properties appear to be achieving relatively strong commercial
rents, in the mid $20 dollar per square foot range. Rents just north of Holliday Village are at $15 per square foot,
reflecting weak demand for new, speculative retail development in nondescript commercial corridor locations.
Property Values. Figure 11 shows the total value of properties (both land and buildings) per square foot of each
parcel. It highlights the importance of the University of Montana and Missoula’s downtown on property value
density in the corridor’s more immediate vicinity. Downtown’s value density is driven more by commercial
developments, whereas the university’s impact is seen more through higher residential values. Especially for
residential neighborhoods in the area between South Avenue and downtown to the north, the proposed Brooks
Corridor alignment stands out as rough dividing line between higher value properties on the university side and
lower to the northwest.
Figure 11: Total Property Value per Square Foot, City of Missoula

Source: City of Missoula; and Leland Consulting Group Note: Shaded by parcel total (land plus improvements) market value
divided by total lot square footage.
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Total property value can be used to inform decision making in several ways. First, it can guide the identification
of “opportunity sites.” From a pure return on investment standpoint, and all other factors being equal, the best
development locations should be inexpensive or underinvested (low value) properties that are near a number of
high value properties. This indicates that there are some amenities creating demand for residential or
commercial development within the district that is not being captured at the subject site. The most obvious such
opportunity sites shown above are not in the Brooks Corridor, but rather are underutilized residential properties
in the University District. Another potential opportunity site is Holliday Village, a medium-value property that is
surrounded by relatively high value residential properties. Elsewhere in the Brooks Corridor, opportunity sites
are less obvious, and other factors such as location, property ownership, and size should be taken into account
in determining the most promising locations for TOD.
Total property value will also be important to developers who may be considering property acquisitions for TOD
projects. While developers will likely use some form of the above analysis, either explicitly or implicitly, they will
also be sensitive to the cost of property acquisition. In other words, developers are less likely to be able to
acquire and redevelop higher value properties, and different types of development (e.g., townhomes versus
urban garden apartments) can afford to pay different values.
For a strong commercial and mixed-use area (such as the Orenco Station project profiled in Task 400), it is
common to see the highest value densities in central parts of the node, and tailing off towards the outlying
adjacent areas. No such pattern emerges for Brooks Street today.

Household Incomes. Figure 12 shows the distribution of median household incomes across Missoula, which
when compared to Figure 11, reveals a somewhat counterintuitive pattern of relatively low incomes in relatively
high value neighborhoods. This is actually fairly common in college towns, since universities drive up housing
desirability and student’s reported incomes tend to underrepresent family wealth.
Although ESRI’s income data is presented as 2017, it is modeled based on U.S. Census ACS estimates which tend
to lag by approximately two years. Because of this, it is quite likely that the map understates incomes in “hot”
areas for recent development activity (particularly downtown, at the Old Sawmill District, Higgins “Hip Strip” and
other nearby locations). While affluence is increasing moving back to these more central parts of the city,
Missoula’s highest-income households are largely still found along the market’s edge neighborhoods, especially
the north and south foothills.
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Figure 12: Median Household Incomes, Brooks Corridor and Vicinity

Source: ESRI (Census-based estimates) and Leland Consulting Group
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Analysis of Current Policies & Regulations

Figure 13 shows the existing base zone districts along the Brooks Street corridor. The C1-4 designation is by far
the predominant zoning in the Brooks Corridor. C1 is "Neighborhood Commercial", with the -4 indicating a
height limit of four or more stories. This zone allows a very wide array of possible uses-by-right, including almost
all elements commonly desired in a TOD setting. This includes unconditional ability to build multifamily
residential (either within mixed-use or as stand-alone). With minimal setbacks and a 150-foot maximum building
height (except in certain neighborhood-adjacent cases), the code is quite generous in terms of maximum
effective densities allowed, as described in greater detail in Table 6.
Figure 13: Existing Zoning, Brooks Street Corridor

Source: City of Missoula (zoning GIS layers), County Assessor (parcel GIS); and Leland Consulting Group
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Other widely-represented zones include two low density residential districts, R5.4 and RT2.7, common in the
neighborhoods adjacent to (typically behind) the Brooks Street-lining commercial zones. Beyond those major
categories, a minority of parcel acres can be found in other Neighborhood Commercial (C1-1, C2-4), and a mix
of single family and multifamily zone districts.
While there are a wide variety of overlay zone areas throughout Missoula, there are currently none intersecting
the quarter-mile TOD node area (or elsewhere in the corridor).
Figure 14: Brooks Corridor Zoning by Acreage
C1-4
R5.4

RT2.7

16.2
15.3
C1-1
14.3
RM1-35
12.3
R8
5.7
RM1-45
5.7
RT10
5.6
RM2.7
5.4
RM0.5
3.0
B1-1
2.1
Unzoned
1.9
M1-2
1.8
R5.4/PUD/S… 1.2
B2-1
1.1
B2-2
0.7
OP3
0.0
M1R-2

45.6

98.7

240.2

C2-4

Acres

Source: City of Missoula (zoning GIS layers), County Assessor (parcel GIS); and Leland Consulting Group

Table 6 below compares a list of model TOD zoning elements (e.g., density, permitted uses, shown in the left
column) with the actual zoning conditions on the Brooks Corridor.
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Table 6: Transit-Supportive Zoning Elements: Model and Brooks Corridor
Transit-Supportive Zoning &
Regulatory Elements
Compact Development

Higher development intensity
(higher for station-TOD areas than surrounding and
non-corridor areas) (Floor Area Ratio (FAR),
Dwelling Units/Acre (du/a))
Greater height allowance (esp. near stations)
(Max number of stories or height in feet)
Minimum density
(Minimum du/acre or FAR)
Mix of residential & commercial land uses

Complete Neighborhoods
Active ground floor uses
Diversity within commercial and retail uses
Mix of housing types (single family, multifamily,
senior, affordable)

Community-serving services (child care, clinics,
senior centers, rec centers, etc.)
Public gathering spaces

Balance jobs & housing
User-Friendly Building Design & Site Layout
Prominent, pedestrian-scale entrances & frontages
Require sidewalks
Articulated building fronts close to property line &
sidewalk
Transparent facades with active ground floor
Building fronts close to property line & sidewalk

Leland Consulting Group

Assessment and Comments on
Brooks Corridor
C1-4 zoning (50% of corridor acreage and vast
majority of Brooks-fronting) has no explicit FAR or
du/a maximums, but height, setback, and other rules
allow an effective max. FAR of 10.0 and effective max
du/a is 43 (limited only by height if vertical mixed).
C1-4 has 125’ max. height, except where adjacency to
residential requires step-backs.
No minimum densities in any zone
C1-4 is almost entirely flexible in terms of the types of
land uses permitted by right, with some unusual land
uses (kennels, group homes, etc.) given provisional
acceptance. The various SF and MF residential zones
are somewhat restrictive for non-residential uses
(although some lower-intensity uses can be
conditionally permitted)
C1-4 does not specifically address the nature or level
of ground floor activity
Allowed, but not specifically addressed or
encouraged.
Allowed in the major commercial zones, but not
necessarily encouraged. Low density neighborhoods
in the corridor are constrained to remain low density.
There are policies to promote senior and affordable
housing citywide, but code doesn’t explicitly address
mixing within a given neighborhood. Market factors
(and, presumably inadequate incentives) drive lack of
housing choice & quantity more so than zoning.
Some of these are more difficult to develop
(conditional/provisional) than other uses in the
corridor
Except for the fairgrounds (where use is seasonal &
sporadic), corridor is probably deficient in terms of
promoting/allowing this kind of use. More due to
public budgeting than zone or regulation.
Currently very imbalanced towards non-residential
and balance not explicitly encouraged.
Current code is generally consistent with TODsupportive guidelines in terms of pedestrianfriendliness
Code requires sidewalks
This is generally promoted and required in current
code, but could be improved with more specific
guidelines (possibly including graphics)
Required in existing code for commercial buildings
Encouraged in code language, but can be subject of
negotiation for developers wishing to build with more
suburban setbacks.
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Limit blank walls
Orient building fronts to public realm
Parking
Limit surface parking where possible;
Lower minimum parking requirements
(Parking spaces per housing unit (or square
footage, for commercial uses))

Consider parking maximums
Encourage shared and district parking
Limit access to off-street parking from key
frontages
Limit curb cuts (& encourage shared driveways)
Street & Network Connectivity
Add through-block pedestrian & bike ways
Eliminate dead ends
Add publicly-accessible streets & alleyways
Establish maximum block lengths (400-800ft)

Not specified as such in existing code (but there are
requirements for entrances along street frontages)
Not specified as such in existing code.
The current requirement is for 2 spaces per single
family unit and 1.5 spaces for typical apartments (can
be lower for small units, senior or affordable units).
Apartments over 2,000 s.f. must have 2 spaces.
Benchmark ratios for TOD areas are often lower than
these. Observed parking demand for TODs are often
at 1 space per unit or lower. Some TOD projects have
no parking, and no parking is required for many types
of projects in downtown Missoula.
None in code
Allowed but not required/encouraged.
Not explicit in code
Addressed in code
Pedestrian crossing between major buildings currently
required
Not directly addressed
Redressing deficiencies not addressed
Block lengths already determined for corridor.

Summary of Brooks Corridor Zoning & Regulatory Policy

Overall Conclusion. Zoning and regulations along the Brooks Corridor are generally already appropriate for
transit-oriented and transit-supportive development – especially in terms of allowable development density and
mix of land uses. In almost all cases, the existing zoning and regulations do not appear to be creating a
significant constraint on TOD.
Development underperformance relative to “hotter” areas is more a function of market conditions. These other
areas—including the historic downtown, Old Sawmilll District, and university-proximate neighborhoods—boast
cultural, pedestrian-accessible quality-of-life amenities, and natural features (such as the river and parks) that
the study area generally does not.
Parking. One exception is the residential parking requirement. While this is likely not an immediate constraint on
development in the near term, residential parking requirements could be lowered, to 1.0 spaces per unit, or
potentially lower. LCG’ s understanding is that residential parking is not required in Downtown Missoula. Each
structured parking space that a developer does not have to build typically reduces the cost of development by
$25,000 or more, and therefore, reducing parking in more compact TOD projects can make development less
costly and more feasible. While developers may still build more than 1 space per unit in the near term, over the
long term, with enhanced transit, they may take advantage of lower parking requirements when building TOD.
Design Excellence Recommendations. There are certain specific building and site design improvements that can
be made to boost pedestrian, bike, and transit rider-friendliness of corridor developments. Some such
recommendations emerging from the City’s (ongoing) Design Excellence project include:
•

Addressing view corridors and natural environment

•

More clearly defining “architectural detail”

Leland Consulting Group
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•

Offering guidance for design review for exceptions

•

Addressing site lighting and landscape design elements

•

Addressing building and parking orientation to correspond to arterial vs. local street needs

•

Providing graphic guidance for more complex design elements (e.g. combining articulation methods)

•

Including more context-specific design guidance (as opposed to citywide)

Encouraging TOD: Tools and Approaches

Zoning and regulations can help guide the form and distribution of development, but they generally do so by
setting parameters to restrict certain development types and densities based on location. At its best, zoning
discourages projects that are poorly designed or have undesirable impacts on neighboring properties. However,
zoning and regulation are less effective in encouraging desired types of development activity.
In order to achieve TOD, a number of stakeholders including MRA, Mountain Line, the City of Missoula,
Midtown Mojo, and others will need to consider taking a range of pro-development actions, employing tools,
and making related investments. This is particularly important for the Brooks Corridor, given that zoning and
regulatory policies currently in place do not appear to be acting as the primary barriers against TOD.
Rationale for Public Support. It is reasonable to ask why the public sector should take action to encourage
particular types of TOD or other development. Some of the primary reasons are:
•

To achieve strategic goals or public benefits, including vibrant, mixed-use, pedestrian- and transit-oriented
neighborhoods; reduction of sprawl and compact development; reduction of traffic crashes and injuries; etc.
(In some cases, agencies must complete analyses or studies that specify what goals and/or public benefits
are being sought, and the value of those benefits.)

•

To overcome the development track record within particular areas such as the Brooks Corridor that suggest
that new forms of development will result in higher costs, lower returns, and/or greater risk;

•

To provide demonstration and/or catalyst projects that help the community to achieve strategic goals and
demonstrate to the development community (developers, lenders, appraisers, brokers, etc.) that TOD is
logistically feasible, profitable, and will be well received by the market (potential residents, office and
commercial tenants, etc.).

In recent decades, many of the most successful urban infill and TOD projects have been accomplished through
“public-private partnerships” (PPPs). Definitions of “partnerships” in this context vary widely; broadly, though,
LCG views PPP development as development in which both the public and private sectors are playing active
roles in enabling a desired type of development to be realized—in this case, TOD. (Parts of the Tools section of
this report have been adapted from Successful Public-Private Partnerships, Urban Land Institute, 2016.)
Approaches to Public Support. Given the perception or reality of higher development costs and/or lower
developer returns, broad approaches to public-sector assistance include:
•

Enhancing project value through investment in public infrastructure or open space, or increased density;

•

Reducing effective project costs through investments, grants, cost sharing, or philanthropy;
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•

Lowering the cost of capital through financing tools;

•

Overcoming regulatory and other institutional barriers;

•

Anchoring the development with a public facility lease or facility; and

•

Moderating operating cost differences (e.g., often via property taxes, or possibly via common area
maintenance, or utility costs).

The primary approaches to encouraging TOD are shown below. Note that list represents the approaches used
by cities, redevelopment agencies, and transit agencies nationally; some of these approaches may not be
allowed by Montana state law or local ordinances, or may simply be difficult to implement.
•

Infrastructure and Public Facility Investment: Prioritizing enhanced transit, street, sidewalk, multimodal trail,
water, sewer, park, school, parking, and government building projects to support development. In some
cases, it may make sense for public agencies and private developers to divide and/or share the cost of
infrastructure (e.g., roads, sidewalks, utilities, etc.). Transit nodes and locations will a full complement of
urban infrastructure are more likely to be viewed by developers as promising locations for development.
Capital Improvement Plans (CIPs) defined by cities, counties, service districts (such as special parks or utility
districts), transit agencies, and others, are often the first place to look for the resources to support
infrastructure investments.

•

Entitlement and Process Assistance: Streamlining development approvals and providing appropriate
entitlements more quickly at less cost to the project. In development, time is money. If the time required for
project approvals can be reduced, development in particular locations becomes more attractive. Often, this
can be achieved through zoning and other codes that are clear and predictable (covered above), and
through assistance by public-sector officials to ensure that entitlements (design review approvals, building
permits, certificates of occupancy, and other required approvals) are awarded efficiently.

•

Site Assembly and Assumption of Extraordinary Costs. Cities, redevelopment agencies, and other public
agencies may acquire and “assemble” multiple contiguous sites, in order to bring to market a site that is
larger or more logically shaped for development. In addition, agencies may conduct related activities such
as the demolition of underutilized buildings on site; lot line adjustments or subdivisions; “site preparation”
due diligence such as site-specific geotechnical or environmental reports, etc. The purpose of these actions
is to prepare sites for development, and eliminate as many obstacles or questions about development
feasibility as possible.
Public agencies may use their dedicated funds (such as TIF, capital improvement plan funds, general funds,
or other), and/or seek grants or low-cost loans from higher levels of government to absorb extraordinary
costs including: demolition, environmental remediation, and geotechnical/structural issues linked to site
conditions such as soil bearing, engineered caps, flood protection, and wetlands.

•

Site Assembly and land write down: Acquiring land and reselling at its redevelopment value or providing
financial assistance to a developer where land costs are greater than supportable residual land value for the
desired use.

•

Tax Increment Financing (TIF). Most—but not all—of the Brooks Corridor is located within the MRA’s Urban
Renewal District III. (See URD map on page 28. Notable sites that are not included in the URD are the
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County Fairgrounds and some commercial properties to the west and south of the Fairgrounds.) TIF
generates a source of funds that can be used by the MRA within the district, and is one of the most
common sources of funding for local redevelopment and TOD projects in the country. While many of the
other tools and approaches in this list are actions that can be taken by drawing on public funds, TIF is a
funding source. LCG has not carefully reviewed the finances of URD III, or the availability of funding in future
years; however, the availability of TIF funding will have a significant impact on the ability of MRA to take the
type of actions included in this list. Urban renewal districts can sometimes be extended or expanded in
order to add more funding capacity.
•

Financing Tools that Reduce Cost of Capital: Facilitating tax-exempt bonds where allowable (e.g., industrial
revenue bonds, periodic disaster bonds, housing bonds, 501(c)(3)) and government loan funds that may be
available for public or in some cases private costs;

•

Tax Abatements, Impact Fee Abatements, and Sharing: In many states, public agencies may enable private
developers to retain or receive back a portion of taxes (property, sales, or other) generated by the project,
for use to assist the economics of the project. For example, in both Oregon and Washington, municipalities
may extend partial tax abatement (varying between eight and twelve years of taxes) to projects that are
mixed-use (including housing and ground floor commercial), achieve certain densities, and/or provide
affordable housing. This tax abatement reduces developers operating costs and enables them to use some
or all of the savings towards front end capital improvements. (Sometimes, the operating cost reduction
increases net operating income and therefore increases project value and lenders’ willingness to make loans
on the project.) (In Washington, these programs are often called Multifamily Property Tax Exemption
(MFTE.) However, while LCG is aware of a number of property tax incentives available in Montana, we are
not aware of any that are similar to Washington’s MFTE or Oregon’s Vertical Housing Tax Abatement, or
are particularly well-suited to the Brooks Corridor. For a list of Montana tax property tax incentives, see
https://revenue.mt.gov/Portals/9/businesses/TaxIncentives_Relief/businesstax_incentives/PropertyTax_Incent
ives-Credit.pdf)

•

Impact fee abatement, waivers, or reinvestment is another approach to reinvesting project-generated public
revenues near the project site. For example, it is sometimes possible for agencies to direct the
transportation or parks impact fees generated by large-scale TOD projects into adjacent transportation or
parks improvements. Another approach is to “waive” impact fees by having one public agency (e.g., MRA)
pay the fees to other agencies (e.g., transportation or parks departments) on behalf of the developer. This
can also be considered a fund transfer.

•

Securing funds from Grant Programs. One example is the Community Development Block Grant Program
(CDBG). The Montana Department of Commerce utilizes federal CDBG funds to stimulate economic
development, typically through low interest business loans. A list of additional grant programs is included
below.

•

Tax Credits that Reduce Capital Requirements: Assisting developers in obtaining tax credits for projects,
including new market tax credits (NMTC), housing (LIHTC; by coordinating with allocating body), and
historic, and possibly others enabled in Montana;
NMTC is a federally funded program providing subsidy financing to a wide variety of projects in low-income
communities. The NMTC program gives taxpayers an aggregate 39 percent federal income tax credit over
seven years against equity investments made in designated community development entities. In Montana,
New Markets Tax Credits are administered by Montana Community Development Corporation in Missoula.
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In 2011, it received an allocation of more than $56 million. Any Missoula project over $5 million should be
evaluated for possible utilization of NMTC funding. The Brooks Corridor’s mix of neighborhood incomes
may qualify it for NMTC.
•

Facilitation of Improvement Districts and Special Assessment Districts. Municipalities may help in forming a
variety of special districts to enable infrastructure development, real estate development, or district
management. These include special assessment districts, local improvement districts (LID), and business
improvement districts. Typically, property owners or developers within the defined district contribute to
these districts contribute funds on a pro rata share, commensurate with their acreage, square footage,
property value, or “benefit” (e.g., access, utility service, or other) to be received from particular
improvements. Public agencies may also contribute. Property owners are often reticent to support such
districts as they perceive them to be an additional tax or fee—unless they understand, support, and
potentially control the improvements to be made. Public agencies may also take the lead to manage the
administrative and legal processes needed to form such districts.

Additional Specific Tools Used in Missoula
In addition to the types of approaches that are implemented by agencies seeking TOD nationally, some
programs are available only in Montana. Are partial list of these programs is included here.
In LCG’s view, “direct” approaches—in which key project stakeholders such as MRA, Mountain Line, or the City
of Missoula have direct control over the capacity to fund and implement actions such as those covered above—
are more effective and likely to result in TOD than the “additional tools” listed below. These additional tools are
often provided at the discretion of State government or other granting agencies, and while they can be
enormously helpful, local agencies can rarely be sure of winning grants.
•

Big Sky Development Trust Fund. Fosters Montana higher-paying employment growth by providing
financial assistance in two categories. Economic Development Job Creation Project grants (for prospective
new employers paying above certain threshold levels) and Planning grants, which can subsidize planning
activities such as feasibility studies, business plans, preliminary architectural reports and preliminary
engineering reports.

•

Primary Sector Workforce Training Grants. Provides grant funds to primary sector businesses for training of
new, full-time and part-time workers.

•

Governor’s Discretionary Workforce Investment Act Funds. Similar to the Primary Sector Workforce Training
Grant program, with different qualifying criteria and grant amounts

•

Microbusiness Finance Program. A network for regional microbusiness development corporations that
provide financing, training and business assistance to help very small businesses expand or get started

•

Montana Board of Research and Commercialization Technology: Provides grants in the $50,000 – $200,000
range for Montana-based research projects that show a clear path to commercialization.
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Figure 15: Existing Urban Renewal District III (Tax Increment Financing District)
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Recommendations

Based on LCG’s analysis contained in the Task 400 and 600 memoranda, our recommendations for policy
changes and other actions are summarized below. In most cases, higher priority actions are listed towards the
top of each section. In general, LCG places a higher priority on lower-cost actions, since lower-cost actions are
assumed to be more achievable in the near term. These actions focus on steps that can be accomplished in the
near and medium term, since stakeholders will need to succeed in these endeavors before moving on to even
bigger moves.

Zoning and Regulation
•

As stated above, LCG does not view the City’s current zoning to be a primary obstacle to TOD
development on the Brooks corridor. Rather, the primary impediments are market strength (most higher
density development is taking place to the north, and Brooks itself is a disamenity to residential and mixeduse development due to traffic speed and volume, narrow sidewalks, and other features) and economics
(existing in-place commercial properties will actually be relatively expensive for developers to acquire and
redevelop).

•

LCG recommends that residential parking requirements could be lowered, to 1.0 spaces per unit, or
potentially lower, within the Brooks Corridor transit-oriented study area, consistent with TOD research and
best practices. The code should encourage developers to locate parking on the side of buildings rather than
in front. (A “parking district” has been recommended by past plans for the Brooks Corridor. LCG views this
as an optional action that should be undertaken only with the support of the Midtown Mojo business
association. A parking shortage—not currently obvious in the corridor—is typically a prerequisite to making
a parking district work.)

•

The code should encourage or require building frontages and entrances be built in close proximity to the
sidewalk/property line.

•

Continue to monitor the ongoing Design Excellence project and implement recommendations developed
by that project.

Infrastructure
•

Make pedestrian and bicycle improvements in the corridor. Priority should be given to improvements within
the identified node areas, on pedestrian improvements first, and on east-west connections that connect
people across Brooks rather than along Brooks. Priority should be given to improvements that connect
people to the Bitterroot Branch Trail as well, since that is an important non-auto transportation and
recreation route. Improvements may include the construction of sidewalks, widening sidewalks, reducing
crossing widths using curb extensions/bulb outs, striped crossings, signals on Brooks, bicycle lanes, and
potentially other improvements. MRA and other stakeholders should move assertively to put these projects
on capital improvement plans for the City, MDOT, and any other public agencies that control infrastructure
investments.

•

Complete the Bitterroot Branch Trail so that pedestrians and bicyclists can travel between Reserve Street
and Downtown. This trail is a major amenity and differentiator for the Brooks Corridor area, and can serve
as a parallel route to transit and auto travel on Brooks itself.
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•

Bring high frequency and “enhanced” transit to the corridor. Enhanced service, and the physical
improvements that can accompany enhanced transit (to stations, pedestrian and bicycle facilities, signage,
intersections, etc.) could be a game changer for the Brooks Corridor. However, the Brooks right-of-way is
tight, and it will not be easy to accommodate enhanced transit, improved pedestrian and bike facilities, and
auto facilities in the existing right-of-way. If transit improvements must be completed in phases, LCG’s view
is that improvements to transit service/headways (to one bus every 15 minutes or more frequently if
possible) should be prioritized; funds from the FTA or other agencies should fund the physical
improvements mentioned immediately above.

•

Complete infrastructure improvements that have been identified by HDR as a part of this Brooks Corridor
TOD Infrastructure Study.

Tools
•

Encourage and support the Midtown Mojo business association. Business and neighborhood associations
are a valuable resource, especially in areas like the Brooks Street, which is primarily commercial today.
Midtown Mojo may be able to assist with branding, signage, and identification for the corridor, and working
in partnership with MRA, Mountain Line, and others to support streetscape improvements on Brooks.
Midtown Mojo should continue its process, already underway, of developing one or more signature events
or festivals in the area. Such events enable business district champions to show off the special attributes of a
district to a regional market, and can prime a district for future real estate development. In the long-term, a
Business Improvement District or Transportation/Parking Management District could be managed and help
to fund Midtown Mojo.

•

If possible, extend the lifetime and/or funding capacity of the URD, so that the district can provide funds for
more improvement projects. Extend the geography of the URD to include the Fairgrounds and properties
to the west and south of the Fairgrounds.

•

Continue and expand MRA’s existing façade improvement/tenant improvement program in the corridor,
focusing on properties located within the four TOD nodes, and in particular on properties that reinforce the
pedestrian experience moving perpendicular to Brooks. There are scores of commercial properties in the
corridor. Many will be renovated over time, and it is the City’s interest to see that these properties are
renovated in a way that builds design quality and pedestrian interest at the ground level. Grants should
focus on building renovations that add or improve the following improvements near street frontages:
entrances, signage, windows, lighting, and landscaping.

•

Seek out New Market Tax Credits (NMTC), a significant funding source for projects in lower-income areas
which the potential to generate job growth and economic development. For example, the small city of
Klamath Falls, Oregon is seeking to secure approximately $5 million for a mixed-use project that will include
apartments, office space, and retail.
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•

Seek public-private partnerships opportunistically. LCG’s experience is that creative redevelopment agencies
can find opportunities to work with developers and property owners to improve TOD outcomes. The
Southgate Mall renovation and Mary Avenue improvements are a good example, in which the community
and property owners should benefit. The MRA should look for opportunities to explain the Brooks vision, to
groups such as Midtown Mojo, brokers, and other business owners. The MRA can work with property
owners looking to undertake renovation and redevelopment by assisting with infrastructure improvements,
entitlement assistance, and other actions.

•

Seek to implement a transportation impact fee program that incentivizes TOD. Such a structure could mean
lower transportation impact fees for TODs (which can be expected to generate less traffic); impact fees that
are “captured” for projects within the Brooks Corridor; or that a greater share of impact fees are directed to
pedestrian, bicycle, and/or transit projects. This is a longer-term action that may require council or
legislative action.

•

If possible, establish a temporary (e.g., 10 year) partial tax abatement program for higher-density, mixeduse projects that include residential and commercial components. Tax abatements are one incentive that
can encourage developers to build high-value TOD projects on sites that are currently generating little or
no tax revenue. The program could be modeled after similar programs in Washington and Oregon. This is a
longer-term action that may require legislative action.

•

Other cities have also implemented temporary permitting, fee, or tax waivers for infill projects in order to
encourage reinvestment in accessory dwelling units or duplexes. This is another approach for the study
area, where levels of residential investment have been lower than other parts of the city.

Transit-Oriented Development Projects
•

Realize the promise of the Southgate Mall node. This node has by far the greatest sense of place and
greatest near-term potential for place making and TOD. By virtue of new tenants such as Lucky’s grocery, a
more outward facing design, and the Mary Avenue improvements, the mall itself has the potential to
become a hub for the immediate surrounding neighborhood as well as a regional draw. Access to the
Bitterroot trail is also a major amenity. MRA should look for opportunities to encourage multifamily housing
near the mall, likely south of Mary Avenue, consistent with the mall’s long-term plan. Look for opportunities
to redevelop the mall in a more compact and mixed use manner than the long-term plan. Add housing is a
natural mixed-use play that has been executed at larger retail properties in the west (e.g., Thornton Place in
Seattle and Belmar outside Denver). Given that there are jobs, shopping, and recreation (trail), nearby, this
node has the potential to grow in phases, in the Orenco Station model, if not scale. Mary Avenue has the
potential to be an interesting and attractive “main street.”

•

Whether it is located at the Southgate Mall or elsewhere, the transit transfer facility will need to be carefully
designed so that is integrated with commercial and residential development, and does not have a “halo” of
bus lanes and parking areas that deter nearby development. Large bus layover and park-and-ride facilities
should be located at the south end of the transit line, if they are included in the project.
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•

Anticipate multifamily residential development in greater scale than retail or office. As shown above,
multifamily development in Missoula has remained robust, while the amount of retail and office
development has been minimal. LCG expects this general trend to continue in coming decades, as the
amount of space people need for work and shopping decreases, but the need for residential area
continues. Specific multifamily opportunities and considerations include:
o

o

o

Market-rate, senior, and affordable housing will be in demand in Missoula, and the corridor can
capture demand from these segments. Mixed-income and/or affordable housing projects can be
part of holistic station-area developments, and can be feasible even if market rate development is
not.
Multifamily development has been stronger to the north and northwest, including the Franklin to
the Fort and Rose Park neighborhoods. Look for ways to encourage developers of these projects—
including large-scale garden apartments and smaller-scale infill—to develop projects further south,
near and adjacent to Brooks. Based on current trends, development appears more likely to move
from north to south. A temporary waiver of building permits, fees, or taxes on infill development
between South and Mount Avenues could help encourage reinvestment and infill near the corridor.
Recognize that medium density housing projects such as townhomes, garden apartments, and
urban garden apartment projects are likely to be more financially feasible in the near term, and can
set the stage for higher density TOD projects later.

•

The County Fairgrounds represent a special, though challenging, opportunity for TOD and place making.
This property is special since it is large, publicly-owned, and a master planning process is underway.
However, it will also be challenging since fairgrounds can be inward-facing and underutilized for much of
the year. The Fairgrounds acreage just southeast of the South Avenue/Brooks/Russell Street intersection—
and the intersection itself—are a major opportunity for TOD and place making.

•

Be opportunistic at other nodes. Outside of the Southgate Mall node, there is a lack of differentiation at the
other nodes. In many ways, the other three TOD nodes are indistinguishable from the surrounding
commercial corridor environment. Because financial and human resources are limited, MRA should invest
carefully in these nodes, and preferably invest where the agency can be confident that its public
investments will leverage significant private investment. MRA should seek out property owners, developers,
and business owners with the capacity to make renovation and redevelopment improvements, create place
on or perpendicular to Brooks, and support high frequency bus operations.

•

Recognize that retail and office renovations should be more common in the next decade than new,
ground-up commercial development. Where possible, MRA should guide this renovation activity so that it is
as transit-supportive as possible, through façade improvement grants, education, adjacent infrastructure
improvements, etc. Other potential types of development are healthcare (which can be a tenant in
commercial centers), and in possibly lodging.

•

Recognize that “tactical urbanism”—small, creative, often community-led actions such as murals, publiclycreated public art, “parklets” and other landscaping, and food trucks can be high-impact, near-term
improvements, made at low-cost, that signal that change is possible and achievable. Look for such
opportunities that fit with the character of the corridor, surrounding neighborhoods, and are supported by
Midtown Mojo. An example might be a bike pump station and bike-inspired art near the Bitterroot trail.
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